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Introduction

Since 11 September 2001, “old” and “new” forms of radicalisation related to
religion-inspired, right-wing, left-wing, ethno-nationalist, separatist and single-issue
extremism, have undergone dynamic development and are to be found in most
European countries. Over the last decade, Islamist radicalisation has become
an issue of particular concern for many European governments. Exemplified,
until recently, by the terrorist attacks in Madrid (2004) and London (2005) the
phenomenon has reached new dramatic dimensions with the violent attacks
in Paris from 7 January and 13 November, 2015. The current situation in Syria
and Iraq and the emergence of the Islamic State have led to new forms of
radicalisation, especially the phenomenon of transnational fighters traveling to
and from conflict zones, who are believed to pose serious security threat to
many member states. Also worrying for many countries in Europe is right-wing
extremism. The terrorist attacks in Norway in July 2011 testified to the highly
destructive capacity of this phenomenon. At the same time, lawful manifestations
of discontent by movements such as Pegida in Germany bear the potential to
escalate into violence.
Preventing and studying radicalisation has become not only European but also a
global priority, giving rise to a wealth of publications that explore its motives and
causes, as well as the processes whereby individuals and groups come to espouse
radical ideas and engage in violent actions. Islamist radicalisation and right-wing
extremism have attracted a large amount of research. In the context of resurgence
of “old” and rise of “new” forms of radicalisation there is limited understanding
of the factors contributing to violence, both among policy makers and academia.
Furthermore, there is a lack of consensus in the literature not only on the root
causes that lead to radicalisation, but on the very definition and conceptualisation
of this phenomenon and its link to terrorism. Policy debates on how to confront
different types of radicalisation have been ongoing in many states in the EU.
Yet, in many member states decision-makers lack the appropriate evidence to
guide policy actions, especially in the field of Islamist radicalisation. Radicalisation
has generally been understudied in the countries of Central, East and Southeast
Europe although extremism and political radicalism have long existed in most
countries in the region.
The terrorist act in Bourgas, Bulgaria on 18 July 2012 was a stark demonstration
that the country and its citizens are vulnerable to acts of international Islamist
radicalisation. The first such incident to be perpetrated after the 2005 London
underground bombings ended a period of relatively low-level jihadist activities
with little or no impact on European security. It sounded a wake-up call not only
to national authorities, but also to European and allied governments and to the
public at large. The terrorist attack in Bulgaria called for an update of the national
policy approach to counter-terrorism and the 2008 National Counter-Terrorism
Plan. In response to the changing external security environment, the Bulgarian
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government has adopted a number of security measures to better monitor,
prevent and respond to potential terrorist threats and radicalisation processes,
and to counter more effectively the transit of transnational fighters through its
territory. While the government response so far has been mainly focussed on
better equipping security agencies to enforce counter-terrorism measures and
controls, a new national strategy and action plan drafted in 2015 envisage also the
designing of “soft” policies and measures for early identification and prevention
of radicalisation before it turns to violence, including through multi-agency and
community engagement. While this is undoubtedly a development in the right
direction, any soft policies and measures need to be designed on the basis of
monitoring of groups at risk and investigation of the complex social dynamics and
motivating factors that serve as drivers to potential radicalisation; such monitoring
and investigation are not currently performed. This need was voiced by Mr. Gilles
de Kerchove, the EU Counter-Terrorism Coordinator at a round table hosted
by CSD in January 2015. Mr. Kerchove stressed the importance of prevention
and the need to develop local capabilities at the front-line to recognise early
signs of radicalisation processes with the engagement of civil society and local
communities.
Although the security threats in relation to international and home-grown
Islamist radicalisation are on the increase in the EU, no in-depth studies have
yet been conducted with regard to how Bulgaria might be exposed to such
risks. So far, there has been no known involvement of Bulgarian citizens in
acts of violent Islamist radicalisation or in Islamist terrorist attacks at home
or abroad. However, a worrying trend of symbolic approval of the acts of
international Islamist organisations has recently been registered among segments
of some isolated and marginalised Roma communities. Logistical support which
transiting transnational fighters have received from members of some local
Muslim communities is even more alarming. Right-wing extremist groups and
individuals are rather vocal when engaging in both lawful (demonstrations
and marches) and illegal (violent) acts ranging from hate-filled rhetoric and
verbal harassment to unprovoked attacks against foreigners, minority members
as well as Muslim or Jewish places of worship. Since the late 1990s, football
hooliganism has increasingly become a major channel for manifestations of
violence, xenophobia, ethnic and religious intolerance, as well as extremist and
radical attitudes.
Although there is no universally accepted definition of (violent) radicalisation there
is a wide consensus among scholars that this is a context-bound phenomenon
with sociological and political drivers playing as much a role as ideological
and psychological ones. Radicalisation is understood in a broad way as “the
process whereby individuals come to hold radical views in relation to the status


Стратегия за противодействие на радикализацията и тероризма 2015 – 2020 г. Проект. Available
at http://www.strategy.bg/PublicConsultations/View.aspx?lang=bg-BG&Id=1771 (accessed on
28.08.2015).
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quo.” A radical stance is characterised by a “growing readiness to pursue and
support far-reaching changes in society that conflict with, or pose a direct threat
to the existing order.” Scholars often distinguish between violent and cognitive
radicalisation. While cognitive radicalisation is associated with the process of
adoption of radical ideas per se, violent radicalisation occurs when an individual
takes the additional step of employing violence to further the views derived from
cognitive radicalism. According to US intelligence experts, radicalisation is “the
process of adopting an extremist belief system, including the willingness to use,
support, or facilitate violence, as a method to effect societal change.” A broader
definition of violent radicalisation refers to the phenomenon as the “process of
socialisation leading to the use of violence.”
The present publication considers radicalisation to be a complex relational process,
which implies the identification of its transformative stages and drivers that may
or may not lead to violence. The following notions are viewed as key to studying
the radicalisation process as a differentiated and nuanced one:
• There is often a close association between radical or extremist views and
attitudes, on the one hand, and the use of violence, on the other, although
these two do not necessarily go together. Individuals and groups may espouse
radical and extremist views without necessarily deploying aggressive tactics
in action. At the same time, involvement in violent acts is not necessarily
premised on or driven by adherence to radical beliefs and frames of thinking,
but it may be motivated by personal or group loyalty or peer pressure.
• Radicalisation is best understood as a dynamic, multi-stage and multifaceted
phenomenon that occurs at the sequence of individual vulnerabilities (biographical
exposure) and the interactions with an enabling environment, and is therefore
always a context-specific phenomenon.
• When analysing factors of radicalisation, it needs to be asked why, when and
how individuals and groups decide to enlist in organisations that advance radical
views; and why, when and how some of these individuals (alone or with others)
engage in violent acts that (may) involve physical destruction or threat to the
safety and lives of human beings. In searching the answer to these questions
one should consider the micro (individual), meso (social milieu/group dynamics)
and macro (broader societal and political environment) levels of analysis.
Focusing on Bulgaria, this publication addresses knowledge gap regarding the
main risks and forms that radicalisation takes in the country in the context
of internationally growing radicalisation challenges. The publication explores the
manifestations of four different forms of radicalisation – right-wing and left-wing
radicalisation, Islamist radicalisation and football hooliganism. Analysis is provided
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of their organisational structures and actors, their ideas and ideology and the
motivations and root causes that explain their genesis and manifestations (nonviolent and violent). In addition, a critical review is provided of the policy
approaches, the legal and the institutional frameworks to monitor, tackle and
prevent radicalisation in Bulgaria, including identification of existing gaps. This
analysis is intended to guide further investigation of indicators and risk factors as
the knowledge base for the design and the pilot application of a radicalisation
monitoring tool.

I. Policy approaches to countering, monitoring
and preventing (violent) radicalisation

1.	Introduction
This chapter explores the policy environment, the terminology and concepts
used, as well as the strategic and conceptual documents that set out government
policy, instruments and measures that are used in countering radicalisation and
extremism in Bulgaria. Across Europe, radicalisation that might lead to violence
has been increasingly recognised as a significant threat to democratic systems,
human rights, citizen’s security and social cohesion. While terrorism is not a
new issue in Europe, many large scale ‘softer’ policies were rolled out in the
past decade, especially in older EU member states after the rise of militant
Islamism and the attacks on European soil. Instead of focusing exclusively on
the immediate prevention of attacks, these policies focus on identifying and
reversing the radicalisation process which often precedes the use of violence.
Meanwhile, EU member states’ perspective on the threat posed by radicalisation
has widened to include the more traditional threats of right- and left-wing
extremists, and nationalist separatists. Counter-radicalisation is approached
through the prism of security, human rights or social policy, or through a more
holistic integrated approach. The density of specific counter-radicalisation policy
programmes and measures is proportionate to the level of threat and the scope
of radicalisation processes in societies, while the focus could be on one or more
types of radicalism depending on historical circumstances and the changing
external environment.
In Bulgaria, radicalisation and violent extremism as potential threats to society
have been only recently raised in policy debates and entered the political
agenda, mainly in the light of global and EU-wide responses to so called
home-grown Islamist radicalisation, the activities of terrorist organisations such
as Islamic State (IS) and al’Qa’ida, and the issue of foreign fighters for whom
Bulgaria has become a transit zone, both to and from conflict zones in the
Middle East. Other forms of violent radicalisation, although having been in
existence longer (such as right-wing extremism and football hooliganism), have
received considerably lower attention.
Furthermore, the terrorist attack on a passenger bus with Israeli tourists that took
place in 2012 in the city of Burgas prompted a thorough review of the preparedness
of government institutions to prevent and cope with the consequences of terrorist
activity in Bulgaria. As a result, the Bulgarian government has stepped up its
efforts to strengthen its legislation and institutional framework in responding to
potential terrorist threats, and also to counter more effectively the transit of
foreign fighters through its territory. Besides strengthening of the Criminal Code
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provisions on prosecuting acts of terrorism, the institutional framework was also
further developed through enhancing information exchange, coordination and
intelligence gathering in the area of counter-terrorism. However, the Bulgarian
government and public institutions are yet to develop a more comprehensive
understanding and knowledge of radicalisation that might lead to violence, the
risks it poses to society, and how to counter it. The policy response so far has
been focussed on fending off and preparing to respond to potential terrorist
activity, while approaches to addressing factors and processes conductive of such
violence are yet to be developed.
In Bulgaria, radicalisation (as defined in this report) has been traditionally
perceived as limited to small groups of people or individuals and has been
predominantly approached from a national security standpoint, and hence
handled mainly by security and intelligence services. Measures have included
imposing increased monitoring and repressive measures by the security structures
and the judiciary over individuals, groups and organisations whose activities are
perceived as posing a risk to national security or facilitating the radicalisation of
local Muslims (see further the chapter “Risks of Islamist radicalisation”). Other
radicalisation-related phenomena such as hate crime, racism, discrimination and
xenophobia have been partially addressed within a broader scope of policy
themes such as crime, education, protection of human rights, diversity, social
policy, and integration.
The crime of terrorism is defined in the Criminal Code (see further the chapter
“Legal framework and institutions”). The terms ‘radicalisation’, ‘extremism’,
‘political violence’ and ‘religious violence’ are not well established in the Bulgarian
policy or legislative framework, although the latter two are incriminated. The
Criminal Code includes a number of provisions that can be used for prosecuting
radicalisation-related crimes, such as crimes against the republic, crimes against
equality of citizens and the crimes against religious denominations. Radicalisation
and extremism have not been defined separately as they are not subject to any
specific policy, although occasional references to these terms can be found in
some documents related to security or social policies, as well as in parliamentary
debates. The concepts of radicalisation and extremism are utilised within the
policy and operational domain of the intelligence and security services and are
embedded in their statutes although not specifically defined. Countering football
(sports) hooliganism falls traditionally within the portfolio of the Ministry of Interior
(MoI) and is regulated by a separate law.
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2.	National strategies and action plans
References to radicalisation in policy documents appear mainly in the context
of terrorism and national security. The National Plan for Combatting Terrorism
2008 is among the first strategic documents referring to radicalisation-related
trends although these are viewed fairly narrowly in the context of counterterrorism. Although the Plan is outdated and has been replaced by a new draft
strategy and action plan for countering radicalisation and terrorism, it deserves
mentioning as it is the first conceptual document outlining policy objectives and
measures to be undertaken towards countering terrorism and radicalisation-related
trends. The Plan recognised that the main threat from a terrorist attack being
organised and carried out on Bulgarian territory, albeit not immediate, stems from
potential actions of single individuals, groups or organisations, Bulgarian or foreign
citizens, or “radical elements infiltrated through the channels of illegal migration.”10
It did not provide a definition of terms such as radicalisation, extremism or
radical ideas, but one of its objectives included “preventing the penetration, and
countering the influence of radical ideas and their distributors among groups and
communities of the Bulgarian population as a basis for terrorist recruitment.”11
The measures envisioned were mainly focussed on exerting greater control and
monitoring by security services over foreign citizens from “risk states” residing in
the country, migrants and international protection seekers, as well as the activities
of local religious foundations.12 Analysis and monitoring of terrorism-related
trends – including anti-constitutional, nationalistic and other organisations, the
ethno-religious situation in the country, Islamist fundamentalism, as well as social
tensions – are within the remit of the State Agency for National Security (SANS).
No differentiation was made between violent and non-violent radicalisation and
extremism, as is the case in more recent strategic documents.
The majority of measures included in the Plan were directed towards the prevention
of, protection from and response to potential terrorist attacks and subsequent
crisis management, and are therefore mainly focussed on operational control,
deterrence, better intelligence gathering, information exchange and preparedness.
Prevention of radicalisation or countering its root causes were not addressed in
the document. There are no publically available assessments or monitoring reports
of the implementation of the Plan. This narrow security-focussed approach to
radicalisation threats and how they should be tackled, as well as the lack of
clarity and sufficient understanding of key concepts has evolved significantly
in more recent strategic documents discussed below.
In 2013, the National Security Consultative Council chaired by the President
considered the continuing crisis in the Middle East and the resulting migration
pressure on Bulgaria as major factors generating increased risks for national security,
including the potential infiltration of persons supporting radical or extremist ideas
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or affiliated with terrorist organisations through the migration flow.13 The Security
Council at the Council of Ministers adopted a number of emergency measures
to deal with the migration pressure, which also included addressing the risks
related to terrorism and radical extremism. Again, these included mostly reactive
measures and no further analysis of internal radicalisation or proposals for ‘soft’
preventative measures have been made.
In 2015, a more comprehensive conceptual approach was put forward, which
places much greater emphasis on prevention policies and better understanding
of radicalisation processes as outlined in the Draft Strategy for Countering
Radicalisation and Terrorism 2015 – 202014 (hereafter referred to as the Draft
Strategy).15,16
The development of the strategy is to a large extent an attempt to echo the
evolving understanding of radicalisation also at the EU level, and the adoption
of a number of EU policy documents which served as its basis.17 Therefore
the philosophy of the strategy in terms of the underlying understanding of the
radicalisation concept and how to address it is fundamentally different than
the earlier national plan discussed above. The prevention and countering of
radicalisation has received the due attention and space in the entire first part of
the Draft Strategy, while the second part is dedicated to preventing, countering
and responding to terrorism.
Opinions and comments provided during the public consultation process indicate
that there is a lack of agreement on the definitions of violent radicalisation, which
is in line with the lack of any universally accepted definition in international
academic and policy debates on the issue. It provides a useful first attempt at
defining key terms18 (see Box 1), differentiating between violent and non-violent
13
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radicalisation, although it remains to be seen whether the proposed definitions
would be retained in the policy practice. The definition of terrorism mirrors the
one provided in the Bulgarian Criminal Code.

Box 1.	Definitions of key concepts and terms

Radicalisation is a process of adopting extreme opinions, views, beliefs and ideologies, to the extent of
fierce rejection of all alternatives. It is characterised by a decisive readiness for imposing one’s views and
principles over the rest of society, through rejecting the constitutional foundations of democracy and
non-respect for fundamental human rights. Very often it leads to adopting the ideology of violence.
Radicalisation which leads to violence is a phenomenon where individuals or groups of people adopt
opinions, views and ideas, which might lead to acts of terrorism.
Violent extremism is a phenomenon where individuals or groups of people support or carry out
ideologically motivated violence to achieve their ideological goals.
Deradicalisation is a process most often realised through a system of programmes and measures aiming
at reducing the extremity in views and to reintegrate into society those people who are already
radicalised.
Disengagement is a process where an individual gives up active participation in a radical group or
activity. This process of change does not necessarily mean that this person has given up on their
political or ideological views.
Terrorism is any action of criminal nature accompanied by an act of violence which deliberately
endangers the lives and safety of the public, and the security of important infrastructure in order to
create fear and insecurity in society and to destabilise democratic institutions as a means of achieving
concrete political or ideological goals.
Source: Draft Strategy for Countering Radicalisation and Terrorism 2015 – 2020, p. 4-5.

The distinction between radicalisation more generally and radicalisation that leads
to violence is a step in the right direction, given the frequent misuse of this
concept in public debates as being closely related to, or de-facto a precursor to
terrorism. Furthermore, the definitions are broad enough to encompass different
forms of radicalisation such as politically or religiously inspired, among others.
These definitions are in line with EU-level policy discussions and contemporary
understanding of radicalisation processes.19
Radicalisation in the Draft Strategy is understood as “a manifold, dynamic and
complex process, which is a threat to national security”, but also as a process
of “polarisation and violation of social cohesion, which needs to be addressed
at an early stage through a multidisciplinary approach”, as “it is preventable and
19
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reversible in its early stages.”20 The Draft Strategy therefore envisions “a broad set
of measures aimed at preventing radicalisation based on ideological and political
beliefs, countering the recruitment of radicalised individuals into terrorist structures,
as well as for deradicalisation and social reintegration of former supporters of
antidemocratic doctrines, which use violence as a method and/or participants in
terrorist activity.” The document acknowledges that a multidisciplinary approach
is needed that goes beyond traditional law enforcement methods and engage a
wide range of state actors and civil society organisations, the private sector and
local communities.
The document further notes that although Bulgarian society does not accept in
any form extremist ideologies and decisively rejects all forms of terrorism, the
risk of individual members of society or foreign citizens present on the territory
of the country engaging in terrorist activity cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the
strategy points to the need to develop sustainable skills and knowledge among
government institutions and the civil society for identifying and countering the
push and pull factors of radicalisation. The main objectives of the Draft Strategy
follow the structure of the EU Counter Terrorism Strategy 200521 and the
Revised EU Strategy for Countering Radicalisation and Recruitment to Terrorism22
and include:
• Prevention of violent radicalisation of individuals or groups in society.
• Countering the proliferation of terrorist and radical propaganda as well as
terrorist recruitment.
• Preventing and countering terrorism on and from Bulgarian territory.
• Criminal prosecution of organisers, perpetrators and facilitators of activities
related to radicalisation or terrorism in Bulgaria and any other country.
• Minimising the consequences of terrorism.
• Building public trust, as well as pro-active approach in countering radicalisation
and terrorism.
The first part of the Draft Strategy dealing with counter-radicalisation recognises
the need to “build expert and analytical capacity” to produce analyses,
assessments and deepen knowledge on the factors of radicalisation, its nature
and spread in society.23 This is then expected to serve as the basis for the
development of targeted prevention measures and programmes. Further emphasis
is put on developing mechanisms for cooperation and active engagement of
multiple stakeholders (government agencies, civil society, religious and ethnic
communities, etc.) in these efforts, developing and implementing jointly tailored
programmes to countering radicalisation in its diverse forms and at the local
level, aimed at overcoming vulnerabilities among individuals and groups, as
20
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well as at countering extremist ideas and propaganda, including through
delivering counter-narratives. The development of mechanisms and indicators
for identifying and monitoring radicalisation risks early on and applying targeted
interventions is also envisioned where well trained and educated “front line
officers” are expected to play a key role. Countering hate speech, racism and
xenophobia, educating young people and developing critical thinking from early
age, stimulating inter-ethnic and inter-religious dialogue and tolerance are among
the other areas of priority.
In parallel, a Draft Plan for Implementing the Strategy for Countering
Radicalisation and Terrorism 2015 – 2020 was developed, setting out a number
of measures, a timeframe for their implementation and responsible institutions.24
It envisions an elaborate set of measures along the following objectives:
• Developing an efficient regulatory framework for prevention of radicalisation
and terrorist recruitment, including measures related to streamlining the legal
provisions relating to terrorism and radicalisation-related crimes, developing
problem-oriented programmes with territorial focus for prevention of radicalisation
and violent extremism.
• Building a system for monitoring and coordination, including mechanisms
for information exchange and partnerships among various government and
non-government stakeholders in the analysis, identification and prevention of
radicalisation trends and risks, including at the local level.
• Improving the organisation and activities of the specialised government agencies
in countering radicalisation and terrorism (such as the MoI and SANS).
• Enhancing administrative capacity, including targeted trainings for front-line
officers and other government employees and experts.
Radicalisation is also mentioned in the National Strategy for the Integration of
Roma (2012 – 2020).25 The Strategy’s objectives under the fifth priority area “rule
of law and non-discrimination” include:
• Increasing the institutional and public sensibility and intolerance towards acts
of discrimination and hate speech. Undertaking measures under high level of
priority for the prevention of ethnically motivated radicalisation, especially in
young age.
• Increasing the capacity of law enforcement bodies in countering crimes and
acts of discrimination, violence and hate based on ethnicity.26
The strategy and the action plan attached to it include a wide range of measures
aimed at ensuring tolerance-based multi-ethnic relations, fostering cultural pluralism,
social inclusion and equality.
24
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A 2002 Strategy on Community Policing27 and a number of subsequent policy
documents laid out the basic principles for community-oriented work of the police.
However, radicalisation-related issues have not been specifically problematised
within this concept, although emphasis is put on police work in multi-ethnic
communities. The implementation of the community policing model is largely
perceived as a mere formality by local police units and is not used effectively in
the day-to-day police work.
Ensuring non-discrimination and equality of individuals, countering hate crime,
racism and xenophobia are issues partially addressed in a few other strategic and
conceptual documents, such as the National Strategy on Migration, Asylum and
Integration (2011 – 2020) and National Strategy for Integration of Refugees in
Bulgaria (2014 – 2020).
A range of other strategic policy documents on countering crime, youth crime,
youth and child development, etc., which did not contain any specific references
to radicalisation and extremism were reviewed.

3.	Threat assessments and strategic analyses
Threat assessments, situation reports or other analytical documents by government
bodies on trends in radicalisation that might serve as basis for policy decisions
and public debate – if they exist – have not been made public. The National
Intelligence Service (NIS) releases annually an assessment of the external security
environment, reports on its activities, sets priorities and drafts prognoses. In its
2014 report, NIS identified international terrorist activities, refugee flows and illegal
migration as main sources of risks and threats for security, specifically relating
to terrorism and violent radicalisation.28 It foresees an increased terrorist threat
for the country following the changing external security environment. A similar
assessment of the internal and external security environment provided by SANS
and the NIS is included in the Draft Strategy.29 This is one of the few documents
that discusses the internal threats and risks related to radicalisation. Although
the Strategy adopts a broad understanding of violent radicalisation and aims at
countering all its forms, the risks named in the document are mainly relating to
trends of Islamist radicalisation – external as well as home-grown (see further
the chapter on Islamist radicalisation). This assessment sketches only the broader
external and internal risks and threats affecting Bulgaria while providing no detail
of the actual scope and nature of radicalisation processes in society. It mentions
27
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that there are indications of polarisation in society along ethnic and religious lines
which – when combined with economic inequality, poverty and social isolation,
the easy access of extremist propaganda via the internet – become factors creating
vulnerabilities and breeding ground for potential home-grown radicalisation.30
Similar assessments of trends and risks of right- and left-wing extremism are
even scarcer. The issue is rarely discussed in parliamentary debates, if at all.
In its annual report for 2011 the Council of Ministers31 citing SANS noted that
various groups and organisations subscribing to far right, radical or neo-Nazi
views are becoming more active. They seek to recruit young people at the age
of 14-20 years, including through universities and schools under the pretext of
delivering patriotic lectures on historical events. According to SANS, these groups
are involved in distributing anti-Semitic and racist propaganda, often drawing on
national patriotic rhetoric, and resort to violence against members of the public
as a main method for achieving their goals. The assessment does not name
any specific organisations or groups, and does not provide any more specific
information/data on the scope and nature of these trends. There are no publicly
available government reports mapping the extremist actors and the number and
types of violent actions performed by them. Shortage of statistical data is another
problem that seriously hinders better understanding of the scope of radicalisation
trends and the threat associated with them (see further below).
In 2014, a National Counter-Terrorism Centre (NCTC) was established at SANS.
Its extended mandate in 2015 included the drafting of situation reports not
only on terrorism-related threats, but also in relation to trends in radicalisation
and violent extremism. So far such analyses have been released very scarcely
by the intelligence services as the issue is considered a matter of national
security. Although the Draft Strategy recognizes that the security and intelligence
structures need to become more open to society in order to inform and involve
various government and civil stakeholders in counter-radicalisation efforts, the
issue is highly political and it remains to be seen if the NCTC would be able to
establish a practice of publishing evidence-based analyses drawing on systematic
methodology, following the examples of other countries such as Germany or the
Czech Republic. It would need to develop substantial analytical, methodological
and human capacity to achieve this task.

4. Monitoring radicalisation trends and availability of data
So far, radicalisation trends have been monitored mainly by SANS using overt and
covert means (use of agents and informants, surveillance, etc.) and on the basis
of information received from foreign intelligence services. SANS also monitors
the activities of high-risk extremist groups and organisations operating in the
country, although there is no publicly available information on which groups
are considered high-risk. Incoming migrants and foreigners seeking international
30
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protection are screened at the point of entry by Border Police (and those
classified as high risk also by SANS) for indications of previous affiliation with
terrorist groups and involvement in violent activities abroad such as fighting for
IS in Syria (including for possession of terrorist/extremist propaganda material).
Border guards have received training in this respect and use a system of
indicators to recognise risk signs, but more needs to be done to further train
and educate first-line officers, given the increased risks of transit of foreign
fighters through Bulgarian territory.
Trends and risks associated with football hooliganism and related violent acts
are not systematically analysed and evaluated by the authorities. The MoI is
well specialised in monitoring and countering such acts from the perspective of
safeguarding public order and safety, and countering anti-social behaviour and
related crimes. Operational data on violent and high-risk actors, as well as acts of
football hooliganism are gathered and recorded in the databases of the regional
police directorates, but some interviewees expressed concerns that this data is
not entered systematically into the centralised criminal statistics database, and
is not used sufficiently for horizontal analyses and policy planning. This means
the response to football hooliganism is likely to remain largely focussed on law
enforcement/operational efforts and deterrence methods. An in-depth analysis
of related risks, trends, factors and vulnerable groups based on data gathered
by police or other institutions would enable the gradual development of a long
overdue prevention policy approach.
Monitoring of the internet and identification of websites with extremist, terrorist or
racist and discriminatory content is carried out by a specialised unit on cybercrime
within the Directorate General for Combatting Organised Crime, MoI. Internet
monitoring is also used by SANS as a complementary tool for their intelligence
and operative work.
Overall, there are no publicly accessible indicators or methodological tools for
monitoring radicalisation trends and risks, or any early-warning systems for flagging
up potential radicalisation signs early on. A more systematic approach is necessary.
At the same time, several obstacles impede the systematic collection and analysis
of reliable data on radicalisation-related trends, actors and crimes. These include
the lack of consistent body of legal and policy definitions of criminal offences with
extremist background (including on hate crimes and crimes with discriminatory
motives). There are also no mechanisms for collection of such statistical data
based on clear indicators. This is evident in the discrepancies in the data provided
by the MoI and the Prosecutor General’s Office on radicalisation-related crimes.
Table 1 shows the number of pre-trial proceedings and indictments filed by the
prosecution as well as the number of indicted persons in relation to radicalisation
and terrorism-related offences over the past five years. With respect to the large
number of cases of serious bodily injury investigated and brought to court by
the prosecution, no differentiation has been made between cases with racist or
xenophobic motives and those with general hooligan motives. Some high-profile
incidents reported in the media in recent years of violence against persons
with racist/xenophobic motives indicate that more attention needs to be paid
to registering and analysing the incidence of such acts in a more systematic
manner.
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Number of pre-trial proceedings, indictments and persons
indicted for radicalisation-related crimes 2010 – 2015
Persons indicted

Indictments

2014

Pre-trial proceedings

Persons indicted

2013

Indictments

Pre-trial proceedings

Persons indicted

2012

Indictments

Pre-trial proceedings

Persons indicted

2011

Indictments

Pre-trial proceedings

Persons indicted

Indictments

Pre-trial proceedings

Persons indicted

Indictments

Pre-trial proceedings

2010

Jan-Jun 2015

Type of crime as per
the Criminal Code
Spread of fascist pro
paganda or other antidemocratic ideology or
forcible change of the
constitutional order
(Art. 108)

2

1

1

3

2

2

3

1

1

5

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

Terrorism (Art. 108а)

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

13

14

23

14

8

9

7

9

16

11

7

9

5

7

19

4

1

2

Homicide with hooligan,
racist or xenophobic
motives (Art. 116,
Par. 1, Item 11)
Serious bodily injury
with hooligan, racist
or xenophobic motives
(Art. 131, Par. 1,
Item 12)

863 379 563 836 367 556 757 346 494 829 290 432 833 296 419 415 169 242

Crimes against the
equality of citizens,
including incitement
to racial or ethnic
discrimination, violence
or hate (Par. 162)

4

1

1

21

2

3

7

2

3

13

3

4

11

1

2

7

0

0

Participation in a crowd
gathered to commit
racist or ethnic violence
(Par. 163)

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Desecration of religious
temples (Par. 164)

17

1

1

15

1

5

14

0

0

9

0

0

16

2

3

3

1

2

Use of violence and
intimidation to prevent
others from practicing
their religion (Par. 165)

1

0

0

0

6

6

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Establishment of a
political organisation on
a religious basis/use of
religion for anti-state
propaganda (Par. 166)

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Source: Prosecutor General’s Office.
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Figure 1. Pre-trial proceedings and indictments for serious
bodily injury with hooligan, racist or xenophobic
motives (2010 – Jan-June 2015)
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Based on data from the Prosecutor General’s Office.

Police statistics on registered crimes with extremist or hate background are
even less transparent when it comes to differentiating between general acts of
hooliganism and those with extremist or discriminatory background.

Table 2.

Number of radicalisation-related crimes registered
and cleared by the Ministry of Interior, number
of perpetrators (2013 – 2015)

Registered
crimes

Cases
cleared up

Perpetrators

2015 (Jan-Sep)

16

4

5

2014

26

7

17

2013

16

2

7

Year
Crimes against the equality
of citizens and crimes against
religious denominations
(incl. incitement to racial
or ethnic discrimination,
violence or hate (Art. 162-166)
Source: Ministry of Interior, 2015.
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Reports by non-governmental organisations on the spread and nature of hate
crimes, hate speech and the government response,32 however, point out various
problems in registering, investigating and prosecuting such crimes by the MoI, the
prosecution and courts. These include lack of trust in the police and non-reporting
of such crimes, incorrect registration of hate crimes as hooliganism by the police,
and legislative gaps (no legal provisions on hate crimes with homophobic motive).
One of the reasons for these issues is that hate crimes based on ethnicity,
nationality and religion were incriminated only 2011 and law enforcement officers
and prosecutors need further training and practice in their application.

5.	Counter-radicalisation policy measures and programmes
Although a system of institutions with powers to counter radicalisation and
related trends does exist in theory (see further the chapter “Legal framework and
institutions”), it is difficult to assess how effective and comprehensive it is. Among
other reasons, this is because – except for security/intelligence agencies – the
phenomena discussed in this report are not recognised as priorities in the work
of the institutions mentioned.
The measures envisioned in the Draft Plan for Implementing the Strategy for
Countering Radicalisation and Terrorism (2015 – 2020) are indeed ambitious and
cover several essential elements required for a comprehensive and multidisciplinary
approach to counter-radicalisation. However, previous experience of other EU
member states shows that counter-radicalisation measures are most effective when
the existing institutional framework and well-established channels of cross agency
collaboration are adapted to the objectives of this specific policy area, rather
than creating new arrangements and institutions and burdening the government
administration with additional responsibilities.33 The idea is to integrate counterradicalisation as much as possible in the day-to-day work and regular responsibilities
of those institutions and civil servants that are most likely to come into contact
with potentially radicalised individuals. In many other countries well-established
mechanisms of community policing, crime prevention, integration and social
inclusion are mostly adapted and utilised also for counter-radicalisation purposes.
Although this approach is not always unproblematic,34 as front-line officers such
as teachers, health and social workers have been used to inform the police about
individuals at risk, the existence of mechanisms for cooperation between various
32
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state and non-state stakeholders at local level is certainly a crucial factor in
developing targeted interventions, as long as intelligence work is held separate
from counter-radicalisation objectives.35
In Bulgaria, such mechanisms exist at the local level, including in relation
to crime prevention, youth crime prevention, as well as on integration and
ethnic issues. For example, the Commissions for Public Order and Safety at
municipal and regional level are the main platforms for information exchange
and cooperation between police, local authorities and other relevant institutions
and community actors. They can potentially provide the channel for delivering
problem-oriented interventions, including through the involvement of social
and health services, NGOs, etc. In addition, there are regional and municipal
Councils for Cooperation on Ethnic and Integration Issues, which are in charge
for implementation of Roma integration programmes.36 However, the insufficient
quality, depth and scope of multi-agency collaboration within such mechanisms
may be a major obstacle to developing working solutions in the prevention and
identification of radicalisation risks.
The modern principles of community policing are not as deeply embedded in
police work as in some other European countries. Law enforcement personnel
from the MoI and SANS officers receive regular training provided by domestic
and international trainers on working in multi-ethnic environments, on dealing
with discrimination, recognising and investigating hate crimes and dealing with
victims, recognising and responding to potential radicalisation processes, among
other related topics. However, radicalisation is a complex and sensitive topic and
more needs to be done to educate frontline practitioners and experts. At the
same time, problems of ‘securitisation’ of cooperation agendas often undermine
the trust between law enforcement and local communities and NGOs, which
requires the development of mutual understanding. Increasing administrative
and expert capacity of key frontline practitioners must be complemented by a
counter-radicalisation infrastructure and mechanisms for multi-agency cooperation,
information sharing and support for those at risk. All these preconditions are likely
to present significant challenges to Bulgarian institutions.
In relation to youth radicalisation, existing juvenile delinquency bodies at the
local level should adapt their focus towards early prevention of radicalisation
and developing targeted non-repressive interventions for those already on the
path towards radicalisation. These include the Juvenile Delinquency Offices, the
Central Commission for Combating Juvenile Delinquency (CCCJD) and the Local
Commissions for Combating Juvenile Delinquency. In 2010, CCCJD in cooperation
with SANS developed a manual for identification and reform work with minors
adopting ideas or joining organisations of extremist and radical nature. The manual
was presented to school teachers, pedagogical workers and other first-line workers
35
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to assist them in identifying the signs of right-wing radicalisation and working
with youth at risk. Such initiatives should be rolled out country-wide, as minors
are one of the risks groups most susceptible to recruitment and propaganda by
right-wing extremist groups and ideas. Reform plans to overhaul the predominantly
repressive approach to juvenile delinquency towards ‘child-friendly justice’ are yet
to produce any concrete results. Counter-radicalisation considerations should be
firmly integrated within such efforts. Building resilience among the at-risk youth
population through stimulating critical thinking and social skills in school is another
area requiring urgent attention.

II. Risks of Islamist radicalisation

1.	Introduction
This chapter examines the external and home-grown risks to which Bulgaria
is exposed in the context of Islamist radicalisation – a phenomenon that is
manifested worldwide. The study poses questions about the presence and the
nature of ideas, organisational structures and actors that might be associated
with Islamist radicalisation in the country and discusses the root causes for both
potential Islamist radicalisation and for the observed resilience towards it on the
part of local populations.37
Although the security threats related to international and home-grown Islamist
radicalisation are on the increase in the EU,38 no in-depth studies have yet
been conducted with regard to how Bulgaria might be exposed to such
risks. To date, only one academic publication has discussed comprehensively
the threats of Islamist radicalisation in Bulgaria in the context of external
developments and internal risks.39 While this publication provides a general
frame of discussion, no in-depth exploration of any of the outlined risks has
been undertaken as a follow-up. A vast body of literature has been produced
focusing on various aspects of the history and the present situation of historical
Muslim communities in Bulgaria but there have been few studies on the
developments in Islamic theological affiliations conducted after 1989 (coming
from the fields of anthropology and Islamic studies).40 One of the questions
that these studies explore is whether and to what extent the processes of
religious resurgence among some segments of the Muslim communities influence
individual and collective expressions of religious profession along the axis
37
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New York – Routledge; Желязкова, А. (1997) Мюсюлманските общности на Балканите и в
България. София – ИМИР; Лозанова, Г., Миков, Л. (1999) Ислям и култура. София – ИМИР;
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moderate – radical Islam.41 Other, even more important aspects of the social
life of Muslim communities that might be relevant to the exploration of Islamist
radicalisation in Bulgaria remain under-researched. These include the impact
of emigration for religious education in religious academies in countries of the
Arab world by some members of the old Muslim communities in Bulgaria;
the religious interactions between migrating Muslims from Bulgaria and local
Muslim immigrant communities in Western Europe; as well as between local
Muslims in Bulgaria and immigrating Muslims from countries of the Muslim
world. Last but not least, no studies have been conducted on the spread and
use of online Islamist propaganda.
Experts have identified four radicalisation risks to Bulgarian society stemming from
external factors and influences. The first involves risks related to the activities
of various terrorist organisations such as IS and al’Qa’ida. Bulgarian intelligence
services point that the level of risk for terrorist attack by international terrorist
organisations or individual terrorists on Bulgarian territory has become higher
after the first and so far only terrorist attack of 18 July, 2012 committed against
Israeli citizens at the Sarafovo airport in Bulgaria. The second risk is associated
with the transit of foreign fighters through Bulgarian territory both to and from
the Middle East. Foreign fighters returning to their home countries with strong
combat experience and high level of radicalisation are considered to pose high
security risk for the region in general, including Bulgaria when passing through its
territory. The third risk involves the potential for infiltration by radicalized persons
and terrorists through the intensified inflows of irregular migrants. The fourth risk
is related to the influence that high religious educational institutions abroad might
exert over Bulgarian citizens who graduate from them. The “risk” influences are
related to the probability of propagation of radical ideas based on interpretations
of Islam that are uncommon to the Hannafi Sunni tradition in Bulgaria.
The internal security risks identified by experts are associated with the social
deprivation and exclusion of some communities which make them vulnerable
to radical (religious) ideologies; the accessibility through the internet of radical
propaganda; and the potential of provocation and spread of Islamophobic and
xenophobic attitudes.42
A number of important components mark the policy context within which the
potential for Islamist radicalisation in Bulgaria is dealt with. First, Bulgaria is the
EU member state with the largest autochthonous Muslim community that has
been formed over the centuries following the Ottoman conquest at the end of
the 14th century. Muslim communities have been part of the modern national
Bulgarian state since its foundation in 1878. Respectively, Bulgarian society is
the successor of centuries-long experience of interaction between Christian and
41
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Muslim populations. Second, hostility towards Islam has been key part of the
Bulgarian national discourse which was developed historically in opposition
to the (Islamic) Ottoman Empire. A third important component regards the
ignorance about Islam as a religion and social practice among present day policy
and opinion makers.43 It should be added, however, that to some extent this
is the outcome of the fact that little research has been conducted regarding
the history of the Islamic profession in Bulgaria as a theological doctrine and
practice.44
Public debates regarding Islamist radicalisation in Bulgaria, as reflected in the
media, revolve around international developments and the processes of religious
resurgence among some segments of the Bulgarian Muslim and the Roma Muslim
communities. In the first case, Islamist radicalisation is discussed in relation to
international conflicts involving the Islamic countries of the Middle East, politically
motivated terrorist acts justified by radical and narrow interpretations of Islam
(from the September 11, 2001 attack to the emergence of the Islamic State as
the most recent and extreme example), as well as in connection to developments
such as the debate on scarf wearing in France or the controversy over the
Mohammad cartoons in Denmark that had global reverberations. Presently, the
public discussion is mostly focused on the threats posed by the transiting foreign
fighters as well as the potential threats of infiltration by radical elements within
the growing refugee inflows entering the country.
In the second case, the processes of religious resurgence among segments of
some Muslim communities are discussed in relation to the adoption of imported
orthodox interpretations of Islam,45 associated with a return to the roots of the
religion as it was professed at the time of Mohammad (Islam purified from all
developments afterwards) and not typical to the Islamic tradition in Bulgaria
inherited from the time of the Ottoman Empire (the Hanafi Sunni tradition).
The question that dominates this debate is whether the process of religious
resurgence constitutes or not a home-grown threat of Islamist radicalisation.46
The main themes of the public discussion include the activity and influence
of foreign emissaries of Salafi Islam, the operation of some semi-authorized
Islamic educational institutions in the country, and the processes of adoption of
orthodox interpretations of Islam by some segments of the Muslim communities
in the country.
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The public debate on the threat of home-grown Islamist radicalisation in Bulgaria
has two analytical dimensions that are often mixed together. The first involves
the question how and why an orthodox-based religious resurgence took root in
some Muslim communities in the country. The second deals with the question of
whether and to what extent these processes may be considered a sign of Islamist
radicalisation. The confusion of the two dimensions in public discussions indicates
that religious resurgence based on orthodox interpretations of Islam is equal
to Islamist radicalisation while specialists on Islam warn that this is not true.47
Therefore, the approach of this chapter is to trace and distinguish the processes
of religious resurgence based on orthodox interpretations of Islam since 1989 from
those that potentially attain aspects that could carry risks of radicalisation.
It should be stressed that while external threats from Islamist radicalisation in
Bulgaria prevail among the risks identified by intelligence services, this report
focuses on the risks of home-grown Islamist radicalisation. The reasons for this
choice are twofold. On the one hand, information about external threats and their
manifestations in the country as well as about government actions to counteract
them is classified and limited. On the other hand, the discussion about the
risks of home-grown Islamist radicalisation is of high public interest. The issue
is highly sensitive in the context of the management of inter-ethnic and interreligious relations in the country given that old Muslim communities constitute 10
to 12 percent of the population and right-wing formations and parties use strong
anti-minority and anti-Muslim rhetoric.

2.	Islam and Muslims in Bulgaria
Islam in Bulgaria: demography and social status of Muslim communities
Islam in Bulgaria is professed by a share of 10% of the population who declared
their religious affiliation in the latest census from 2011 (see Table 3).48 Islam is
professed by ethnic Turks, Bulgarian-speaking Muslims49 and some Roma. Ethnic
Turks are the largest Muslim community and the largest ethnic minority in the
country, forming a share of 8.8% of the total population of Bulgaria (588,318
47
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persons as of the 2011 census). Roma form a share of 4.9% (325,343 persons) of
the total population in the country, having various religious affiliations, including
Orthodox Christianity, Evangelism and Islam (about 30% of the Roma,50 according
to expert estimates). The majority of Muslims in Bulgaria are Hanafi Sunni (95%
or 546,004 persons) followed by a small Shi’a community (27,407 persons). Both
the Sunni and the minority of Shi’a profess traditional Islam which has been
developed under the influence of the Ottoman Empire and during centuries of
interaction with majority Christian populations. This Islamic tradition is different
from interpretations and practices of Islam in the Arab world and was termed
“Balkan Islam” by Alexandre Popovic, one of the leading scholars in the field.51

Table 3.

Population of Bulgaria by denomination in 2011

Denomination

Number

Share

Total population

7,364,570

Those who declared religious affiliation

5,758,301

100.0%

Eastern Orthodox

4,374,135

76.0%

Muslim

577,139

10.0%

Catholic

48,954

0.9%

Protestant

64,476

1.1%

706

0.0%

1,715

0.0%

Persons who do not declare their religious denomination

409,898

7.1%

Not affiliated with any

272,264

4.7%

Jewish
Armenian – Gregorian

Source: National Statistical Institute, National Census Results 2011.

Bulgaria hosts a small immigrant community with Muslims immigrants being in the
minority. The total number of legally residing immigrants in the country in 2013
was 43,215 persons. The share of Muslims from the top ten countries of origin
was 23% (a total of 9,973 persons coming from Turkey, Syria and Iraq). The few
research studies conducted reveal that there is little religious interaction between
local Muslim minorities and Muslim immigrants in Bulgaria.52
The social and economic status of Bulgaria’s Muslim minorities (Turks, Bulgarianspeaking Muslims and Roma) is lower than that of ethnic Bulgarians. In the
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post-communist period and in the context of country-wide economic crisis,
the Muslim communities were the hardest hit. They had consistently higher
levels of unemployment and had poorer access to healthcare and public
education. Statistical data from 2011 reveals that the Roma and the Turkish
ethnic communities both have lower levels of employment and educational
attainment than members of the majority Bulgarian ethnic community. The
ethnic differences in employment and unemployment are stark, with 19.4% of
the Roma, 33.7% of the Turks and 46.9% of the Bulgarians being employed
and 19,3% of the Roma, 11.7% of the Turks and 6.6% of the Bulgarians being
unemployed.53 In education, 23% of the Bulgarian ethnic population, 5% of the
Turkish ethnic population and 0.3% of the Roma population have completed
university education. Similarly, 47.5% of the Bulgarian ethnic majority, 26%
of the Turkish ethnic minority and 6.8 % of the Roma minority have upper
secondary education. At the same time, 20% of Bulgarian citizens of Bulgarian
ethnicity have only lower secondary education against 43% of those with Turkish
ethnicity and 35.3% of the Roma.54 In 2011, of the population aged 7 and above
only 0.4% of ethnic Bulgarians never attended school as opposed to 3.6% of
ethnic Turks and 9.4% of the Roma.55
Organisation of the Islamic denomination in Bulgaria
The relationship of the Islamic denomination and the state is regulated by the
Denominations Act, according to which all confessional denominations (including
the Islamic denomination and the Orthodox Christian denomination) are declared
independent from the state (Art. 4/2) and are eligible for state budget subsidies
(Art. 28). In order to be acknowledged as a legal person the Islamic denomination
has to be registered in the Sofia City Court (Art. 15). The state body designated
to oversee the relationship between the government and the denominations in the
country is the Directorate of Religious Denominations at the Council of Ministers
(Art. 35).
The structure of the Islamic denomination in Bulgaria is governed by the Statute56
and attendant regulations for the functioning of its main bodies – Chief Muftiate
and Senior Muslim Council.57 It is led by the Chief Mufti who heads the institution
of the Chief Muftiate. The Chief Muftiate represents all Muslims in Bulgaria,
regardless of their ethnicity and the branch of Islam they belong to. Thus, it is
53
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in charge not only for the Sunni of the Hanafi school (the majority), but also for
the Shia (also called Alevi/Kizilbashi/Bektashi) who have representatives in the
Senior Muslim Council (SMC). The SMC is the highest administrative body of
the Muslim denomination empowered to convene Muslim Conferences for the
election of the new Chief Mufti, his deputies and the chairman of the SMC.58
The highest authority of the Muslim denomination is the National Conference
which has its chairman and members (Statute of the Muslim Denomination, 2011,
Art. 22/1). Some of its main prerogatives include the changes and approval of the
Statute of the Denomination, the election of the Chief Mufti and the chairman
and the members of the SMC.59 In 2015, the Chief Muftiate included 21 regional
Muftiates in towns with larger Muslim communities.60 In 2010, the number of
imams was approximately 1,000. The number of mosques and masjids in 2010
was 1,156 and 302 respectively and the number of registered mosque boards of
trustees in 2011 was 1,225.61
With regard to funding the absolute volume of the state subsidy to the Muslim
denomination is gradually rising from 180,000 levs in 2011 to 360,000 levs in
2014.62 However, state funding remains rather moderate and insufficient to cover
the denominational needs of the Muslim community. This is one reason that
prompts the openness of the Chief Muftiate to foreign funds coming either
through bilateral agreements (from Turkey and Iran) or through donations from
other Muslim states.
In the post-communist period the Muslim leadership appeared deeply divided by
struggles for control over the Chief Muftiate. These struggles were manipulated
by political parties among which the Movement for Rights and Freedoms (MRF)
played an active role. The control over the Chief Muftiate and the resources
which the institution was managing translated into a political capital and provided
opportunities for consolidation of the Muslim/Turkish vote. As a result, since the
early 1990s two High Muslim Councils have existed, each backed by a different
political party and electing two different Chief Muftis. The conflicts between
the two factions of the Muslim denomination went throughout the period and
served to weaken the authority of the institution as spiritual leader of Muslims
in Bulgaria.63
Education
The High Islamic Institute was established in 1998 as a university preparing clerics
and scholars. However, it does not have official accreditation by the Bulgarian
authorities, respectively the diplomas are not recognised in Bulgaria and students
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cannot continue their studies under Master’s programs in neither Bulgarian nor
European universities. The Institute does not have appropriate facilities and relies
on to a great extent on financial support and donations from Turkey and other
Muslim countries.64 According to Evstatiev,65 the Institute offers an “exclusively low
level of education and suffers from the lack of qualified staff,” and is not capable
of producing well-educated graduates.
Three secondary Islamic schools in Bulgaria (in Shumen, Momchilgrad and
Russe) are accredited by the Ministry of Education and Science and grant
officially recognised secondary school degrees. The schools are financed mostly
by donations from Turkey and by the Chief Muftiate and teach Islam, Arabic,
Turkish and English languages in addition to all mandatory classes envisaged by
the national curriculum.
Some of the Muslim boards of trustees (Muslim or mosque boards of trustees)
run Qur’an classes, while the Chief Muftiate organizes summer Qur’an classes,
as well as exams for children for the level they have reached in memorising the
Qur’an.66 These classes (imam courses according to Ghodsee67 or religious schools
of the Qur’an course type and Qur’an courses according to Evstatiev68) have no
official accreditation and are often funded by various religious foundations or
foreign individuals. While the curricula in these courses is in principle approved by
the Chief Muftiate it is not clear to what extent the Muftiate extends its control
over the curricula of some of them.69 According to Evstatiev,70 as with the Islamic
Institute the Qur’an courses are providing education at very low level. Their
graduates can become imams or hodjas only. The lack of transparency regarding
the funding sources for the Qur’an courses as well as regarding the level of
control over their curricula exerted by the Chief Muftiate have been the subject
of occasional commentaries in the media.71
Another educational path is prompted to some extent by the lack of official
accreditation of the High Islamic Institute and by the fact that the existing religious
educational institutions in Bulgaria are chiefly adapted to the needs of ethnic Turks
and do not correspond adequately to the needs of Muslim Bulgarians. This option
involves religious education of young Muslims from Bulgaria in Islamic universities
in Turkey, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Jordan (with the support of the Chief
Muftiate and official funding from Turkey or informal funding from various foreign
foundations). Some of the graduates from foreign religious universities have become
64
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the vehicle of religious resurgence among some communities of Bulgarian Muslims
associated with import of Salafi interpretations of Islam, which are uncommon to
the Hanafi Sunni tradition in Bulgaria.72
Channels of penetration of Salafi interpretations of Islam in Bulgaria73
Since 1989, after 45 years of communist regime Muslims in Bulgaria started to
be exposed to the outside world and the umma (the global Muslim community).
The opening of borders and the freedom to travel coincided with liberation of all
suppressive measures regarding the profession of religion which were dominating the
atheist communist society before 1989. As a result, Muslims in Bulgaria were exposed
to interpretations of Islam different from the Hanafi Sunni tradition characteristic
of the Balkans. The main channels through which these new (for the region)
interpretations of Islam were reaching Muslims in Bulgaria involved: 1) foreign
missionaries; 2) foreign charitable aid coming from Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia or
Kuwait; 3) migration for religious education by young Muslims in the prestigious
religious universities of Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia; and 4) migration to Western
European countries and encounters with local (immigrant) Muslim communities.
Charitable aid from Muslim countries targeted Europe for the first time after 1989.
In the Balkans, activities of both emissaries and foundations were triggered by
the Bosnian war, with Bulgaria being targeted together with Bosnia, Albania and
Macedonia. While in the countries embroiled in the conflicts of the disintegration
of Yugoslavia Islamic aid was bringing supplies and arms to the Bosnian army it
was also tightly linked to proselytizing of “true” interpretations of Islam and of
practices of orthodox Islamic profession. In Bulgaria, since the early 1990s, aid has
been provided by Turkey and Iran through bilateral agreements and by Jordan,
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait through unofficial channels (NGOs or private individuals).74
Resources from the Muslim world were directed to the construction of new
mosques, opening of free Qur’anic schools, Islamic centres, free boarding houses
for Muslim children as well as for the translation, publication and distribution of
Islamic literature. In addition, stipends were given to devout families to make the
pilgrimage to Mecca and to young people to travel abroad.75 These activities have
72
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Salafism emerged as intellectual movement in the Al Azhar Academy in Cairo at the end of the
19th century with the aim to purge Islam of impurities introduced during centuries of religious
practices (termed “traditional Islam”) and return to the Islam practiced by Muhammad and the
early Islamic community. Respectively the term “salafi” denoted those who follow the example
of the companions of the Prophet Muhammad. Salafis stand for purified Islam strictly following
Qur’an and the Sunna which is a way to eliminate human subjectivity and thus allowing the
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facilitated the exposure of members of the Muslim community in Bulgaria to the
global umma and to interpretations of Islam uncommon to the region. Foreign
emissaries visiting and providing lectures in mosques in the Muslim populated
regions contributed to the process. However, they were not accepted by the
Turkish community and after an initially better reception by some communities
of Bulgarian-speaking Muslims they also dissociated themselves from these
emissaries.76 A growing suspicion towards foreign Islamic aid77 led to measures
for monitoring and rejection of the registration of some of these organisations
by Bulgarian authorities.78 However, the import of Salafi interpretations of Islam
was perpetuated and facilitated by the return to Bulgaria of young Muslims who
graduated from Islamic universities in Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia. Most of these
graduates returned to become imams or teachers in the network of Qur’an schools.
Their number in 2014 amounted to about 30 graduates from Jordan, 30 from Saudi
Arabia and 30 from Egypt and other countries of the Arab world.79 Upon their
return some of the foreign religious university graduates started introducing new
practices related to orthodox Islam entailing the purification of local traditional
Islam from so-called non-canonical practices. This process has been uneven in the
regions with Bulgarian-speaking Muslims with some communities refuting the new
preaching,80 segments of other communities adopting it and others becoming an
arena of intergenerational conflicts between old and young religious leaders. The
outcome of the intergenerational tension in the villages of the third type is the
establishment of two mosques with two different imams.81
History of (violent) Islamist radicalisation
So far there has been no known involvement of Bulgarian citizens in acts of
violent Islamist radicalisation or in Islamist terrorist attacks both at home and
worldwide. In only one instance, a Bulgarian citizen was arrested by the Bulgarian
authorities under suspicion of being indirectly linked to the perpetrators of the
terrorist attack in Madrid on 11 March 2004.82 On the other hand, a number of
tragic events indicate that Bulgaria and Bulgarian citizens are vulnerable to acts of
international Islamist radicalisation. On 27 September 2003, the Bulgarian military
76
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regiment in the military base of the town of Karbala in Iraq (part of the MultiNational Force in the country) was targeted by a lorry loaded with explosives. The
attack took the life of five Bulgarian soldiers and injured 27 others.83 In July 2004,
two Bulgarian drivers were taken hostage in Iraq and subsequently executed by
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi’s Islamist Organisation of Monotheism and Jihad (al-Tawhid
wal-Jihad).84 Finally, in 2012, Bulgaria for the first time was targeted by a terrorist
attack, which was plotted externally and committed against Israeli citizens visiting
the country for holidays. In the attack, five Israelis and one Bulgarian were killed
together with the perpetrator himself and another 35 persons were injured.85 On
5 February 2013, the Bulgarian government officially named Hezbollah as the
perpetrator of the terrorist act86 and as a consequence the military wing of the
organisation was included in the EU list of terrorist organisations.87

3.	Organisational forms and actors
The discussion about the presence and nature of organisational structures associated
with Islamist radicalisation in Bulgaria needs to be conducted with the awareness
that no such acts have been perpetrated in the country, no research has been
undertaken and the work of intelligence and law enforcement agencies has been
associated with prevention rather than reaction. In the context of close monitoring
of groups adopting Salafi interpretations of Islam and the imposition of measures
to halt the channels through which such influences penetrate the country, the
intelligence services admitted that there were no cells of Islamist radicals in
Bulgaria88 (more on this in the chapter “Legal framework and institutions”).
Therefore, what can be discussed are the structures in association with which
some Roma recently demonstrated sympathy with IS based on adopted Salafi
interpretations of Islam. In addition, a brief review is provided of the structures
along which the proselytising of Salafi interpretations of Islam has taken place
among Bulgarian-speaking Muslims.
According to law enforcement and intelligence experts close monitoring is needed
of some groups among the Roma communities in the towns of Pazardjik, Plovdiv,
Nova Zagora and Asenovgrad where groups of Muslims and recent Muslim
converts profess simplified interpretations of Salafism and in some instances
manifest sympathy with the Islamic State. The core group of Salafi followers is
composed of 50-60 persons based in Pazardjik and motivated by their leader
83
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Ahmed Musa, with similar groups emerging in the Roma quarters of the other
mentioned cities.89 The group has no clear hierarchy, however, Ahmed Musa
being its informal leader. Recruitment usually targets young persons with addiction
problems who are offered support, helped to find wives and work.90 According
to law enforcement experts, recruitment into Salafi Islam among the Roma is
also associated with financial stimulus for wearing the niqab, for example. More
specifically financial stimulus is considered an initial motivating factor, followed by
the development of more authentic pious attitude and feeling.91
It is important to note that the leaders of these groups have the status of informal
Islamic preachers who do not have the required religious education and are not
part of the structure of the Islamic denomination in the country under the Chief
Muftiate. In addition, the recently constructed mosque in the town of Pazardjik
is a private one that is not under the jurisdiction and the control of the Chief
Muftiate. Ahmed Musa – the informal leader of the Pazardjik group – has been
prosecuted three times (in 2004, 2012 and 2015) for propagating anti-democratic
ideas, religious hatred and incitement of war.
There is scant information regarding the trajectory of Musa’s conversion to Islam
and gradual association with more radical interpretations of Salafi Islam. According
to some sources Musa encountered and embraced Salafi interpretations of Islam
while in Germany or Austria.92 According to other sources he converted to Islam
in Vienna in the 1990s but was influenced to profess Salafi interpretation of Islam
while attending the Qur’an course in the town of Sarnitsa, which was closed
down in 2007 by the Bulgarian authorities.93 Although some reports point to
Musa’s arrest in Cologne on suspicion of associating with local radical Islamist
circles, no further details are available regarding his arrest.94
The structures that have been associated with proselytising Salafi interpretations
of Islam in Bulgaria involve foreign emissaries who operated in the country in
the 1990s; various Islamic foundations and associations some of which functioning
with foreign charitable donations from Jordan, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait;95 and
89
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the denominational structure of the Chief Muftiate with some imams having
become proponents of new Salafi interpretations of Islam after having received
their religious education in Islamic universities abroad. Some media reports point
that the curricula of some Qur’an courses in the country may involve teaching
of Salafi interpretations of Islam. A journalist investigation of August 2004 turned
attention to the Qur’an course in the town of Sarnitsa as teaching orthodox Islam
different from the Sunni Hanafi tradition. The investigation brought attention to
the lack of transparency regarding the funding sources for the Qur’an courses as
well as regarding the level of control over their curricula exerted by the Chief
Muftiate.96
While proselytism and adoption of Salafi interpretations of Islam is a recent
development that deserves attention, it needs to be clearly distinguished from
Islamist radicalisation and needs to be studied as a phenomenon at the intersection
of specific local social, economic, cultural and identity dynamics.

4. Repertoire of actions and ideas related
to Islamist radicalisation
So far, there has been no known involvement of Bulgarian citizens in acts of
violent Islamist radicalisation or in Islamist terrorist attacks both at home and
internationally. In only one instance a Bulgarian citizen was arrested by Bulgarian
authorities under suspicion of being indirectly linked to the perpetrators of the
terrorist attack in Madrid from 11 March 2004 but was released within a moth
as no proof was found of his engagement.97 Unlike many European countries,
Bulgaria donated no transnational fighters and has no cells of radical Islamists
in the country.98 There have been occasional reports on foreign citizens passing
through the territory of the country being suspected of affiliations with international
terrorist groups. Several arrests and subsequent deportations have taken place in
this regard, among them that of three foreign citizens (on 16 December 2014)
under investigation for terrorist activity by both the Spanish security services
and Interpol;99 or that of a French citizen under European arrest warrant and
indictment of terrorist activity and affiliation with the perpetrators of the terrorist
attack against Charlie Hebdo newspaper on 7 January 2015.100 Bulgaria, together
with other EU countries, has become a transit route for transnational fighters on
their way to Syria or Iraq and back. According to data of the National Security
96
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Agency, cited in media reports, in 2013 a total of 82 transnational fighters
transited the country; in 2014 their number was 154 and in the first six months
of 2015 – 96. According to the same reports some of these persons have been
either intercepted at the border because lacking proper travel documents or
apprehended under European arrest warrants.101
Acts of symbolic approval for radical Islamist organisations
Since the beginning of the 21st century, individuals or groups of Muslim Roma
(some of whom recent converts) have in certain instances manifested sympathy
to more radical interpretations of Salafi Islam or even with international (radical)
Islamist organisations. The first such act was reported as early as 2003 when
a banner saying “The state is a Caliphate” was displayed above two houses
in the Roma Iztok quarter in the town of Pazardjik, where followers of the
banned Islamist organisation “Halifat” (Caliphate) were gathering.102 Since 2013,
there has been a trend of acts of demonstration of sympathy to fighters from
the organisation “Al’Qa’ida in Iraq”, and later IS in cities like Pazardjik, Plovdiv
and Asenovgrad. For example, in October 2014 a video was uploaded on the
Facebook profile of the chief Islamic preacher in the Pazardjik Roma quarter –
Ahmed Musa. The video showed waiters at a Roma marriage wearing T-shirts
with the sign of IS and taking pictures of themselves.103 According to media
reports about the evidence collected in the SANS-led operation that followed
(25 November 2014), members of the community possessed IS advertisement
materials such as hats, T-shirts, stickers, flags, all with the IS sign; as well as
video materials displaying preaching and glorifying IS and advocating for the
establishment of a Sharia state.104 The latest incident of this kind involves a
picture posted in the personal Facebook profile of informal Islamic preacher
Remzi Hasan of the town of Harmanli of himself with the flag of IS.105 Other
registered acts involve the display of flags (although of various colours) with the
signs of IS in masjids106 in Plovdiv and Asenovgrad and in the private mosque
in Pazardjik in front of which informal preachers would deliver sermons (without
being qualified and authorised by the Chief Muftiate). In addition, Facebook
monitoring by law enforcement services identified user profiles with regular
postings of IS symbols, pictures of leaders of terrorist organisations and video
clips glorifying the Islamist fighters.107 The gravest acts registered so far involve
instances of provision of logistical support to transiting transnational fighters. In
particular, some Muslim Roma in the town of Pazardjik were reported to be
involved in facilitating the accommodation of transnational fighters on their way
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to Syria.108 According to some law enforcement representatives, the group in
Pazardjik has made some efforts to provide physical training to local boys to
teach them discipline and distinguish them from the rest.109 However, no further
sources have been found to confirm or elaborate on this information.
The ideas that are professed and shared within this group are listed in the
indictment against 14 Muslim Roma who were put on trial on 2 July 2015 on
charges of propagating hatred on religious grounds and inciting war.110 According
to the indictment, some of the main ideas professed by the defendants include:
support for the IS concept of war to establish a Caliphate; it is a religious
duty of any Muslim to join the Caliphate, including to join its army; if needed
local Muslims have to be ready to go and fight for IS; anyone who is not
professing Salafism is apostate; those who vote are apostates; Muslims who
make friends with Christians, Jews or atheists are apostates. Some of these
ideas have a sounding that can be associated with aspects of jihadist ideology.
Taken the fact that the court trial has not yet started it is still early to put
these ideas under analysis as all presented evidence is about to be proven or
not in court.111
Proselytising and professing Salafi interpretations of Islam
The process of adoption of Salafi interpretations of Islam by some segments of the
Muslim communities in Bulgaria is associated with activities such as proselytism
of the main theological tenets of Salafism through mosque sermons, informal
discussions at local cafes and possession and dissemination of related theological
literature112 as well as attempts to change canonical for the region Islamic
practices. The process is also manifested in changes in clothing and appearance
in both men and women and the adoption of Salafi style dress.
The activities of those Bulgarian-speaking Muslims who are adopting orthodox
interpretations of Islam involve changes in the performance of religious rituals and
customs and the dress code. These include for example prayers of men in the
mosque without hats, different prayer positions, visits to the mosques by women
in the month of Ramadan,113 abolition of the custom of collecting money upon
the death of a person in order to pay his/her religious obligations, or to count
the chaplet in order to catch up for the prayers that the person did not do
during his/her lifetime; abolition of the custom to dish out food at funerals, as
108
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well as the so called mevlid.114 The attempts by some imams to introduce changes
in the funeral rites in accordance with Salafi practices seem to have not found
root among Muslims in Bulgaria as in 2011 96.1% of them declared to bury their
dead according to the local Muslim tradition.115 The changes in the dress code
of women include the introduction of long mono-colour garments and hijab and
in some instances hijab covering the face.116 With regard to men a novelty is
the wearing of long beard. Changes involve also abstaining from eating pork and
drinking alcohol.117 These changes are far from widespread. On the contrary, Salafi
influences in terms of dress, polygamy and piety remain limited to specific cases
of some Pomak villages and Roma settlements in Bulgaria.118 Experts in Islam
stress that heightened levels of religious piety and changes in clothing are not in
themselves a sign of radicalisation.119
The ideas propagated by imams or informal Islamic preachers professing Salafi
interpretations of Islam are presented in the indictment against 12 imams and one
informal Islamic preacher who stood trial in the period 2012 – 2015. According
to it, some of the main ideas professed by the defendants include: refuting
the state since power comes from God and not from man; secular laws are to
be obeyed only as long as they do not contradict Islam; the law comes from
the Prophet; Muslims should not vote; Muslims should not make friends with
Christians; women cannot have the same rights as men; women should not be
greeted; Islam is holy and incompatible with other religions; many of the holidays
in Bulgaria such as New Year and Baba Marta (March 1) should not be celebrated
as they do not come from Islam; believers should follow specific (Salafi) style of
dressing and preaching; anyone who is not professing Salafism is a non-believer.120
While these ideas align with the strict Salafi interpretations of Islam they do not
have the sounding of those associated with jihadist ideology. Two of the three
defendants were pronounced innocent on charges under articles 108 and 164 of
the Criminal Code and twelve of the thirteen defendants were acquitted of charges
under article 109 with only administrative fines being imposed on them. This
outcome indicates that the court did not find sufficient proof for most of the
charges in the indictment.
It needs to be pointed that the adoption of Salafi interpretations of Islam has
not led to any (violent) religiously inspired incidents involving either Christians or
Muslims professing traditional Islam. Only one incident that might be of such nature
has been reported. On 5 May 2011, in the Iztok quarter of Pazardjik five Muslim
Roma professing Salafi Islam assaulted the evangelist Roma pastor of the same
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quarter.121 The motives for the incident were never clearly established; suggested
motives ranged from irritation by the Muslim Roma about the insistence of the
pastor to proselytise Evangelism to improper behaviour of the pastor contrasting
with the stricter moral norms of Salafi Islam to some personal conflict.

5.	Institutional and law enforcement response
The institutional response with regard to countering risks of Islamist radicalisation
has been dominated by the law enforcement agencies. The MoI, SANS and the
prosecution have so far been the leading, if not the only, institutions enforcing
measures in this regard. In the light of the terrorist act on Bulgarian territory in
July 2012 and the global escalation of Islamist terrorist activity exemplified by IS,
Bulgarian law enforcement and intelligence institutions started developing more
systematic counter-radicalisation mechanisms. These include relevant amendments
to the Bulgarian Criminal Code adopted in June 2015 as well as the development
of the Draft Strategy for Countering Radicalisation and Terrorism (2015 – 2020).
The approach that is evolving and envisaged in the Strategy acknowledges the
importance of prevention measures and cooperation among various institutions in
countering radicalisation.
The type of measures enforced so far by intelligence, law enforcement and
prosecution services are directed at countering external Islamist threats and potential
home-grown risks. Regarding the first group of measures the law enforcement
and intelligence services monitor and intercept transiting transnational fighters
as well as foreign citizens suspected of affiliation with terrorist organisations. In
addition, SANS is currently monitoring the inflow of irregular migrants and asylum
seekers and screening persons who might be fighters from Syria.122 The second
group of measures related to countering potential home-grown threats of Islamist
radicalisation include expulsions of foreign emissaries of orthodox Islam (during the
1990s and early 2000s), arrests of persons suspected of propagating more radical
Islamist-based ideas (2007, 2009, 2010, 2014); opening of three legal proceedings
against Bulgarian citizens suspected of propagating anti-democratic ideas, hatred
on religious grounds (in 2004 and in 2012 – 2015) and incitement of war based
on adopted Salafi interpretations of Islam (court hearings started in July 2015 but
the trial is under suspension as the indictment was returned by the chief judge
to rectify procedural violations of defendants’ rights).
The involvement of other relevant institutions (the Directorate on Denominations
at the Council of Ministers and the Chief Muftiate) that can be instrumental in the
introduction of soft prevention measures among risk groups has been unsystematic
and minimal. So far, actions by the Directorate of Denominations have included
refusal to register or renew the registration of foreign Islamic organisations while
those of the Chief Muftiate have been limited to the issuance of some official
121
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declarations, such as those in response to the opening of the 2012 – 2015 court
trial and in support of its defendants or in response to IS and denouncing its
acts.123
Law enforcement response
The process of religious resurgence based on the adoption of Salafi interpreta
tions of Islam among some segments of the Muslim communities in Bulgaria
has attracted the attention of Bulgarian institutions since the mid-1990s and
has been viewed by intelligence and law enforcement experts as bearing the
potential for “radicalisation” of some local Muslims. State authorities imposed
a more restrictive regime to the (externally funded) proliferating Muslim
organisations and foundations since the mid-1990s by rejecting the renewal
of registrations or subjecting them to investigations by the prosecution.124
One example is the Saudi-financed organisation Al Wakf Islami which was
officially registered in 1993 but a renewal of its registration was rejected by
the Directorate of Denominations in 1994.125 In 2002, the Sofia City Court
registered the foundation “Al Wakf” but in 2004 the registration was cancelled.126
In addition, Bulgarian security services deported some Muslim foreigners for
their religious proselytising claiming they had been a threat to the national
security.127 According to security experts, more systematic deportations have
been taking place since 2000.128 In fact, in the aftermath of the September
2001 attacks and the precautionary measures taken by the U.S. to prevent
Al Qaeda from launching operations from the Balkans, all Balkan states sought
to hold off organisations and actors connected with transnational Arab Islamic
networks.129 The control and prosecution over Islamic organisations in Bulgaria
was especially tightened since 2008/2009.130
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Countering acts of symbolic approval for radical Islamist organisations
The activities of Ahmed Musa, the chief Islamic preacher in the Roma quarter
of Pazardjik and the informal leader of a group forming around him, have been
monitored by law enforcement since the early 2000s. He has been the subject
of series of arrests and three court trials. He was put on trial for the first time
in November 2004 under indictment for preaching Islamic fundamentalism,
propagation of changes in the constitutional order and instigation of inter-ethnic
hatred on religious grounds.131 Under this trial, the regional court in Pazardjik
issued a three-year suspended sentence for Musa for participation in a banned
Islamic foundation, rejection of the secular state and preaching in favour of
a Caliphate.132 Between September and March 2012, Ahmed Musa was again
put on trial under accusations for preaching undemocratic ideology, hatred on
religious grounds and for being a member of the non-registered organisation
Al-Wakf-al-Islami.133 The verdict at appellate instance included two years of
imprisonment, a fine of 5,000 levs (approx. €2,500) and enforcement of the
verdict of his 2004 trial – of 3 years of imprisonment.134 On 25 November 2014,
SANS and the prosecution conducted an operation in the Roma quarters of
the towns of Pazardjik, Plovdiv, Smolyan and Haskovo on suspicion of criminal
misconduct involving preaching of undemocratic ideology, violent change of
the public order and incitement of war.135 The number of those arrested in
the operation varies between 20 and 40 according to different media reports,
most of them released on the same day.136 In a press conference following the
operation the SANS Chair Vladimir Pisanchev stated that there is no IS cell in
the country implying that the operation was conducted as a preventive measure
aimed to stop such a cell from being established.137 As a result of the SANS
operation, seven Muslim Roma remained in custody on charges for preaching
undemocratic ideology (all seven) and propagation of a war (one of them).138
Ahmed Musa was also retained in custody.139 On 31 March 2015 another eight
persons were arrested on charges of preaching anti-democratic ideology and
incitement of war.140 All of the arrested on 25 November 2014 and on 31 March
2015 were Roma from the Roma quarters in the towns of Pazardjik, Plovdiv and
131
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Asenovgrad. On 2 July 2015 a new court case was opened against 14 persons,
including Ahmed Musa,141 indicted for propagating hatred on religious grounds
(13 of them) and inciting war (all 14 defendants).142 As of November 2015, the
case has been returned twice (on 22 July and on 23 September 2015) by the
judge to the Prosecutor’s Office to rectify procedural violations of defendants’
rights.143
Countering proselytism of Salafi interpretations
of Islam by Bulgarian citizens
In February 2007, Ali Khairaddin and three other Muslims associated with the
Union of Bulgarian Muslims were arrested in an operation conducted by the
Directorate General for Combatting Organised Crime and SANS on charges of
publishing “two radical Islamic websites” and propagating the establishment of a
Sharia state and waging a jihad against non-Muslims. According to the charges,
Khairaddin was connected to Ahmad Musa who had been deported earlier.144
However, Ali Khairaddin was soon released and no further investigation was
conducted against him. In 2007, the Qur’an course in the town of Sarnitsa,
Velingrad region, was closed under suspicion of connection with the Islamic
foundation “Al Wakf Islami” and allegations for propagation of radical Islam.145
In June 2009, the regional prosecution office in the town of Pazardjik initiated
pre-trial proceedings against the activities of a local branch of the organisation
“Al Wakf Islami”. The investigation led to joint search operations by SANS, the
MoI and the prosecution in the offices and homes of imams in the regions
of Smolyan, Velingrad, Gotse Delchev, Madan, Rudozem, Dospat, Sarnitsa, the
villages of Kondovi and Kochan (6 October 2010). The operation, which was
unprecedented in its scope led to the opening in September 2012 of a trial
against 12 imams (and the Islamic preacher Ahmed Musa). The trial raised
the question of possible radicalisation of local Muslims based on orthodox
interpretations of Islam, with public officials, experts and minority activists
fiercely arguing whether or not there is such a threat. According to the
indictment, two of the defendants were charged for preaching anti-democratic
ideology (Art. 108 of the Criminal Code) and preaching of hatred on religious
grounds (Art. 164 of the Criminal Code), and all twelve defendants were charged
for participating in unregistered organisation (one of them as leader and 11 as
members, Art. 109 of the Criminal Code).146 Two defendants were found innocent
141
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on the first two chargers (preaching of religious hatred147 and anti-democratic
ideology148). All twelve defendants were released from criminal liability on the
charge of membership or leadership of unregistered organisations and were
sentenced to pay fines.149
It should be pointed out that the trial of 2012-2015 raised a heated public
debate centred around the question whether the religious proselytism of the
twelve imams, based on Salafi interpretations of Islam, was a sign or act of
Islamist radicalisation. While some experts and far right politicians claimed that
these were indications of radicalisation,150 other experts on Muslim minorities
and Islam claimed that the activity of the twelve imams pointed to heightened
religiosity associated with profession of Salafi interpretations of Islam as well
as of proselytism of Salafi Islam.151 At the opening of the trial, the Chief
Musftiate issued a declaration in support of the defendants stating that the
chargers (threatening the national security and the constitutional order) were
“inhuman,” given excessive media coverage and based on claims that are
manipulative. Worries were shared that such charges undermine the reputation
of the religious institution of the Muslims and hopes were expressed that
competent, independent and just decision would be taken by the Bulgarian
judicial system.152 The Movement for Rights and Freedoms issued a declaration
with similar contents. The party insisted that the charges were given excessive
media coverage and were the outcome of lack of sufficient competences in
theology. The declaration noted that in the context of the voiced concerns that
certain imams graduate from Saudi Arabia the High Islamic Institute in Bulgaria
remained without accreditation and thus prevented Bulgarian Muslims from
studying in their home country.153
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It needs to be stressed that the approach to preventing and countering Islamist
radicalisation in Bulgaria should involve a range of civil institutions at the central
and local levels with law enforcement institutions to come into play as the last
resort of institutional response. In this respect, it is highly recommended that
strategies be developed for facilitating and improving the dialogue between the
Islamic denomination (represented by the Chief Muftiate) and the Bulgarian
institutions. In particular, the Directorate of Religious Denominations at the
Council of Ministers needs to develop strategies for communication and regular
dialogue with the Muslim religious leadership and should also serve to facilitate
the dialogue between Muslim religious leaders and the other state institutions.
In addition, the Chief Muftiate needs to take more proactive role in the Muslim
community in the context of the global radicalisation challenges, for example by
way of taking official positions on key issues related to the Islamic profession and
by tightening the control over the Islamic denomination throughout the country.
In the context of the global radicalisation challenges Bulgarian state institutions
may consider well informed policies of empowerment of the Chief Muftiate
in order to help reinforce the resilience of Muslim communities to imported
interpretations of Islam.

6. Root causes and motivations
The root causes and motivations are considered in this report through the
community approach which brings into analysis issues such as communities’ social,
religious and identity dynamics. The approach is applied with the awareness that
it is criticised by some scholars in the field of Islamist radicalisation because of
its limitations and analytical risks. The criticism of these authors is based on the
argument that the circumstances and conditions of whole communities are not
sufficient to explain the violent Islamist behaviour of usually isolated individuals
or groups of individuals.154 However, this approach seems useful for the case
of Bulgaria for two reasons. The criticisms of the community approach analysis
are usually voiced when it is applied to the understanding the genesis of violent
acts of Islamist radicalisation. In Bulgaria, however, no acts of such kind have
been committed. The issue of the risks of Islamist radicalisation in the country is
presently tied to processes of religious resurgence based on the adoption of Salafi
interpretations of Islam. The genesis and root causes of such processes can best
be analysed and understood in the context of community dynamics.
Acts of symbolic approval of Islamist organisations
So far, little or no research has been conducted to trace macro or micro level
factors that contribute to the adoption of Salafi interpretations of Islam by
segments of some Roma communities and what pushes and pulls some of them
into manifesting sympathy with Islamist ideas and organisations. The factors that
are presently being discussed relate to social and economic circumstances as well
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as to identity dynamics. Experts in the field of minority studies and Islam point to
the role of identity dynamics played in the process. According to Zhelyazkova155
the Roma in Bulgaria display unstable religious identity and share history of
conversions from Islam to Orthodox Christianity and Evangelism. In the context
of their severe marginalisation in the Bulgarian society the Roma from the Iztok
quarter of Pazardjik started adopting Salafi interpretations of Islam because it
provided them with a transnational identity that gives them symbolic status of a
different magnitude.156 The same factors appear to motivate some of them for
performing demonstrative acts that serve to signify and reinforce their new identity
and association with the larger transnational Islamic community.157 It should be
noted that at the same time the Salafi interpretation of Islam is adopted by the
Roma at a rather superficial level and is not associated with deeper internalisation
of the religious doctrine.158
The severe social and economic marginalisation of the Roma, their low educational
attainment with shares of the young Roma population being illiterate are
considered to play an important role in the process as well. These factors are
believed to make them susceptible to simple truths and respectively to simplified
Salafi interpretations of the religious doctrine. The prospect of improvement of
the social and financial status and of being accepted within a peer group seem
to play a role in the recruitment into the Roma Salafi circle. According to law
enforcement information, some young persons with drug addiction problems
have joined these groups after having been offered support and helped to find
wives and work.159 In addition, in some cases initial motivations for adopting
Salafi Islam among the Roma involve financial stimulus for wearing the niqab,
for example.160 Becoming part of the group of Muslim Roma professing the
Salafi interpretation of Islam in the Iztok quarter of the town of Pazardjik is
associated with three important changes in the male social practices which are
considered by the women as being a significant improvement in the life of the
family and the community at large. These practices stem from the adherence
to required religious norms and include abstaining from alcohol, no resort to
violence towards female partners and bringing earned money into home and
family.161 An educated guess would also point to the accessibility of radical
Islamist ideas through the internet.
It needs to be stressed, however, that in-depth sociological and anthropological
research should be conducted in order to establish the factors that make some
individuals from the Roma community receptive to Salafi interpretations of Islam
and inclined to manifesting sympathy with IS. While such studies would have
to assess the role of factors such as poverty and marginalisation (relevant at
community level) they should focus on the investigation of individual characteristics,
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the community dynamics (peer pressure, need of group belonging, social and
economic benefits) and the structural factors (spread and accessibility of the ideas
of Islamist radicalisation; reception and reaction of the broader society, including
discrimination and racism towards the Roma) that play into this process. Such
studies should look into the role of women in the process of adoption of Salafi
interpretations of Islam. Finally, such studies would also need to establish the
factors that make other Roma from the very same localities, Orthodox Christians
and Evangelists, resilient to such influences.
Proselytising and professing Salafi interpretations of Islam
among Bulgarian-speaking Muslims
The factors that contributed to the adoption of orthodox interpretations of Islam
by some Bulgarian-speaking Muslims have been researched and discussed by a
number of scholars, either anthropologists working among Muslim communities or
specialists in Islamic studies.162 The same studies also explain why such a process
has not taken place among the Turkish community and the factors that prove
Muslim communities in Bulgaria generally resilient to Salafism.
The process of adoption of Salafi interpretations of Islam is tied to a religious
resurgence among some segments of Muslim communities in Bulgaria and it
is the outcome of a number of factors. Given the two important channels
through which this influence took place – the international Islamic charitable
establishment163 and proselytism by local imams who graduated from religious
academies abroad – the factors that opened these channels need to be discussed.
The training of local imams abroad is the outcome of the low level of Islamic
training in Bulgaria which in addition serves the needs of members of the
Turkish community at the expense of those of Bulgarian-speaking Muslims. The
language of training and communication in both the Islamic Institute and the
three secondary Islamic schools in the country is often Turkish which contributes
to creating sense of exclusion among Bulgarian-speaking Muslims.164 In addition,
these Islamic educational institutions teach “Turkish” interpretation of Islam
insisting on the preservation of the Ottoman heritage which contradicts the
re-Islamisation process among the Bulgarian-speaking Muslims who start looking
for alternative ways to attain religious education.165 Another important factor
relates to the weakness of the Muslim leadership, torn by politically motivated
struggles throughout the 1990s and the early 2000s. The process led to the
neglect of the religious needs of the Muslim community especially those of the
Bulgarian-speaking Muslims and perpetuated the “theological vacuum”166 created
in the communist period. This “vacuum” was filled by penetrating orthodox
162
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interpretations of Islam, on the one hand, and by a process of seeking leadership
outside the country, especially by some Bulgarian speaking Muslims.167 Another
important factor involved the social and economic hardships related to the postcommunist transition and experienced with particular severity by some Muslim
populated regions such as Madan, Rudozem, Smolyan. The abrupt economic
downturn experienced by some communities of Bulgarian-speaking Muslims will
be associated with loss of status especially for men. This loss entailed an uneasy
shift in gender roles which imported Salafi interpretations of Islam promised to
reverse.168
The role played by identity dynamics in this process is also seriously discussed.
Scholars that resort to this explanatory paradigm delve into identity dynamics
as explaining both receptiveness and resilience to Salafi interpretations of Islam.
Bulgarian-speaking Muslims, for example, have adopted three identity affiliations
throughout the history of the modern Bulgarian national state – Bulgarian, Turk
and Pomak. According to Troeva169 the formation of the identity of Bulgarianspeaking Muslims is influenced by their surrounding population – if surrounded
by ethnic Turks they tend to self-identify as Bulgarians and if surrounded by
ethnic Bulgarians they tend to self-identify as Turks. Tendencies among the first
group (inhabiting predominantly the Eastern and Northern Rhodope Mountains)
involve preservation of traditional Balkan Islam, declarations of atheism or even
instances of conversion to Christianity. Tendencies related to the second group
(inhabiting predominantly the Western Rhodope Mountains) involve a process
of resurgence of religion and adoption of orthodox Islam to the expense of
centuries-long traditional Islamic interpretations and practices. This process takes
place predominantly in the regions of Gotse Delchev, Madan and Rudozem
where Bulgarian-speaking Muslims self-identify as “Turks”, “Pomaks”, “Muslims”
and differentiate themselves from Orthodox Christian Bulgarians.170 In the context
of the unstable ethnic identity of the Pomaks, the Islamic religion becomes the
most important identity component for some of them.171 At the same time Islam
is providing a space of “spiritual competition” between them and ethnic Turks – a
competition that some Bulgarian-speaking Muslims consider to have won by the
adoption of “true” Islam based on Salafi interpretations of the religion which made
them better Muslims.172
It is important to point out that the issue of Islamist radicalisation has become
the subject of instrumentalisation by the Muslims themselves in the context of the
struggles for leadership of the Chief Muftiate that took place throughout the 1990s
and early 2000s. On the one hand, since the late 1990s the Muslim leadership
around Nedim Gendzhev started to claim that foreign emissaries supported by the
rivalry Chief Muftiate were promoting Saudi-influenced Islam in Bulgaria – thus
arguing against the legitimacy of the rivalry Muftiate and implying the importance
of their own Muftiate as a guardian of traditional Islam in the country. On the
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other hand, the rival Chief Muftiate173 used the threat of Islamic fundamentalism
to enforce their claims for reinstating the vakuf.174 They argued that if the financial
independence of the Chief Muftiate is not secured (by way of restoration of
vakuf properties), Islamic fundamentalism would be embraced by many Muslims
in Bulgaria as it brings vast resources into the country.175 This reality and the
approach by the divided Muslim leadership have played a negative role as
regards the penetration of orthodox interpretations of Islam in the country. First,
it hindered the effective prevention of such processes. Second, the very authority
of the Muftiate as a spiritual leader of the denomination was weakened so that
some Muslims in Bulgaria started looking for spiritual leadership elsewhere.
Factors serving to discourage the adoption of Salafi interpretations Islam
Explanations about the resilience of the ethnic Turks to Salafi interpretations
of Islam are related to the solid ethnic identity that they display as the largest
Muslim minority in the country that is supported by neighbouring Turkey, as well
as by their political party (MRF) which is secular-oriented. In addition, ethnic Turks
receive aid from the Turkish state which appears to be a serious competitor to
Islamic aid provided by countries like Jordan or Saudi Arabia.176 It seems that in
the post-communist period both the Chief Muftiate and the Islamic educational
institutions in the country were attending to the needs of ethnic Turks to a
greater extent than to the needs of Bulgarian-speaking Muslims. Factors that serve
as resilient forces for both ethnic Turks and Bulgarian-speaking Muslims include
the communist history of atheism and the preservation of secular preferences
among members of both communities.177 An important role is played by the
pro-Bulgarian identity affiliations of some of the Bulgarian-speaking Muslims. In
addition, the economic migration to countries of Western Europe and the U.S.
served as a powerful tool to restore and maintain status at home in the times
of post-communist collapse and massive loss of status due to the dismantling of
173
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industrial and mining enterprises established in Muslim populated regions of the
country.178 Finally, emissaries and preachers from the Arabian Peninsula were at
an ideological disadvantage with regard to local (Bulgarian and Balkan) Muslims.
Bearing the purist and authoritarian spirit of Salafism they approached local Muslims
with ignorance of their religious syncretism and local conventions and lack of
understanding for the fabric of interfaith relations that have been developed and
tested for centuries. This posed a serious hindrance to their proselyte messages
and prevented a deeper influence into the social and cultural fabric of Muslim
communities.179 Experts share the view that the long Hannafi Sunni tradition of
Bulgarian Muslims makes the majority of them – Turks and Bulgarian-speaking
Muslims – resilient to imported Salafi interpretations of Islam and make those of
them who adopted such interpretations resilient to potential affiliation with any
radical and even less with the militant aspects of this interpretation.180
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III. Right-wing and left-wing radicalisation

The concepts of political left and right are notions which vary between countries
and regions, and historical periods.181 In Bulgaria, the distinction between right
and left-wing political parties and movements has been shaped by the country’s
recent history of totalitarian state socialism. After the peaceful change of the
former regime in 1989 the notions of left and right-wing politics were inversed.182
In contrast to trends in Western Europe, and similarly to other Central and
Eastern European countries, the right symbolised revolutionary change, democratic
values, human and civil rights and liberties, and to an extent, the protection of
the national interest, while the left stood for conservatism, totalitarianism, the
preservation of the status-quo and Russian domination.183
This chapter examines current right-wing and left-wing radicalisation trends
in Bulgaria and reviews the ideas, organisational forms, actors, patterns of
recruitment, and root causes of radical political movements in the country.
In addition, the report identifies groups at risk of political radicalisation in
Bulgaria.184

1. Right-wing radicalisation trends
1.1. Background
In order to define the radical right in Bulgaria, some theoretical and historical
issues need to be pointed out at the outset. The first one is to clarify the
difference between patriotism and nationalism. Researchers consider patriotism
and nationalism the good and the retrogressive side of the same coin – the
need of the individual to “protect” his or her own “sense of self.”185 The relation
181
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between the two is explained in many other ways – by the degree of ideological
commitment,186 or as a moral or physical attitude.187 George Orwell contrasted
the two in terms of aggressive versus defensive attitudes.188 In Bulgaria, although
both terms are used interchangeably, nationalism tends to be considered the
political manifestation of patriotism.189
By looking at contemporary nationalist ideas, it is difficult to define these
on the left-right axis since there are some ideas which can be attributed to
both sides. Researchers, however, argue that although nationalism is found in
the political space of the left,190 for instance in “national-bolshevism,” it is a
key element of modern conservative ideology.191 Therefore, in this study the
terms nationalist, right and ultra-right will be used interchangeably. However,
it should be noted that there have been cases of nationalist organisations on
the left, some of which were assimilated by the Bulgarian Socialist Party in
the 1990s.192
In Bulgaria, the right-wing, or nationalist movements as political formations do
not have such a solid historical background as patriotic ones. After 1944, when
the communists came to power, all nationalist and patriotic political or civil
organisations were declared fascist, banned and their activists prosecuted.
In pre-World War II Bulgaria, two types of nationalist movements existed – “elitist”
and “popular.”193 Their ideologies were in line with the European context and
with the then popular issue of “Bulgaria’s national interest.” Bulgaria’s national
interest, or having the state’s territory correspond to ethnic territories, was a
nation-wide cause after the Berlin Congress of 1878 and the loss of territories
during the Balkan wars and World War I.194 The elitist organisations often
combined eminent entrepreneurs who were politically not affiliated, university
professors or army officers. The popular organisations were inspired by the Nazi
movement in Germany and the fascists in Italy. However, they failed to gain
enough support to turn into significant political players. According to different
estimates, the most popular of them – National Defence – recruited over
186
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100,000 members by 1930 and the Union of the Bulgarian National Legions –
some 10,000 members.195 Researchers do not agree whether these organisations
can be considered “pro-Nazi”196 or “patriotic.”197 In 1940, Bulgaria tried to
institutionalise the popular movements by introducing the Law on Organisation
of Bulgaria’s Youth under which the government formed the youth organisation
Brannik following the example of the Hitler Youth in Germany and Opera
Nazionale Balilla in Italy. Nevertheless, Brannik was a bureaucratic organisation
with no significant support.
In the early post-communist period after 1989, some far-right organisations tried to
revive those existing in the beginning of 20th century. However, as the structures
and ideas of some 50 years back were no longer valid and no new ones had
crystallised yet, they remained marginal. Such a revival can be considered an
attempt to justify a tradition in ultra-nationalist movements but with new leaders
and with unclear ideas. The few old far-right leaders who survived the communist
regime – such as the Union of Bulgarian National Legions’ Ilia Minev – obtained
the status of repressed by the regime thus adding legitimacy to the newly-formed
actors after 1990.198
The post-communist right-wing nationalist organisations were rather marginal and
not durable. Also, ultra-right views were marginal in post-1990 Bulgarian public
life, although populist and racist speech appeared occasionally both in media and
political discourse. Moreover, as Genov defines it: “Somewhat paradoxically, the
influential nationalist groups consisted of members and followers of the supposedto-be left-wing Bulgarian Communist Party which was re-named Bulgarian Socialist
Party (BSP) in 1990.”199 There was no significant far-right party or movement
until 2005 when ultra-right populist coalition Ataka (Attack) got some 8.0% in
the parliamentary elections. By entering parliament, Ataka introduced extreme
populist and xenophobic speech in public life.
As of 2015, there are two far-right formations in Bulgaria’s parliament which
practically share the previously Ataka-dominated right-wing electorate – Ataka
itself and the Patriotic Front (a coalition between the National Front for the
Salvation of Bulgaria – a splinter group from Ataka – and the Internal Macedonian
Revolutionary Organisation (IMRO), which was revived in the 1990s and has had a
strong tradition in being a parliamentary-represented party through its participation
in a number of diverse coalitions).
The public side of the ultra-nationalist scene in Bulgaria, namely the political
parties, enjoy the attention of the media and analysts. There is, however, a
variety of semi-formal actors who remain hidden from the general public unless
195
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a scandalous event related to them gains media attention. The most significant of
these will be examined in the section below.

1.2.	Organisational structures and actors
Political parties
Far-right political parties are those entities that try to achieve change by means
of participation in the political system. Researchers define their most common
features as follows: a fundamental rejection of democracy, of individual liberty,
and of the principle of equality and equal rights, and their replacement by an
authoritarian system based on race, ethnicity or religion.200 In Bulgaria, the extreme
right views of some political parties are often combined with populism. As Betz
writes, ideologically radical populism is still a right-wing phenomenon, although
considerably different from the traditional extreme right. Although not researched
in detail, this can probably be one of the reasons why the traditional nonparliamentary far-right does not generally support the parliamentary represented
extreme right parties. The latter, however, tend to enjoy the support of the less
ideological far-right football fans and the non-active voters with different political
views.201 The most popular of these parties are Ataka, the National Front for
Salvation of Bulgaria, IMRO and the Nationalist Party of Bulgaria.202

Box 2.

Right-wing political parties

Ataka
History

The party was consolidated as a coalition of five nationalist groups202 shortly before the
2005 parliamentary elections when it surprisingly won 8.2% of the vote. This success
was followed by winning 26% of the vote in the presidential elections in 2006 by party
leader Volen Siderov who used populist anti-corruption rhetoric. In 2007, three party
members were elected as members of the European Parliament. Gradually, starting from
200
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Besides the newly-formed party named Ataka, the coalition included: National Movement for
Homeland Salvation (with a left nationalist as a leader), Bulgarian National-Patriotic Party, New
Dawn Party, and Union of the Patriotic Forces “Defence” (again with a left nationalist as a
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Бележки203,204,205,206,207,208,209,210
Box 2.

Right-wing political parties (continued)
2006, a series of hooligan acts by party members and personal conflicts203 resulted in
the coalition’s disintegration.204 Ataka dissidents formed different political entities among
which the Citizens’ Union for a Real Democracy; the National-Democratic Party; and the
National Front for the Salvation of Bulgaria.205 The latter two are currently part of the
Patriotic Front, which as of 2015 is a member of the government coalition in Bulgaria.
Ataka operates its own TV station Alfa which enjoys national coverage and publishes a
newspaper “Ataka”.

Ideology

At the time of its consolidation (2005) Ataka united the most significant nationalist establish
ments using anti-Roma and anti-Turkish rhetoric, patriotism slogans, and the opposition
between “national” and “foreign,” a rhetoric developed in the 1990s.206 Several topics
dominate Ataka’s ideology: (1) the minorities are to blame; (2) there should be unity of the
nation and a strong state; and (3) foreign influence is harmful to Bulgaria.207 Identifying these
main issues, Ragaru208 also adds that the party’s goal is to emancipate the country from
the minorities in domestic policy aspect and from the international community in foreign
policy. As more of Ataka’s eminent figures started leaving the party, a change in its political
discourse has been observed. The anti-minority and nationalist discourse of its early period
transformed to strongly pro-Russian and anti-system rhetoric, including promoting Bulgaria’s
joining the Eurasian Union.209 Moreover, after 2007, Ataka has focused increasingly on social
issues making its messages acquire a leftist sounding. It has been argued that together with
its pro-Russian discourse, the party aims at attracting left-wing neo-Bolshevik voters.210
203

An example is a road accident with Volen Siderov, which he claimed was a deliberate attack,
Siderov’s driver commits a violent act. Ataka MP Pavel Chernev first testifies that he had been
in the car with Siderov and afterwards he says he was made by Siderov to cover his driver
who had already been convicted. This case causes disruption in the party and Chernev spins
off. For more information, please see: „Атака” пред разпад”, в. Сега, 18.04.2006.
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in these events).
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Бележки211,212,213,214,215,216
Box 2.

Right-wing political parties (continued)

National Front for Salvation of Bulgaria (NFSB)
History

NFSB was established as a splinter group from Ataka, following a personal conflict between
the leaders of the two parties. NFSB participated together with IMRO in the Patriotic
Front coalition in the October 2014 parliamentary elections and won 19 seats in parliament
(winning over their rival Ataka which took 11 seats). Similarly to Ataka, NFSB operates its
own TV station which, however, is not nationally broadcasted211 and publishes a newspaper
called Desant (disembarkment).

Ideology

The ideology of NFSB is centred on a nationalist rhetoric. Among its professed aims are
a healthy and rich nation, revival and preservation of the Bulgarian identity, tradition and
culture, support for Bulgarian Orthodox Christianity.212 Although NFSB’s political programme
published in 2014213 is more moderate than that of Ataka, leading political scientists believe
that the party aims at destroying the system of democracy.214 Some of its proposals are
openly aimed at social and political exclusion of members of the Roma and other minority
communities: 1) tying access to social and child benefits to parents’ educational status and
ability for social integration; 2) introduction of Bulgarian language entry exams for all children
aged six and in case of insufficient knowledge compulsory preschool classes to be paid by
parents; 3) introduction of tax on foreign cultural products as a measure to stimulate the
production of Bulgarian folklore, music, movies, series, shows, etc.; 4) introduction of the
right of Bulgarian citizens to bear arms in defence of their lives, health and property as
the cheapest measure for curbing crime.
The Bulgarian Helsinki Committee filed a complaint to the Sofia Appellate Prosecutor’s
Office against NFSB and IMRO programme for preaching and incitement to discrimination,
violence and hatred towards the Roma population. It was however rejected with the motives
that the political programme rather calls upon integration and compliance with the law.215

Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organisation (IMRO)
History

IMRO is the second nationalist party in the Patriotic Front. Its name is borrowed from
a quasi-military organisation established in 1893 to promote the Bulgarian territorial unity
and the geographical area of Macedonia in the context of the then disintegrating Ottoman
Empire. A party under the same name (with different factions such as IMRO-BDM, IMROBNM and IMRO-UMA) was founded in 1989 and gained popularity in the South-west of
the country and among some groups of the Bulgarian youth. The contemporary IMRO was
unable to become a stable and influential political force,216 which can partly be attributed
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Бележки217,218,219,220
Box 2.

Right-wing political parties (continued)
to its establishing and participating in dubious coalitions such as the purportedly centrist
Bulgaria without Censorship coalition in 2014. Another reason might be the affiliation
of IMRO’s long-term leader Alexander Karakachanov with the security services of the
communist regime.217 This is the main reason for the distrust that nationalist and far-right
activists share for him.

Ideology

IMRO appropriates strong nationalist ideology which is built on anti-Roma, anti-Turkish,
anti-immigrant and anti-Islamic rhetoric. Minorities, foreigners and Islam are discussed as
threatening to the Bulgarian nation and state. The party positions itself as proponent of
a stronger state and defender and safeguard of the national rights of historical Bulgarian
communities abroad.218

Nationalist Party of Bulgaria (NPB)
History

The party was founded on 9 November 2013 by 10 organisations, among which Blood and
Honour, National Resistance and the football fans’ faction Ofanziva (see further the next
chapter). It also brings together Ataka’s ex-member Pavel Chernev and several ex-members
of the Bulgarian National Union (BNU). The establishment of the party met with significant
public opposition. The Bulgarian Helsinki Committee together with 112 public personalities
filed a complaint to the Prosecutor General stating that registering the party would violate
the Constitution. Consequently, the party withdrew its registration application and was not
constituted.219 A former BNU member criticised it for “choosing the wrong tactics” by using
radical and populist language, which would hinder its success in the future even if it got
official registration.220

Ideology

Its programme of 21 items adopts a strong nationalist and authoritarian discourse. Some
of its proposed policies include: countering minority criminality and “smashing Gypsy
terror with an iron fist;” ban on all “anti-Bulgarian organisations”; “crush and ban” all
“separatist groups on the territory of Bulgaria”; introduction of a new constitutional model
to include a presidential republic, majoritarian elections and compulsory voting; as well
as the conduct of a referendum to decide whether Bulgaria should remain within EU
and NATO.
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Profiles of electoral supporters
Since its appearance on Bulgaria’s political scene and despite its ideological
inconsistency,221 Ataka enjoyed a relatively stable share of electoral support
(increasing by 2009 in terms of absolute numbers)222 until 2014, when the
Patriotic Front appeared and gained wider support as a more moderately
nationalist parliamentary coalition. In terms of actual attendance of party events,
Ataka’s actions – such as the violent protests against the loudspeakers in Sofia’s
Banya Bashi mosque223 or against the EU sanctions against Russia – manage to
mobilise support at most of its events. Given the NFSB’s short history and local
influence in Eastern Bulgaria, it does not enjoy the support of the nationalist
activists. It is not considered to be able to mobilise supporters in public events
to back their policies. This is, however, not the case with their coalition partner,
IMRO.224
After Ataka’s surprising success in 2005, a number of surveys tried to identify the
features of its electorate and their reasons for their support.225 Political scientists
attribute Ataka’s popularity to the protest vote and see their supporters as the
“humiliated and insulted.”226 The vote for Ataka is often explained as a protest
vote of individuals who have pent-up aggression and who lack critical thinking
and thus constitute fertile ground for populist slogans. The dualistic presentation of
people and social groups as “good” and “bad”, inherited by Bulgaria’s totalitarian
period, contributes to the right-wing tendency to condemn anyone “different”,
be it belonging to a different ethnicity, sexual orientation, or other.227 Ivanova228
classifies Ataka’s voters under the following categories: “biographic communists”,
or disappointed socialist party voters; “biographic nationalists”, or descendants
of refugees from Macedonia and Aegean Thrace who have been raised with
antipathy towards Turkish or Muslim people in general; and “people of average
social status” who feel deceived for not obtaining what they believe they deserve.
221
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None of the cited pieces of research however provide a definitive picture of the
profile of Ataka voters. They consist of people of different social and educational
status, of different age groups (prevailing those between 41 and 50 years of age)229
who live predominantly in the regional cities and in Sofia (a total of 60%).230 They
can also be prone to crisis-reactive nationalism231 in response to specific incidents
such as anti-Roma protests in Katunitsa, Gurmen and in the Sofia’s neighbourhood
of Orlandovtsi in 2015. Ghodsee232 suggests that Ataka’s discovery in 2005 was
that the right-wing rhetoric was able to inspire otherwise apathetic people to go
to the polls.
The electorate of the other nationalist parties has not been subject to extensive
research as sociologists believe233 that they take away the support of the 2005
Ataka electorate.
The data in the Appendix shows that after Ataka’s election to parliament in 2005,
a relatively constant share of nationalist parties’ electorate is distributed among
the available players at the respective elections. The lower shares at the 2014
European Parliament elections were due to lower turnout (35.8%).
Much fewer in numbers are the far-right activists who support and vote for
the above parties. Those are rather the less ideological individuals, such as the
football fans.
Non-parliamentary actors
Political actors not represented in parliament are three types: skinhead-type gangs
engaged in spontaneous attacks against members of minorities or foreigners often
without particular ideological base; ultra-right organisations based on common
interests such as music, football, sports, history, religious views or extreme ideas;
and passive individuals who are ultra-right political parties’ voters. It is impossible
to strictly distinguish between the three types of far-right groups as usually their
members are part of more than one group depending on their interests. Moreover,
these groups often merge and actors move between them.
Such individuals usually associate in any organisational form based on a
subculture such as football team support, or music, in particular the genres of
“oi music”, “Rag music” and the National Socialist Black Metal.234 Alternatively,
adherents become members of a skinhead or other informal group. There is
no specific form of recruitment. One respondent describes the recruitment
process as a “self-reproducing system” – the boys between the ages of 12 and
229
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16 begin to find neo-Nazi ideas, image, and behaviour attractive and start to
reproduce them.235 Thus, they begin to visit football games, music concerts, or
just get acquainted with older activists. Young people appear to be attracted
to greater extent by the feeling of belonging to a closed group rather than to
the ideology itself.236 At this early stage, youngsters read nationalist literature,
or more often far-right websites (including those based on mystifications and
“alternative history”). They start to wear clothing brands perceived as popular
among neo-Nazi groups as Lonsdale, Fred Perry, Hatecrime, and Troublemaker
with extremist symbols such as swastikas, “SS”, the Celtic cross, or White
Pride237 symbols, often without understanding their meaning. The youngsters
who become members of a far-right group are often subjected to an initiation
procedure or act. Such acts often include violence, and either by committing
it, or by becoming its victim, the initiated candidate member should prove his
(there is no evidence of female members of such groups)238 loyalty, courage
or endurance. At this earlier stage, the ultra-right activists get together for a
football game, a music concert or just go out together. Such groups often
consume alcohol, drugs and commit random violent acts. These acts can
be provoked by meeting a person of different ethnicity, sexual orientation,
or belonging to a rival football team, music style, or political views.239 Such
behaviour was criticised by the interviewed activists for being unacceptable and
undermining the reputation of nationalists in Bulgaria. With time, these young
people join one or more often several far-right groups. After reaching the age
of 30 they either become criminals, or gradually abandon their involvement
if they succeed to find a job or have a family, or join one of the nationalist
political parties.
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Бележки240,241,242,243,244,245,246,247
Box 3.	Nonparliamentary right-wing actors
Skinhead-type gangs
These groups are less ideological skinhead-type gangs composed of young people in the age group
16-24 who often gather together to use alcohol and drugs (sometimes these groups are joined by
boys as young as 12).240 They are cited as the perpetrators of spontaneous attacks or harassment of
Roma people or people they perceive as foreigners or gay. For them violence, spurred by substance
abuse or by dormant aggression, is often an end in itself and has nothing to do with ideology. Such
groups perceive their acts of violence as a form of revenge against ethnic groups and migrants for their
alleged criminal activity; attacks or harassment often take place in public transport. Their notion about
the Roma is that they are all lazy, do not want to work and they earn their living by receiving social
benefits for their children and by stealing. Migrants are perceived similarly, as once arriving in Bulgaria
they cannot find a job, therefore they steal to earn their living. The membership base of these gangs
is a mixture of ultra-right football fans, skinhead gangs and isolated individuals. Those who remain
active when reaching maturity either quit, or evolve to become members of one of the ultra-right
organisations described below. Some also become part of the criminal world.241
Ultra-right organisations: Bulgarian National Union (BNU)
BNU242 is one of the most stable nationalist organisations in Bulgaria. It was formed in 2001 and for
15 years it has developed its own organisational structure and a set of ethnocentric ideas for the
economic, social and political development of Bulgaria.243 It holds commemorations of historical events
and figures, protests and calls for actions (such as protests against Sofia Pride, the anti-monopoly
protests of February 2013), sports events and camps,244 carries out social activities (such as maintenance
of nationalist monuments, food donations to socially disadvantaged people) and cultural and educational
activities.245 BNU was part of the Ataka coalition in 2005. After it left the coalition in 2007, the BNU set
up its own political entity named “Guard”. At that time, it formed a “national guard” squad to patrol
and protect Bulgarians from alleged Roma raids.246 A BNU activist admits that these vigilante groups
were formed for populist purposes aimed at showing off belonging to a group with specific views
without pursuing real effect. The intended effect was that the patrollers’ uniforms with the BNU logo
sewn on their sleeves would be recognisable to the public. This populism was introduced by Boyan
Stankov-Rasate, copying Volen Siderov’s strategy.247
BNU has close relations with nationalist activists in Germany and the Balkan countries. The Union
attempted to officially register a political party, but the registration was rejected by the court. After
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Бележки248,249,250,251,252,253,254,255,256
Box 3.	Nonparliamentary right-wing actors (continued)
leaving the BNU, Boyan Stankov-Rasate tried to revive a political party with a similar name – Bulgarian
National Union-New Democracy – registered in the 1990s in order to use it for the vote of 5 October
2014.248 The BNU officially denied to be linked to that registration.249 After Rasate’s departure in 2010,
the BNU’s attempts to register a party ceased and it now remains a youth movement. Moreover, its
membership base has strongly decreased since then.250
BNU recently launched their project Rodobran251 (a kind of family guardian). The project aims at
promoting Bulgarian history and historical figures who died for the Bulgarian national idea so that they
become modern. Rodobran launched its own fashion line using Bulgarian ethnic design patterns and
inscription fonts.
Ultra-right organisations: Blood and Honour (BH)
BH is divided into two rival informal organisations. Combat 18 is one of them, based in Sofia, and
it comprises of some of the ultra-nationalists of Sofia-based football fan groups. It brings together
members of the informal group gathering at the famous Sofia location Kravai since the 1990s. The
officially-recognised Blood and Honour international organisation member is the second group, located
in Plovdiv. Its core membership comprises of approximately 200 people, however they have the
potential of mobilising more activists.252 In the words of an ultra-right activist, all these organisations do
is maintain a closed club where they occasionally meet and sometimes organise marches and concerts.
According to an interviewed nationalist, the main difference between both organisations is that the first
is dominated by football hooligans.253
Ultra-right organisations: National Resistance (NS)
NS is an informal organisation of nationalists set up in 2010-2011 with the purpose of bringing together
nationalists of all factions. Its prototype is the German Nationaler Widerstand. Its core of supporters
of around 100 people is dominated by skinhead youths and nationalist football fans. The movement
took part in several events such as the annual far-right Lukov March,254 and rallies demanding “solving
the Roma issue”.255 There are data available of two branches of the movement outside Sofia – one in
Pernik, “Division Pernik”, and one in Plovdiv. On 18 November 2013 the National Resistance Division
Pernik organised a rally against the settling of refugees in the town.256 It also supports a broader
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Бележки257,258,259
Box 3.	Nonparliamentary right-wing actors (continued)
campaign against migrants.257 National Resistance is one of the founders of the Nationalist Party of
Bulgaria. As of 2015, it is among the most active far-right factions in Bulgaria.
Ultra-right organisations: Straight edge movement (SEM)
SEM was founded in Bulgaria in 2012 – 2013 by the former BNU and Blood and Honour activist
Nikolay Yovev. It is based in Blagoevgrad and is similar to several European movements from the 1990s
such as the Hammerskins. Straight Edge Bulgaria promotes nationalist values and a life free of alcohol
and drugs among young people. Its activities comprise almost entirely of the work of its founder. The
movement is cited by a respondent as open to work with all pro-active nationalists in Bulgaria.258
Individuals
These are usually non-active ultra-right political parties’ voters. Right-wing activists describe them as
the “forgotten people from the villages and small towns who are with predominantly leftist political
views”.259 Social inequality and disappointment with the Bulgarian political system are among the
factors, fuelling their nationalism and provoking radicalisation and aggression.

Links between political parties and extra-parliamentary actors
An interesting issue is the link between political parties and informal structures.
IMRO and Ataka enjoy certain support from the informal groups of football fans
and bikers’ clubs (if such a differentiation is possible at all). The NFSB (which
appeared last at the political scene and originating from a region other than Sofia,
however enjoying highest electoral support among the three) does not generally
have direct relations with the non-parliamentary groups, except in Varna where
the party was formed.260
The nationalist organisations as well as the neo-Nazi football fans expressly
distance themselves from the nationalist political parties, namely Ataka and the
Patriotic Front claiming that their populism is aimed at the “easily attractable”
electorate. They believe that in gaining such support, these parties use their
influence for serving the interests of others (of other political parties or of certain
businesses) in exchange for personal financial benefit. Another reason for that
distance is the affiliation of some of the parties’ leaders with the security services
of the communist regime.261 Such an affiliation is confirmed by the research of
Ragaru262 who notes that the networks of security services officers and political
converts have supplied Ataka with political leaders.
257
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There is a pattern in the territorial spread of the ultra-right groups. They
have had traditionally strong positions in Sofia and Plovdiv. Besides these,
active groups can be found in Pernik and Blagoevgrad. Smaller centres of
nationalists groups, mostly associated with local football teams can be found
in the Northern Bulgaria towns of Dobrich, Pleven, Varna, Vidin and Vratsa.
The influence of NFSB among the ultra-right groups in Varna has not been
researched yet. The supporters of far-right ideas in the other parts of Bulgaria
are either few or isolated, or they join any of the above mentioned factions as
their local branches.

1.3.	Ideas and ideology
The ideas of the extreme right groups in Bulgaria are fragmented and diverse.
This section will outline some of their most common features and will try to link
them to the above-listed actors.
Generally, activists of most ultra-nationalist formations in Bulgaria define themselves
as “patriots” or “nationalists”. As the cause of their pre-1944 predecessors –
pursuing “Bulgaria’s national interest” by joining territories populated by ethnic
Bulgarians – was no longer relevant after 1990, in the early 1990s they emphasised
their anti-communist views and gradually formed a system of ideas concerning
the country’s economic and political development based on ethnocentrism and
supported by a mix of mythology, history, Nazism and patriotism.
Nationalism
The ideas that Bulgaria’s nationalist organisations and political parties share are
more moderate than the neo-Nazi ideology in line with the trends described
by Minkenberg.263 Generally, they believe that nationalism is a political act that
should secure “normal development of the indigenous population”, preserving
its traditions, developing its culture and social status.264 Their ideology is rather
social and proclaims that protectionism (subsidising) of national agricultural
and industrial production would lead to economic growth.265 The interviewed
activists of nationalist organisations expressly distance themselves from the
invocations of genocide against other races, ethnic groups, religions or people
with different sexual orientation. They state that such rhetoric, used by some
of the younger supporters and by the populist nationalist parties leads to
the negative image of the nationalist idea in society. Instead, they focus on
ethnocentrism on economic and social lines. This ideology is backed by the
claim that Bulgaria is a single ethnic group country. In line with trends across
263
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Europe, the social and economic divisions are translated into ethnic and
cultural terms.266
Nationalist parties declare in their official documents that the law should apply
equally to all nationalities and ethnic groups.267 The less ideological groups, such as
the skinhead groups and the far-right football hooligans, on the contrary, consider
their hate and aggression towards representatives of other ethnic groups, religions
and towards people of different sexual orientation as the highest manifestation of
patriotism.268
The typical Nazi and neo-Nazi doctrine can be found among young rightwing supporters who are more extreme in their views. They tend to be less
ideological street gangs who, in the words of “older” nationalists, do not
always understand the meaning of the nationalist ideas.269 As most of them
are self-taught in ultra-right ideas, they often interpret it in their own way. This
often results in aggression against the perceived “enemies” – of other ethnic
groups, nationalities or those of non-heterosexual orientation. Such aggression is
sometimes also directed at the fans of other football teams or music styles free
of any ultra-right ideology.
Racism and anti-Semitism
Racism in the sense of poor treatment of or violence against people because
of their race,270 or of hatred on the grounds of ethnic belonging, exists in its
most radical form among the less ideological skin head gangs composed of
mostly younger activists. Their hatred is directed towards three types of people
in Bulgaria – the Roma; migrants and refugees; and the Turkish minority.
Skinhead gang members are generally those who commit violent attacks against
persons belonging to these groups.271 These gang members are usually led by
their aggression sometimes targeting random people irrespective of their victim’s
personality.
Another group of far-right activists, including representatives of the political parties
and some organisations such as the BNU, support the idea that ethnic minorities
enjoy too many rights.272 Their rhetoric follows a logic according to which
minorities are the oppressors and the majority are the victims.273 The programme
documents of these organisations do not make direct statements of hatred, but
instead present these views through the prism of the protection of the nation’s
interest. Yet, anti-minority and clearly xenophobic views can be found in their
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leaders’ speeches.274 The general theses against the abovementioned three groups
build on already popular stereotypes about different ethnic groups. First, they
promote the belief that the Roma are lazy and they steal from the Bulgarians
in order to make a living. The term “gypsy criminality” is often used by Ataka
leaders275 as an argument in political debates.276 Second, they argue that migrants
and refugees in Bulgaria pose a threat to the country’s security in two ways –
by importing radical Islam for terrorist purposes and by increasing the risk of
conventional crime.277 Third, the negative attitude towards the Turkish minority
and Muslims in Bulgaria has had a long history related to Bulgaria’s territorial
belonging to the Ottoman Empire in the past. The Turkish minority is perceived
as Turkey’s “Trojan horse”278 in Bulgaria. Ataka mimics the attitude of the former
communist regime which tried to forcefully assimilate the Turkish minority, by
organising campaigns against Turkish cultural or confessional practices, or against
the use of the Turkish language in public (a popular campaign of theirs is for
banning the news in Turkish on the national television), or “advising” people
with Turkish names to move to Turkey.279 Anti-Turkish attitudes among nonparliamentary actors can be evaluated as weaker.
Far-right activists do not share the anti-Turkish attitudes of the political parties.
This is explained by the lower dependence of ethnic Turks on social benefits and
Turkish people’s ability to earn their living.280 However, they elaborated similar
ideas with regard to migrants and asylum seekers and the Roma minorities.
Interviewees expressed the belief that ethnic groups such as the Roma and
the migrants, more precisely asylum seekers, receive preference treatment by
government institutions mostly social issues. They are believed to receive more
social benefits than ethnic Bulgarians and not to be sanctioned when committing
violations. Thus, government institutions are seen as encouraging those violations
(for example, not buying tickets in public transport, or using public utilities or
healthcare without paying for it). Migrants and refugees are seen as a threat to
people’s personal security.281
Anti-Semitism is an interesting phenomenon in the right political space in
that it is solely based on conspiracy theories. Although not popular in post274
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communist Bulgaria, it is widespread among nationalists in Bulgaria. The antiSemitic idea is theoretically substantiated mainly by Volen Siderov’s series of
books published between 2001 and 2003. His 2002 “Boomerang of Evil”282
questions the Holocaust and uses the widely exploited internationally “Jewish
conspiracy” theory which blames the Jews for all ills in modern history. The
second book, dedicated to the Jewish plans to root out Eastern Orthodox
Christianity was “The Power of Mammon”,283 published in 2004. These books
seem to continue to have significant influence over right-wing activists, as cases
of desecrating Jewish temples or schools by painting swastikas or other Nazi
symbols are still an occurrence.284
Homophobia
Bulgarian far-right groups are strongly homophobic. This is to a significant extent
a leftover from the homophobic attitudes of the communist regime.285 According
to all aforementioned actors, homosexuality is overrepresented in Bulgaria’s public
life, and its public image is deliberately presented as positive by liberals and the
media. It should, according to them, in no way be manifested in public as this
manifestation serves as a negative example for young people who try to imitate
it and thus spread it.286 Ataka went even further proposing a supplement to the
Criminal Code incriminating the manifestation of homosexuality.287 NFSB is active
locally, tabling numerous proposals to the city council of Burgas for banning gay
pride events.288
These groups hold that gay people should not be allowed by the government to “tell
everybody how happy and proud of themselves they are”.289 Further, heterosexual
people as a majority should have their values respected by homosexuals and
“moral values” (i.e. heterosexual) should be imposed with respect to, for example,
public appearance of men in female clothing. Although the general tolerance
towards people of different sexual orientation has not been studied in Bulgaria,
some research on tolerance in the media shows that the general public is
predominantly negative towards homosexuality.290 Eurobarometer confirms that
only 15% of Bulgarians agree that homosexual marriages should be allowed in
the EU.291
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Against the system
Non-parliamentary actors see the political class as a dangerous opponent of the
nation alongside with migrants and minorities.292 The theoretical background of this
idea comes, among other sources, from Volen Siderov’s book “Bulgarophobia”,293 in
which politicians are seen as practicing genocide against their own nation. At the
time when the book was published, Siderov was seen as a Hitler-type ultra-right
leader who had not run for parliament yet.294 The rest of the nationalist organisations
took over his thesis and elaborated it. The BNU is among the organisations which
have further developed this ideology on its website295 where it says that the national
interest overlaps with the state’s interest only when there is a nation state – a country
of one ethnos. The nation state is „the most powerful instrument” to counteract “the
enemy” – oligarchs who get rich at the expense of ordinary Bulgarians, politicians,
criminals, and the “human rights activists who corrupt young people’s morals and work
towards imposing discriminatory measures towards Bulgarians in their own home”.296
In that sense, the BNU can be considered as an anti-system organisation.
They see the political class as corrupt and working only for its own benefit. They
blame the former secret service of the communist regime for being the architects
and the executors of the distorted political system working in favour of politicians’
business clientele. Thus, ultra-right activists propose a process known as lustration –
a ban of all former State Security agents from holding public office and pressing
charges against those who are responsible for illegally or at the public’s detriment
privatising state-owned property after 1990. Moreover, they believe that since almost
all members of the political class are re-elected at every round of elections, a
radical step should be undertaken. However, they still have no idea what it should
be. As a measure to break this reproduction of the political class, they propose the
introduction of an educational and age threshold for those allowed to vote in order
to ensure that people with “sufficient common sense” elect the politicians.297
Nationalism is viewed as the only source of pride for the individuals who have
accumulated disappointment and aggression against the political system which they
blame for the unsuccessful transition from totalitarianism to democracy. Liberalism
is viewed as a counterpoint to patriotism and respectively of progress and social
prosperity. This is another view that brings far-right and far-left supporters together.
All far-right activists interviewed emphasise that they are not politically represented
in the Bulgarian parliament and that there is no political party which reflects their
views even partially. This is particularly true with regard to the radical nationalist
parties in parliament which are seen as part of the corrupt political class. The
292
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affiliation with the former State Security of many representatives of Ataka298 and
the Patriotic Front adds legitimacy to this view.
Mysticism
The tendency towards the occult and the mystical is another feature typical of the
far-right in Bulgaria. Occultism is at the same time one of the paths for recruiting rightwing followers. There are numerous documents and web-based content spreading
mystical teachings. They promote a unique spiritual identity between Bulgaria’s
land and the people who have inherited that link, namely native Bulgarians. One
of these movements, the Warriors of Tangra299 links Bulgaria’s history to the occult
beliefs of the Third Reich putting forward a number of analogies.300 In her research
Goncharova301 classifies these nationalist mystical and religious factions according to
the representation strategies they use and the types of communities they create:
Sects – they attempt to adapt marginal alternative religious cults similar to the
Anastasia cult in Russia;
Missions – single person projects for moral perfection;
Libraries – this is the most extensive one; it focuses on transforming the link
between religion and nationalism into religion and patriotic culture with a strong
educational load;
Orders – they guard the (old) Bulgarian spirituality.
One of their main tools is manipulation of historical facts and elaboration of
alternative science, particularly history, which uses historical facts selectively or
speculates over controversial ones.302
Alternative history is very important for the legitimacy of ultra-right organisations.
Interviewed activists share complete distrust of the official history stating that, for
example, German history of the 1930s is demonised because it is written by those
298
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who won World War II. Activists follow the abovementioned mystical factions to
varying degrees depending on their personal views.
Another alternative history product is the mystification of the so called “Ran-Utt
plan”303 – a conspiracy theory more typical of the far-left supporters of Soviettype communism due to their sensitivity about the U.S. and imperialist conspiracy
theories. This mystification, however, finds supporters among far-right activists too.
Anti-imperialism is another issue, inherited from the totalitarian regime, which is
equally reflected in both ultra-left and ultra-right ideologies. It is closely related to
anti-Semitism and conspiracy theories. Experts304 reckon that the totalitarian past
is the base of the anti-Semitism shared by the two extreme ideologies – left and
right. The abundance of anti-Semitic content305 which spread in the 1990s and
2000s propounds the idea that a secret society dominated by Jewish masons rules
international politics. These views provoke sympathy towards the Palestinian state
and towards radical organisations like Hezbollah or Hamas.

1.4. Manifestations (repertoire of actions)
Acts not associated with violence
Far-right organisations, excluding political parties, are not active on a regular
basis because of their lack of professional capacity and resources to do so. They
organise events on important dates and on topics they seek to monopolise such as
countering the gay prides. Their non-violent acts can be systematised as follows:
Electoral campaigns: These are a lot similar to other political parties’ campaigns.
Far-right party leaders often use populist and xenophobic language combined with
specific styling (black clothes, Nazi-type flags, etc.) during campaigns in order to
position themselves exclusively in the ultra-right spectrum.
Protests and public gatherings: Extreme right entities often organise protests on
different occasions – for example, rallies against plans to settle up refugees from
Syria in the town of Pernik,306 or protests against the annual Sofia Pride.307 Ataka
303
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occasionally uses the instruments of the nationalist groups, as a populist move
aiming to secure activists’ support. Such were the series of protest actions against
the loudspeakers of the Banya Bashi Mosque in Sofia. IMRO also organises similar of
events, for instance a rally against the “unpunished ethnic criminality” in 2012.308
When speaking in public radical right actors often use hate and xenophobic
speech. It is directed against migrants and refugees, minorities and LGBT people.
Although classified as a non-violent act, hate speech in non-public situations
takes the form of verbal aggression and harassment against representatives of the
mentioned groups committed often by skinhead gangs.
Marches: Ultra-right groups organise marches on special dates to commemorate
a historical event or a person. The special annual event, organised by the BNU
and supported by all ultra-right groups is the Lukov March.309 In addition to the
controversies around the personality of Gen. Lukov, the march is widely criticised
for promoting fascist ideology, for incitement to hatred against minorities and for
manifestation of fascist symbols.310 The event is organised under strict rules published
on its website.311 At the event, participants usually carry burning torches.
Marches are also organised on national holidays, related to the national
independence and birth and death dates of national heroes such as Vasil Levski,
Hristo Botev and military officers of the period of prior to 1944.
Cultural and educational events: Some far-right organisations, among which the BNU
is the most active, organise educational activities on patriotic topics such as history
lessons in schools and community centres. Others, like Blood and Honour, organise
closed-type or limited entry music events where bands affiliated with them perform.
Distribution of nationalist literature: Some far-right actors are engaged in the
distribution of literature promoting the greatness of the Bulgarian nation and
its pagan mythology. The print work is associated with the Tangra TanNakRa
Bulgarian Foundation.312 There is a number of library websites containing resources
on history, mythology, “alternative history” and memoires.313
Graffiti: Nazi symbols, nationalist paintings, anti-Semitic slogans can often be seen
in Bulgaria. Graffiti as part of many sub-cultures is an often-seen manifestation
of the ultra-right in Bulgaria. There are numerous cases when such graffiti are
painted on Muslim or Jewish temples or schools thus demonstrating the negative
attitude of the perpetrators in an offensive way.314 There is only fragmentary
308
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information in the media on their availability as usually only the most radical of
them attract public attention.315
Acts associated with violence
There are no statistical data about the acts of violence committed by far-right
groups both in term of official statistics and in the research literature. The problem
with official statistics is that such crimes are usually prosecuted as bodily injury
or hooliganism without distinguishing between the profile of the perpetrators or
their motives. A certain number of such acts often remain unreported either due
to low trust in the law enforcement authorities,316 or to the fact that victims can
be illegal migrants who fear problems with their status if they turn to the police.
Thus, media reports and reports by human rights organisations are the only
sources of information about hate crime. These, however, cannot give a snapshot
of the intensity of such type of crime.
The so called (fight) “actions”, or campaigns, are comprised of gathering a group
of supporters and organising a reprisal raid. These are usually acts of violence
committed against Roma, migrants or people perceived as gay by skinhead
activists between the ages of 16 and 25. There was a single act known to be
directed against political opponents – a far-left group suspected of assisting illegal
migrants.317 The raids come as a response either to a specific incident318 or
without a formal reason.
In the second case, skinhead groups usually gather together and walk around a
specific territory (town/city district). If they come across a person of different skin
colour or somebody who does not fit their ideas (ethnic group, sexual orientation,
even often football club affiliation or musical preferences, manifested by clothing
accessories), they begin a verbal conflict which usually turns into violence. The
seriousness of the conflict also depends on the responsiveness of their victim.
Such incidents, especially when they are not associated with a heavy injury, often
remain unreported to the police. Such incidents often happen in public transport
and they provoke fear, especially in migrants and members of the minorities to go
out at night. As an illustration, in July 2015, in Sofia’s largest park Borisova Gradina
a 67-year-old man was beaten in front of his two grandchildren by five neo-Nazi
men, one of them with a Blood and Honour tattoo. One of the children was
accused by the attackers for being a begging Roma child.319
bTV, „Свастики се появиха отново”, 07.07.2010.
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Violence may follow as a result of non-violent protests or public gatherings. One
of the most widely discussed cases of such violence was the Ataka-organised
demonstration against the Mosque Banya Bashi in Sofia,320 which turned violent
on 20 May 2011. On that day, Ataka held a protest authorised by Sofia
Municipality but at a certain point the demonstrators tried to dismantle the
mosque’s loudspeakers. Believers who had gathered for their prayer responded
to the provocation. The ensuing clash was stopped by the police arresting
several Ataka activists.321 However, none of the perpetrators was convicted,
which resulted in a European Court of Human Rights judgment against Bulgaria
for failing to guarantee the right to freedom of thought, conscience and
religion.
Another type of violent act is the desecration of Muslim or Jewish temples,
cultural or historical sites.
Violence caused by a specific incident is usually provoked by a neighbourly
conflict (such as conflict over loud music in Garmen in 2015) or an accident
(as was the case with the hit-and-run car accident in Katunitsa in 2011) between
representatives of different ethnic groups (most often between ethnic Bulgarians
and Roma) in areas where two ethnic groups live. Usually, when the news is
spread by the mass media far-right nationalists organise themselves in support on
the side of ethnic Bulgarians. The organisation is made by means of social media
where the organisers recruit usually non-active people.
Crisis-reactive nationalism, as termed by Kiossev and Kabakchieva,322 is the
widely shared nationalism of non-active people. It bursts on concrete occasions
such as the car incident in Katunitsa, and it can escalate to riot-type violence.
Such events are often attended by one or more ultra-right actors. In terms
of proneness to violence, right-wing radical groups have strict hierarchy and it
is up to the leaders whether they would allow peaceful events to escalate to
violent acts.323

1.5.	Institutional/law enforcement response
A number of government institutions are responsible for counteracting right-wing
radicalisation. Different approaches are used for the different types of actors
depending on their legal status and on their activities.
As mentioned above, political parties are subject to registration in court. Public
prosecutors can appeal applications for party registrations or ask the courts to
cancel already existing registrations in cases when they contradict the Constitution
or the Law on Political Parties. The registration of the Nationalist Party of Bulgaria
is the most recent and exemplary case of Bulgaria’s far-right party registration
practice and the main obstacles radical parties face.
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After the Nationalist Party of Bulgaria filed its registration application to Sofia City
Court, the Sofia City Prosecutor’s Office filed a negative statement asking the
court to reject it on the grounds that proposed ideology and proposed activities
contradicted the Constitution and the Law on Political Parties.324 The Prosecutor’s
opinion was backed by an open letter by the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee
together with 112 public figures who publicly opposed such registration. The
court did not have to decide on that registration as the party leaders cancelled
their registration request.325 The cancellation was provoked, however, not by party
leaders’ refusal to run for parliament, but by their finding an easier way to do so.
The Nationalist Party of Bulgaria joined a coalition with two other entities with
already existing registrations – Political Party Liberty of former Ataka member
Pavel Chernev and Political Party Libertas Bulgaria – and thus succeeded to
bypass the law.326
In that respect, the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance (ECRI)
criticised Bulgaria327 for “the ease of official recognition of extremist parties as
well as the possibility for them to receive State subsidies.”328 The Commission
recommended Bulgaria to introduce legislation changes in order to stop public
financing of organisations or political parties which promote racism.329
The institutional response against violent right radicalism is dominated by repressive measures. Bulgarian institutions do not use the option of prevention sufficiently.
The two institutions which deal with the acts of hate-motivated violence are
the national security and counterintelligence State Agency for National Security
(SANS) and the police. However, the two institutions do not coordinate their
actions. Each police department on one side and the SANS, on the other, collect
operational data which they do not share.
The police deal with radical groups for the purpose of maintaining public order.
As already mentioned, in Bulgaria hate and extremist crime is prosecuted as
bodily injury or hooliganism without distinguishing between the profile of the
perpetrators or their motives. Thus, it remains hidden within the statistics. A
certain number of such acts also remain unreported either due to low trust in law
enforcement authorities or to the fact that victims can be illegal migrants who fear
of problems with their status if they turn to the police.330 A number of international
organisations, such as ECRI, criticised Bulgaria for either failing to prosecute racist
324
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violence at all, or defining it instead as another type of crime such as hooliganism.331
There is a ruling of the European Court of Human Rights to the same effect.332
The focus of police attention in maintaining public order is mainly concentrated
on football hooliganism. More systematic efforts to monitor the phenomenon were
made in 2000 with the establishment of a specialised working group at the national
police. However, in 2014 its successor, the sector “Hooliganism, extremism and
sports events” within the General Directorate of National Police was dissolved,
pending re-establishment in 2016. The information it had collected was archived
without being used by other departments. 333Police officers who had gained
expertise working with these groups were redirected to other departments.
In 2008, when the links between football hooliganism and ultra-right movements
were assessed to constitute a growing risk, a sports hooliganims unit was formed
also within the Sofia Police Directorate.
SANS has its own approach against radical groups from the point of view of
countering threats to national security. In that respect, they cover right-wing
radical groups.334 SANS has created a Right and Left Extremism Department within
the International Terrorism, Extremism and Migration Directorate. Given the fact
that it aims at preventing acts of extremism, the Agency counts on its network
of agents to monitor and receive early warning information about such threats.
In order to fulfil its responsibilities, SANS monitors all formal and informal actors
already mentioned but the information collected remains for internal use only and
is not shared with other law enforcement or other institutions.
In terms of prevention, juvenile delinquency bodies exist within the municipalities
where the police advise such to be open. They are created with the aim of
preventing criminal behaviour by juveniles, to protect juveniles from becoming
victims of crime, and to study and eliminate the factors which lead to juvenile
crime or anti-social behaviour.335 The Juvenile Delinquency Offices are controlled
by a Central Commission for Combating Juvenile Delinquency (CCCJD) and the
Local Commissions for Combating Juvenile Delinquency.
In 2009, realising the role of prevention among minors in countering right-wing
radicalisation, SANS and CCCJD launched a joint project aiming to raise awareness
among Juvenile Delinquency Offices’ inspectors about the problem of right
radicalisation. One of the project outputs was a manual developed to assist first-line
workers in identifying right-wing recruits. These efforts can, however be evaluated
as insufficient as they reach a limited number of people who work with juveniles.
Given that minors are the main group at risk, prevention is recommended to
expand to other institutions such as the Ministry of Education and schools.
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Having in mind the early age of (self-) recruitment – 15-16 year olds336 – they
fall within the scope of the abovementioned institutions with already developed
radical views and thus are subject of predominantly repressive measures.337
The interviewed ultra-right activists338 consider themselves treated with excessive
attention by the police because of their political views. In their words, every
activist who attends some 4-5 marches is on the police records, as at right-wing
marches the police collects data on participants’ personalities such as photos
and personal data obtained through ID checks. Occasionally, the police carry
out searches of activists’ homes. Those who do not want to be subject to police
checks on the street avoid the typical nationalist clothing.

2.	Left-wing radicalisation trends
2.1. Background
The end of the totalitarian regimes in Central and Eastern Europe and subsequent
international developments led to the de-radicalisation of much of the political вeft
in the region, including in Bulgaria.339 The discrediting of socialism and communism
and the involvement of the EU, the IMF and the World Bank in the region’s transition
to a capitalist economy and democracy led to the establishment of a neoliberal
political and economic model in the country without any significant opposition.340
Although anarchist and communist movements who resorted to violence were part
of the political life in Bulgaria at the turn of the 20th century,341 there has not been
a strong tradition of left-wing social unrest and direct (violent) action against the
establishment in Bulgaria since 1989. Moreover, there have been no known legal
cases of left-wing activists or acts brought to trial, and Europol’s annual TE-SAT
reports have not mentioned left-wing radicalisation as a problem in Bulgaria.342
Nevertheless, according to a 2013 study, in Bulgaria there were slightly more people
supporting radical left ideologies (18.8%) than radical right ones (17.4%).343 Furthermore,
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the country has the second highest percentage of supporters of radical left ideas in
the EU after Cyprus.344 In addition, 8% of young people (18-30) in Bulgaria define
themselves as being on the radical left.345 Yet, importantly, despite the relative
popularity of radical left ideas, there has been little electoral support for radical left
parties in Bulgaria.346 On the one hand, Bulgarians are reluctant to publicly associate
themselves with the political left, which remains stigmatised after the communist
period.347 On the other hand, the low levels of electoral support demonstrate the
political weakness and discrediting of left-wing parties in the country.
There is practically no political discussion of left-wing radicalisation in the country.
The only political statements on the topic were provoked by the 2011 Europol
TE-SAT report, which mentioned an increased risk of left-wing extremism in
the EU.348 In response, in 2012 the Minister of the Interior stated at a National
Assembly hearing that there was no threat of left-wing extremism in Bulgaria.349
He added that the activities of radical left-wing groups in the country are limited
to the distribution of propaganda materials and participation in public events and
protests attended by insignificant numbers of people. Similarly, there is little public
and media discussion of left-wing radicalisation and the potential threats it might
pose. For instance, a recent public debate on youth political extremism did not
mention radical left-wing youth as a factor in the country’s political life.350 Finally,
there has been little research and academic debate on left-wing radicalisation in
Bulgaria. The issue has been explored above all in comparative studies of the left
and the decline of left-wing radicalisation in Europe,351 and to some extent in
studies of populism in Bulgaria.352
The only development that has attracted attention to radical left groups is growing
pro-Russian and anti-Western attitudes in Bulgaria, including among many on
344
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the left.353 The Ministry of Defence’s annual report mentions the waging of a
“hybrid war” that includes pro-Russian propaganda, manipulating public opinion
by means of misinformation through populist leaders and the traditional and social
media.354

2.2.	Ideas and ideology
Given that “radical” is a contested concept,355 the choice of actors to be included
in this chapter is based on the working definition of radicalisation adopted in
this study as a “growing readiness to pursue and support far-reaching changes in
society that conflict with, or pose a direct threat to the existing order.”356 This
process is separate from the process of violent radicalisation, which includes “the
development of a willingness to directly support or engage in violent acts.”357
Given that the study’s research questions concern both non-violent and violent
radicalisation, as radicalisation in most cases does not lead to violence, the actors
and ideas included here are not ones who necessarily espouse violence.
The radical left-wing in Bulgaria which is not represented in parliament can be
classified under four categories: the communist left, the anarchist left, the new
left358 and the greens. They are all united by a critique of the capitalist economic
model and the liberal political model that supports it, and by a concern with
growing socio-economic inequalities nationally and globally. However, they differ
in the social, economic, and political transformations they propose and the means
they believe should be employed to achieve social change. On the one hand, using
Chirot’s359 typology of 20th century ideologies in relation to state power the new
left, the anarchist and the greens lean towards libertarianism, while the communist
left leans towards authoritarian statism. On the other hand, while ideologically
the communist and the anarchist left espouse a vision of revolutionary socialism
based on the belief that a socialist society can be created by a violent overthrow
of the bourgeoisie, the new left and the greens tend towards a vision of reformist
and gradualist approach to establishing democratic socialism.
Firstly, Marxist-Leninist and Stalinist organisations of the communist left in Bulgaria,
supported mostly by disappointed Bulgarian Socialist Party followers,360 claim to
be the continuation of the former Bulgarian Communist Party. They are firmly
anti-liberal and their goals are the revolutionary replacement of the capitalist
economic and political model with a state socialist one and the creation of a
353
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classless society. The main enemies around which the ideology is constructed
are the vaguely defined fascists, including the U.S., NATO, Israel, the EU, global
capital and corrupt elites.361 At the same time, the communist left adopts a strong
pro-Russian stance and employs a Cold War rhetoric,362 as well as sometimes
racism and anti-Semitism.363 It is notable that the communist left-wing in Bulgaria
has a tradition of nationalism and anti-minority policies such as the forceful ethnic
homogenisation of the Bulgarian-Turkish population by the Bulgarian Communist
Party in the 1970s and 1980s.364 Yet it is important to stress that there have
not been any reported cases of attacks by communist groups or individuals on
members of ethnic or religious minorities.
In this regard it is noteworthy that the ideas and ideology of the communist
left to an extent overlap with those of the far-right populist party Ataka,
which combines talk of social justice through a left-wing economic agenda
with anti-minority, anti-globalisation, anti-Western and pro-Russian rhetoric.365
As Krasteva366 argues, the crisis of the left wing, which decimated the political
representation of working and middle class interests, has left a vacuum in the
radical left-wing space, which Ataka has used. Indeed the party’s leader has
been the most vocal opponent of neo-liberalism, including of the IMF’s and
the World Bank’s structural adjustment policies that reduced public expenditure
for healthcare, education and pension reform.367 Moreover, as aforementioned,
the Ataka leader adopting a pro-Russian rhetoric increased the number of leftwing supporters from the communist left parties and groups. The ideologies
of the two also overlap in their support for a strong state and proneness to
authoritarianism. In addition, it has been noted368 that the anti-establishment
nature of populist parties together with nationalism and anti-Europeanism are
becoming powerful resources for mobilisation on both the left and the right.369
Nevertheless, representatives of the other radical left-wing groups do not regard
Ataka’s platform as left-wing.370
Secondly, the anarchist left aims to create one free, classless communist society
without a state, through the abolition of national borders, private and state
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property and implementing in practice the principles of liberty and equality.371
Anarchists see relationships between people as egalitarian, free and nonhierarchical and the state as a form of power limiting human freedom and
equality.372 Moreover, they fight against imperialism, nationalism, chauvinism and
racism.373 The anarchist rhetoric is revolutionary but similarly to anarchists in
other post-communist European states, Bulgarian anarchists “[have] not embraced
terrorism.”374 Their programme includes actions in solidarity with workers in the
country and abroad.
Thirdly, the roots of the new left and greens can be traced to the New Left
movements of the late 1960s, such as protection of the environment, the rights
of migrants and asylum-seekers, feminism, which have not been marked by
violence as much as communist and anarchist-inspired 20th century left-wing
extremism.375 Unlike the abovementioned two groups, the new left have a
reformist rather than a revolutionary rhetoric. Representatives of this movement
seek to achieve social change through education and, to an extent, participation
in the democratic system. Hence they are radical in their demands but not in
their stated means. The new left’s approach is also non-authoritarian and not
constructed around a particular enemy. They believe that the political model
should be changed only when society is ready.376 Their goals are achieving real
social equality without repeating the left’s mistakes from the past and hence they
distance themselves from the conservative and totalitarian nature of the former
communist regime.377
Finally, the greens are split between a left-wing378 and a neo-liberal centreright wing379 partly with respect to economic policy, but share support for the
democratic process and the rule of law in environmental policies, regarded
as central to the protection of the public interest from corporate interests.380
Although fragmented at the moment,381 the environmental cause enjoys
unparalleled popular support, expressed in regular and well-attended protests
against (illegal) building and infrastructure projects causing serious damage to the
environment.382 Although nowadays the Bulgarian green movement is influenced
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by Western environmental movements, it is not as radical in their means as
some current green movements in the West.383 Finally, it should be noted that
many environmental activists do not define themselves as left-wing but rather
as anti-globalists and anti-capitalists.384

2.3.	Organisational structures and actors
This section presents the political parties and non-parliamentary actors in the left
political space in order to describe the context for potential left-wing radicalisation
in Bulgaria.
Political parties
After the end of the communist regime in Bulgaria in 1989, the Bulgarian
Communist Party largely lost its legitimacy and adopted a democratic socialist
position under the name Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP).385 The party has
traditionally dominated the left political sphere, although it has gradually become
compromised as a left-wing force and has been steadily losing votes.386 According
to interviewees387 and other parties on the left BSP’s policies are not left-wing,388
for the party continues to be politically and socially conservative,389 and captured
by private economic interests.390 Due to the continuous loss of electoral support,
as well as the influence of the growth in popularity of Syriza and Podemos,
BSP’s new leadership has announced that it will “radicalise” and break with
neoliberal policies.391 The other left-wing parties are either in coalition with
the BSP,392 as well as certain Russophile organisations such as the Bulgarian
Anti-fascist Union,393 or have broken away from the party like the centre-left
Alternative for Bulgarian Revival party,394 which is currently in government with
4.15% of the vote.395
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Excluding the centre-left votes, currently the radical left parties in Bulgaria
are estimated to have approximately 4% of the vote.396 The communist and
green parties are marginal and divided, and one of them has representatives in
the current parliament. The communist political formations are numerous and
include Marxist, Trotskyist and Stalinist political formations, which claim to be
the rightful heirs of the former Bulgarian Communist Party, and are dominated
by elderly people, and defined by nostalgia for Bulgaria’s state socialist past.397
As aforementioned, a number of communist left voters have also recognised
the Ataka party as representative of their views.398 The two main green political
parties in Bulgaria are divided along economic policy lines. On the one hand,
the older Green Party (Зелена партия) which is based on the foundations of
the Ecoglasnost movement established in 1989 has a left-wing agenda399 but has
become largely compromised as a representative of the green movement.400 On
the other hand, the Greens (Зелените) – founded in 2008 by institutionalising
recent civic movements – is considered more genuinely representative401 and
favours economic neo-liberalism.402 Finally, the party most closely related to the
new left and some of the green voters is the Bulgarian Left, which formed a
coalition with the Green Party in the last parliamentary elections and won 0.21%
of the vote.403
The success of the Syriza party in Greece, and to an extent Podemos in Spain,
has had an effect on the left in Bulgaria. As aforementioned, the BSP is shifting
their rhetoric to the left,404 and several parties have stated their intention to
form a “Bulgarian Syriza” as an authentic left alternative to the BSP, by uniting
the votes for the small left-wing parties in the local elections in the autumn of
2015. 405
Non-parliamentary actors
Radical left-wing actors not represented in parliament include a number of
communist, anarchist, new left and green youth groups and movements most of
which are not legally registered as political organisations. Neither the revolutionary,
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nor the reformist groups run for public office and participate in the electoral
party system at this stage. Instead, they aim to offer and popularise alternative
political models and forms of social self-organisation and to mobilise supporters
through extra-parliamentary and in some cases non-partisan political engagement.
Government officials identify only anarchists and communists as left-wing radicals,
but agree that they are currently not a threat to national security due to the low
number of followers and limited activity.406 There are no left-wing radical groups
in Bulgaria banned by the government or subjected to criminal investigation and
prosecution as illegal or terrorist organisations.
In the recent past the communist left was supported almost exclusively by the
elderly, as for example the Russophile Bulgarian Anti-fascist Union.407 There are,
however, nowadays stronger youth organisations,408 which include single-issue
youth groups for students’ rights,409 workers’ rights, Marxist-Leninist pro-Russian
anti-fascist and anti-Western groups. The main ones identified by respondents
are the Sofia-based 23 September, particularly in Sofia University,410 and Che
Guevara411 based in Plovdiv. Notably, the Che Guevara group has attempted
to run for parliament. In 2011, they formed the Radical Left coalition with
the small party Union of Communists in Bulgaria,412 and later joined the BSP
coalition Left Bulgaria.413 According to official information, both organisations
have membership of around 10 people.414 At the same time, according to
estimates by interviewees, their numbers have risen from a handful of people
a few years ago to having today around 40 active members in the capital city
alone and increased activity in the larger cities.415 Moreover, activist interviewees
agree that their numbers continue to rise,416 although this information is not
confirmed by official sources.
The anarchist movement is currently rather weak.417 The Federation of Bulgarian
Anarchists was re-established in 1990 after its forceful closure by the former
regime.418 Although there were popular anarchist movements who resorted to
violence in Bulgaria at the turn of the 20th century,419 the tradition has been largely
406
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interrupted. Anarchists in Bulgaria tend to be either elderly people over the age of
80, or young people.420 The autonomous libertarian group Anarchoresistance has
fallen apart.421 According to official sources, the reduction of members in anarchist
organisations is due to activists emigrating to Greece.422 Finally, the anarchists
are supported largely in the bigger cities and have a strong lobby among Greek
university students.423
First, members of new left groups organise critical discussions of issues of public
significance and exchange of knowledge at events, online and through publishing,
and many contribute to academic debates.424 Second, they manage several social
centres, such as for example Haspel and Adelante in Sofia, which operate on
the principle of solidarity-based self-organisation and direct democracy.425 Thus,
they aim to stimulate critical political thinking, popularise progressive political
thought, while also apply in practice the ideas and offer alternative solutions
that would “grow, multiply and form the backbone of a new society.”426 The
non-governmental organisation and informal discussion group Solidary Bulgaria
can also be placed under this category and although their main aim is not
to participate in the current party system, it sometimes cooperates with the
Bulgarian Left party.
Historically, there has been an environmentalist tradition in Bulgaria since the
end of the 19th century.427 Moreover, an environmental campaigning group,
Ecoglasnost, established the foundations of the democratic movement by
organising the first (peaceful) protests against the totalitarian regime and its
environmental crimes in Bulgaria in 1987 – 1989, just before the regime’s end.428
In fact, Ecoglasnost became the first political party during the former regime
providing an alternative to the Bulgarian Communist Party.429 Currently the green
left is not centralised and there are numerous local environmental groups,
many of which do not necessarily define themselves as belonging to either the
political left or right wing but as non-partisan citizens’ initiatives.430 The green
agenda is also represented by a number of nongovernmental organisations,431
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which are seen as protectors of the public interest against corrupt elites and
the democratic deficit.432
The channels used by left-wing actors to propagate their ideas include public
statements, protests, occupations, the printed press, debates and social centres,
websites, blogs and social media. The reviewed sources of the aforementioned
actors and organisations do not include any incitement to violence. One worrying
phenomenon, however, is the publication of articles containing propaganda or
conspiracy theories presented and accepted as news, which has increased in
recent years according to one interviewee.433 Recruitment is done through the
internet and social media, and increasingly at events and actions.434 Respondents
also mentioned exposure to radical left-wing ideas at university, at home, at
protests and through music.435
With regard to international cooperation, communist groups are linked to
organisations with similar beliefs in Turkey, including the terrorist Revolutionary
People’s Liberation Party Front (RPLP/F), in Russia and Ukraine. The cooperation
consists of demonstrating public support online and at demonstrations, exchanging
materials and organising and participating in joint events.436 The Federation of
Anarchists in Bulgaria are in contact with anarchist organisations in Greece,
Romania and Serbia.437 According to official information, stolen Bulgarian guns
were sold to Greek anarchist organisations.438 Finally, representatives of the new
left are in contact with other progressive left-wing organisations from other
European countries,439 and regularly invite foreign speakers to Bulgaria.440

2.4. Repertoire of actions
Despite the revolutionary rhetoric and ideas of some radical left-wing groups, the
repertoire of actions of the radical left in Bulgaria is non-violent. The activity of
radical left-wing groups is based on the belief that the political model must be
changed but only when left-wing ideas have gained popularity and society is ready;
hence, their current work is focused on political education and popularising leftwing ideas.441 Clashes with and attacks by right-wing groups are the only violent
actions, in which members of left-wing groups have been reported to participate.442
432
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This is potentially important, however, since research shows that clashes with the
police, or between right and left-wing radicals can act as catalyst for “individuals
who may passively support a radical worldview [to] begin to act violently.”443
Nevertheless, in practice, none of the interviewees consider that any violent attacks
are possible in Bulgaria at the moment. Similarly, official sources do not perceive
left-wing violence as a risk.444
According to official information, the activities of left-wing organisations are limited to
the distribution of propaganda and participation in public events with an insignificant
number of participants.445 The biggest international event organised by radical left-wing
groups was the 2013 No Border Camp at the Bulgarian-Turkish border dedicated to
the issues of human rights and free movement of people.446 The left-wing repertoire
of actions includes demonstrations and protests,447 graffiti, propaganda over the
internet, holding debates,448 publishing political literature and analyses,449 issuing
statements.450 No violent content was found other than a photo of a Turkish hostage
of the terrorist Revolutionary People’s Liberation Party-Front (RPLP/F) and pictures of
victims in Ukraine re-posted on communist left websites and social media. Debates
and political literature are seen as particularly important since education is regarded as
the main means for achieving a long-term effect and for spreading left-wing ideas.451
Moreover, aforementioned events and actions help establish direct connections with
potential supporters.452 An observer has also noted the increasing use of direct action
by environmental groups such as protests, blockades and happenings.453
The causes that left-wing groups support are most often migrants’ and minorities’
rights; combating racism, fascism, neo-Nazism;454 solidarity with workers’ rights
in Bulgaria and abroad;455 anti-war protests (e.g. against the war in Iraq), and
443
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environmental protection.456 Actions are provoked by events in the country and
abroad. One respondent mentioned a case of a Marxist Ataka member who went
to Crimea as an observer.457

2.5.	Institutional and law enforcement response
According to interviewed experts and activists, the government in Bulgaria uses
above all monitoring and intelligence gathering practices with respect to left-wing
radicalisation. They all agree that left-wing activists are on file with SANS and
the Ministry of the Interior. Interviewees also reported the use of phone-tapping
and infiltration.458 According to official sources, SANS receives information from
intelligence gathering, citizens’ alerts, and to an extent monitoring online activity,
although the latter is seen as an unreliable source of information.459
As reported in the interviews, repressive measures taken in relation to left-wing
groups and activists include far-right groups being paid to generate fear and
problems at left-wing actions and events.460 Moreover, cases of violence against
left-wing activists by right-wing ones are not investigated and prosecuted.461 There
has only been one known case of prosecution against a 20 year-old woman
who was arrested in a small town, and charged with “spreading fascist and antidemocratic ideology” by distributing anarchist leaflets and posters in 2004.462
According to reports, her home was raided, she was questioned and allegedly
had her e-mail address hacked and her phone tapped. Finally, the main weakness
of the institutional response identified by the study is the lack of preventive
measures with regard to left-wing radicalisation that address its root causes. This
can partly be explained by the fact that state officials do not perceive left-wing
radical groups as posing any significant threat.463

3. Root causes and motivations: contributing factors
to right-wing and left-wing radicalisation
The root causes and motivations for right and left wing radicalisation overlap to
a certain extent. They will be presented using a three-level model of analysis
(macro, meso and micro), which aims to provide a comprehensive picture of
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the contributing factors in political radicalisation.464 Moreover, the multi-level
analysis is used because it places the focus on radicalisation at the group and
organisational levels and not on factors in individual processes of radicalisation
such as peer pressure, group loyalty and personal relationships, which this study
does not examine.465

3.1. Macro-level
The macro-level of analysis refers to national and international developments, the
radicalisation of public opinion or the lack of socio-economic opportunities.466
The main contributing factors to left-wing and right-wing radicalisation identified
in this study are: (1) lack of socio-economic opportunities, (2) disappointment with
representative democracy and party politics, (3) geopolitical polarisation.
Respondents identified marginalisation, poverty and growing inequalities as the
main cause of political radicalisation. Indeed, the protests in the winter of
2013 against the effects of the financial crisis, rising electricity prices, growing
unemployment and pervasive corruption, which included extreme acts of selfimmolation, demonstrated the extent of popular anger and despair.467 Studies
of past radicalisation in Europe have similarly demonstrated that one factor in
radicalisation is a “widely shared sense of injustice, exclusion and humiliation
(real or perceived) among the constituencies the terrorists claim to represent.”468
Interviewees also mentioned the lack of professional and social opportunities as a
main reason for young people seeking alternatives and solutions to their problems,
which some find in radical political ideas.469
A second factor identified by the study is disenchantment with the current
political system based on representative democracy and party politics.470 The
lack of existing political channels to effect change can be a contributing factor
in political radicalisation in Bulgaria.471 This is significant as the most reported
factor in both right and left-wing violent radicalisation in Europe is the “perceived
impotence to effect desired political change.”472 In up to 25-50% of the studied
464
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cases of left-wing violent radicalisation and 50-75% of the right-wing ones a
proximate factor is the (perceived) lack of political clout.473 Both types of violent
radicals are also likely to have had a history of political engagement and to resort
to violence as a result of feeling politically impotent to change the status-quo.474
As political scientists agree, there is a feeling in Bulgaria that regardless of what
they say politicians on the left implement right-wing policies and vice-versa.475
Hence, voters have no alternative for parliamentary political engagement in line
with their beliefs476 and are mistrustful of the idea that social change can be
achieved through the existing democratic process.477 This is partly confirmed by
the decreasing turnout rates over the past years. The aforementioned low levels of
electoral support for radical left and (“authentic”) right parties given the high levels
of popular support for their ideas could be seen as evidence for this development.
Moreover, the aforementioned weak performance of left-wing parties suggests
that there is much political energy on the left that is not channelled through the
current democratic system.
Nevertheless, while an increasing section of the electorate refuses to vote, another
significant section has turned to populist parties offering quick solutions (for
example, the National Movement for Stability and Progress, GERB, Ataka).478 This
can be one of the explanations why some of the disappointed left-wing voters
have reoriented their vote towards Ataka. Indeed experts see Bulgaria as ripe for
political opportunism and populism due to the lack of a stable political party
scene, in which short-term parties led by charismatic leaders are a common
occurrence.479 However this sort of short-term populism is believed to raise the
electorate’s expectations for quick and noticeable changes and ultimately leads to
further political frustration.480
Low levels of trust in parliament, political parties and representative institutions,
coupled with disappointment that the positive changes expected to follow from
the transition to democracy after 1989 did not materialise, may have led some
to the conclusion that democracy is not a working model for Bulgaria.481 This
is particularly worrying in a country that has had a short experience with
democracy and was recently under totalitarian rule. In Bulgaria, there is a
particularly strong correlation between authoritarianism and left-wing ideology, in
particular communism and anti-capitalism.482 In addition, the communist left and
the far right in Bulgaria, especially Ataka, are united by their propensity towards
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authoritarianism and nostalgia for the state’s strong hand and lost social justice.483
Finally, authoritarianism is found to enhance the positive image of the communist
regime in particular and anti-democratic ideologies in general.484
The link between trust in democracy and political radicalisation is particularly
important, as the rejection of violence as a means to achieve and exercise power
is characteristic of the democratic method, which is instead based on decisionmaking through debate and majority consensus.485 Whereas the moderate left
and right-wing are democrats and gradualists, left-wing and right-wing extremism
share a rejection of democracy.486 As history has shown, non-democratic and
non-gradualist strategies are more likely to justify the use of violence for achieving
political ends.487
Third, the war in Ukraine and to some extent the one in Palestine have led to the
formation of enemy camps and the radicalisation of black and white Cold War
pro-Russian and anti-Western sentiments, especially against American hegemony.
According to some sources, Russian funding for left-wing and right-wing parties
seems to have contributed to this development.488 Previous studies also show that
there can be an indirect link between political radicalisation and the international
system.489 Indeed, 22% of Bulgarians said they would vote in favour of joining the
Eurasian Union, while 40% supported EU membership.490 Although considered a
left-wing phenomenon, these developments concern both the Bulgarian left and
right; the left – in its current communist forms, which have been historically
engaged with Russia, and the right through Ataka, which surprisingly shifted its
rhetoric from anti-minority to pro-Russian focus after 2007.

3.2. Meso-level
The meso-level refers to a person’s social environment that may be conducive to
radicalisation.491 At this level, the family and educational environment can play
an important role in the radicalisation processes. On the one hand, the lack of
a strong family environment makes young people more easily manipulated and
prone to seeking support from and belonging to radical political groups.492 On the
other hand, school education does not develop critical thinking with respect to
the content and sources of information one receives, which makes young people
483
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more easily influenced and likely to trust charismatic leaders or propaganda they
encounter in traditional and social media.493 Studies have found that younger
generations increasingly use search engines and websites for answers, bypassing
independent or third party information.494
Moreover, the lack of history education may contribute to misunderstanding
historical processes and manipulation.495 Ninety-four per cent of young people
between the ages of 16 and 30 state that they are not or only a little familiar
with the totalitarian state socialist period in Bulgaria,496 and the majority do not
have any knowledge about totalitarian regimes in general.497 Right-wing radical
groups exploit that, creating and popularising their own alternative history.
Nevertheless, the research showed that people with anarchist, new left and
green views are well educated, young and are active in bigger towns.498 These
findings are in line with studies which have shown that both higher and lower
educational attainment could be contributing factors to left-wing radicalisation.499
Concerning right-wing radicalisation, the level of education was not identified
as a factor. On the one hand, young skinhead groups recruits have not been
subject to research. On the other hand, surveys have not found any correlation
between adults’ support for right-wing ideology and/or parties and educational
status.500
Another phenomenon closely related to violent right-wing radicalisation is a school
environment favouring role models who espouse violence. According to one
respondent working at a school, schoolchildren appreciate “the bad guys”; girls
like them and boys try to emulate them.501 Moreover, the youngsters appreciate
aggressive talk; they find fighting heroic and admire those who deliberately
demonstrate low culture and illiteracy. Going to football games to deliberately
clash with the police and attacking Roma are seen as opportunities to manifest
that “heroism.” As aforementioned, in homes where a strong family environment
is missing, young people are more likely to find such role models in the school
or the neighbourhood.
Finally, as left-wing parties continue to be dominated by elderly people,502
according to a former left-wing activist some young people in the communist left
are socialised into Marxist-Leninist ideas by older generation communists who
493
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carry the dogmatic and conservative left-wing ideas of the Bulgarian Communist
Party.503 Right-wing activists, on the contrary, are most radical and less ideological
at a younger age, between 14 and 22, when they take part in skinhead gangs
and/or football fan groups. They soften their views over time and there are few
right-wing activists over the age of 32.504 In time, they become part of the socalled latent radical right supporters discussed above.

3.3. Micro-level
The micro-level refers to individual perceptions and experiences such as feelings
of injustice, moral outrage, alienation, or identity issues.505 Indeed, respondents
reported the sense of injustice provoked by growing inequality and poverty as a
root cause for supporting radical left-wing and right-wing ideas and programmes.506
Due to the failure of the current system to ensure justice, including social justice,
people are seeking solutions and alternatives.507 In line with previous research,508
one interviewee argued that the general anomie and the disintegration of social
ties in Bulgaria which appeared during the country’s transition to capitalism and
democracy has pushed young people to search for communities where they can
develop a sense of community and belonging.509 Similarly, in her study of the
influence of the skinhead subculture over the formation of personalities among
Bulgarian teenagers, Pesheva510 identifies youngsters’ need for belonging to a
group which makes them feel valuable and special. In addition, belonging to a
subculture makes teenagers feel visible to others, even if that is in the negative
sense of being criticised, and provides young people with a sense of autonomy
and freedom.511

4.	Groups at risk of radicalisation
Studies on radicalisation have concluded that profiling potential violent radicals is
futile.512 Nevertheless, some common features of groups at risk of radicalisation
in Bulgaria can be identified and are presented below. It is important to stress,
however, that these features of the radicalisation processes are correlational and
not necessarily causal factors.
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4.1.	Groups at risk of right-wing radicalisation
In order to go deeper into the motives which push individuals into the process of
right-wing radicalisation it should be noted that two significantly different types of
persons are prone to support it. These are juveniles between the ages of 14 and
18 who encounter radical ideologies at a time when they form their personality
and adults who, due to certain factors which are considered below, change their
views.
Youngsters
Social transitions of adolescence focus on identity, independence, gender
roles, moral code and values. The development of mental processes and
personal qualities enable adolescents to reflect on perspectives of life and to
create a certain relationship with their social environment.513 The influence
of radical political ideologies over juveniles in Bulgaria has been insufficiently
explored.
Unlike other extreme right supporters for whom social factors count, teenagers
choosing this subculture have not faced factors like social inequality or unemploy
ment so that it could become a motivation. Instead, the abovementioned mesolevel factors concerning the violence-prone environment at schools and weak
family environment are particularly relevant for this group’s radicalisation.
“Angry and disappointed people”
A number of studies have attempted to identify the motivations of the
so-called “latent nationalism” in relation to the surprising electoral support Ataka
obtained in 2005 and later. Kabakchieva514 explores the relation between social
status and nationalism using the thesis that the socially-justified inability to travel
(the financial factor) leads to ideologisation and substantialisation of the location
one inhabits. The survey finds that such a relation exists but is not as direct as
previously believed. Based on a representative survey, Kabakchieva concludes
that approximately 15% can be classified as “patriots” – highly educated upper
middle class people valuing history and national symbols. These are not far-right
party voters. Another group which “can develop aggressive nationalist attitudes”515
based on hate for what is “foreign” are primarily people with lower social status,
low level of education, limited opportunities to travel abroad and sceptical about
Bulgaria’s EU membership. They are estimated to constitute about 40% of the
population and are predominantly supporters of Ataka and the Bulgarian Socialist
Party. However, among members of this group Kabakchieva observes strong
national pride related more to the family and relatives than to the nation state
due to the low trust in the political system. This “re-ethnisation” is considered
to be a dangerous process that might cause disputes between ethnic groups.
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Ivanova516 studied the Ataka voters in smaller towns and villages in particular. Her
findings show that they tend to be people of average education, employed and
relatively successful. Finally, Ragaru517 defines Ataka voters as people who radically
denounce the political, social and moral order of post-communism.
Genov518 is skeptical about the relation between social status and the rise of
nationalist attitudes. In 2005, Bulgaria was not in any type of economic, political
or cultural crisis so Genov assumes it might be the result of the elimination of the
major reasons for national crises. One of these reasons is the strategic orientation
of Bulgaria towards NATO and the EU. Bulgaria had passed through political
and economic crises and recoveries which, however, did not give rise to radical
political entities. Genov explains that with the fact that there was no “attractive
political platform promising an easy way out of the grievances”.519
In her research on the Ataka electorate,520 Ivanova points out several motivations
which made people support a radical party:
Social anger of the social inequality between “honest” people who work hard
to earn their living and the “rich” who are somebody’s relative, spouse, etc. Rich
people are visible in smaller towns which stirs resentment against them. Demand
for justice and retribution cannot be attributed to poor and ignorant people, rather
to middle class entrepreneurs, for example small hotel owners. There is a wish for
a strong government which takes care of all and sustains order. Ragaru521 confirms
this motivation claiming that a significant share of Ataka voters hold negative
attitudes towards the post-communist period seeing themselves as its victims.
Political motivation is related to blaming the existing political class for not taking
care of them with a strong hand.
Nationalist motivation is based on the fear that the Bulgarian ethnos is “disappearing”
and other ethnic groups, mostly Roma are assimilating it. This motivation comes
also against newcomers in smaller towns rather than against other minorities. The
notion is that foreigners are here “to take our lands from us”.522
Ivanova attributes the above motivations to two factors: fear and the desire for
revenge.

4.2.	Groups at risk of left-wing radicalisation
Unlike the right-wing, left-wing actors are not prone to violent action. In terms of
ideas, the communist left best fits the characteristics of (violent) extremist groups
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identified by Schmid,523 due to their authoritarian and anti-pluralist programme,
utilising black-and-white rhetoric, and expressing an ends-justify-means philosophy.
Nevertheless, although ideology has been found to be “a constant feature in the
radicalisation process,”524 and political beliefs correlate with political action525 they
do not in most cases lead to violence.526 In fact, ideology is not always relevant
in violent radicalisation,527 and importantly, ideology may be secondary, used to
justify the use of violence.528
In addition, in line with previous research,529 young men were identified as
the main group prone to left-wing radicalisation. According to interviewees, the
older generation’s potential for radical political action was suppressed by the
repressive measures of the former regime, while the younger generation carries
more potential for radicalisation. However, interviewees identified two sub-groups
involved in the process – youths, perceived as naïve, who are undergoing a phase
and older “leaders” who may manipulate and use the young people for their
own ends.530
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IV. Football hooliganism

1. Background
Compared to other European countries, Bulgaria has a relatively short history of
football hooliganism, which in its contemporary form emerged during the 1990s
and has not been subjected to in-depth academic study. Over the past 10 years,
acts of violence, xenophobia, ethnic and religious intolerance, as well as extremist
and radical attitudes among football hooligans have intensified.
During the communist period, public information about organised football fans
was scarce. Media reported only sporadic incidents of sports-related violence,
and overall football hooliganism was not considered a significant security threat.
One of the first more violent acts occurred in 1977 in Haskovo, where local fans
attacked the referee and damaged the bus of the football club CSKA.531 Interviews
with football fans, media publications and internet forums suggest that actually
there have been other serious incidents not only in Sofia and Plovdiv, but also in
smaller towns with less significant football teams, such as Bourgas, Stanke Dimitrov
(Dupnitsa), Vratsa, Blagoevgrad.
The enormous popularity of football in Bulgaria was viewed by the ruling
communist party as a useful ideological and social instrument for control of the
population. The Soviet model of football teams closely associated with certain
institutions or sectors was applied in Bulgaria as early as the 1940s.532 The
general idea was that if significant resources were invested in professional sports,
the return would be medals from Olympic Games and world championships.
The ideological gain would be to demonstrate the advantages of the “socialist
model” against the western one. Various ministries and regional party leaders
were involved in sports clubs. The two clubs where most resources were
concentrated were CSKA and Levski-Spartak, both based in Sofia and affiliated
respectively with the Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of Interior. Thus,
beginning at the end of the 1960s the sports battles became closely monitored
and controlled. While in other sports athletes from socialist countries – being
de facto professionals – dominated at the international arena as they usually
faced amateurs, the success of football clubs were much more modest as they
played against professionals. In Bulgaria, despite the relatively good performance
of the national team, losing matches was perceived as a source of political risk.
In the national football championship, the popularity of the game also created
problems for the authorities. In the 1970s and 1980s, the average attendance
531
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of football matches was 12,000 people, while matches between top clubs
(CSKA, Levski-Spartak, Trakia, Lokomotiv Plovdiv) could muster crowds of up
to 50,000.
As a response to the risks of large crowds, the security services and the police
set up special units to work with the informal fan clubs (the so called “agitka”) in
various neighbourhoods. The perceived threat was that the football confrontations
could escalate to political protests against the communist party, so the authorities
developed techniques to control the various types of football fan structures.
A huge network of informers and agents emerged, with criminal charges pressed
against risky fans, investigations against club leaders, etc.
With the beginning of the democratic transition in Bulgaria in the 1990s, the
government discontinued its financial support for professional sports and the
old system of sports clubs started to collapse. As in the economy, the assets
of football clubs became targets of criminal entrepreneurs. Criminal bosses and
businessmen with shady reputation entered the football club business. Both the
fan clubs and the security service networks got intimately involved in the battles
to capture control of the football clubs.
From the beginning of the 1990s two trends have shaped Bulgarian football clubs.
The first one is their use as a tax evasion and money laundering tool. The second
one is exploiting football clubs and their fans for political purposes. Football clubs
are involved in a special social network involving politicians, magistrates and
businessmen. Furthermore, fan clubs can become the core of groups exerting
street pressure. Small and mid-size towns can be effectively controlled by the
social network and the fan club of a football team. In large cities like Plovdiv and
Sofia the two rival clubs of CSKA and Levski can be utilised for national political
causes.
At the same time, authorities were not prepared to deal with the rising level
of violence at stadiums, especially in the first years of the phenomenon. The
formation of factions – sub-groups with their own identity – among the fans of
a football club was an attempt to catch up with western trends and lifestyle,
which is characteristic of all youth subcultures that emerged in Bulgaria after
1989. In the mid-1990s, hooligan acts by fans grew more frequent and more
violent. The lack of attention from government and the sharp increase of crime
in large industrial cities gave birth to organised criminal groups in the core of
fan clubs.
Parallel to the criminalisation of football fan clubs and the rise of violence in
the mid-1990s, the overall popularity of the national football championship in
Bulgaria declined drastically. From average of 6,000 to 7,000 per game in the
mid-1990s, attendance in the mid-2000s fell to 3,000 to 4,000. Football fan
clubs were reduced to cores of fans with typically violent behaviour, and ever
smaller periphery of regular spontaneous fans. This inevitably led to several
major incidents in 2000, which marked the beginning of violent football
hooliganism in the country. However, the issue was deliberately covered for
a long time, as football fans were used for political purposes during protests.
A series of mass incidents between fans of CSKA and Levski followed,
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including wounded and killed fans. Eventually, special measures against football
hooliganism were adopted in the Law on the Protection of Public Order during
Sport Events.533
The implementation of the law faced some difficulties caused by the economic
crisis of 2008 – 2011, as a result of which the most influential Bulgarian football
clubs experienced sharp reduction in sponsorship. With the political instability
in 2013 – 2014, a new stage in the evolution of fan clubs began. The growing
importance of the hard cores was recognised by politicians, business lobby
groups and former officers of the security services. The cores got actively
deployed in protests and counter-protests, and as a “security shield” around
political leaders.
This analysis is based on desk research, including a review of academic sources
and publications in Bulgarian and European media. In-depth interviews were
conducted with two groups of respondents. The first one included experts
on sports fan violence and football hooliganism from specialised structures
within the Ministry of Interior and SANS. The second group comprised
of football hooligans/ultras, representing the four main football clubs in
the country, and sports journalists. In addition, a questionnaire about the
tools applied in the registration of radical behaviour was distributed among
30 police officers from Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Bourgas and Stara Zagora.
This chapter analyses the risks of radicalisation associated with the various
formations of football supporters in line with the definition of radicalisation
adopted in the overall study (see Introduction). It does not aim at providing
an in-depth analysis of the economic and subcultural characteristics of
football factions.

2. Root causes and motivations
The causes for football hooliganism are complex and can be traced back to
various factors of individual and societal nature. Due to the lack of sufficient
empirical data and studies on football hooliganism in Bulgaria and the fragmented
descriptions of its causes, the analysis in this section applies the three-level model
of analysis (macro, meso and micro) as the most practical approach, which is
usually applied in academic studies to analyse radicalisation root causes more
generally. This model is used here as a basis for systematisation of the evidence
gathered from the interviews, but also from other national studies exploring the
factors contrinuting to sporsts hooliganism.
Macro level
Most scholars link the main macro-level factors contributing to radicalisation
to the overall political and economic situation in the country: the low level of
economic development and the accompanying unemployment, poverty, high level
533
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of corruption in the country, and political crises. Although these political and
socioeconomic problems should not be underestimated, they can only be viewed
as aggravating factors contributing to the increase of manifested violence in society
as whole.534
The analysis of the social and economic factors believed by experts to shape
football hooliganism in Bulgaria indicates that the country should be one of the
most badly affected in Europe. According to respondents interviewed for this
study and a special survey of football hooliganism,535 there had been no major
incidents until 1998. The period between 1997 and 2001 was the time when the
key factors emerged.
Unemployment and low income are among the most oft-quoted reasons for the
radicalisation of football fans in that period. The social and economic hardships
experienced by Bulgarians were especially acute in the period 1998 – 2001.
Until 1997, the reforms in the labour market were slow and massive layoffs were
delayed. As the crisis deepened and outside pressure for reforms, especially from
the IMF, grew the government launched a major restructuring of the economy.
The resulting layoffs and closures of enterprises could be said to have been
the most drastic in Eastern Europe. Thus, unemployment grew from 10% in
the summer of 1996 to 19.3% in the spring of 2001;536 research by NGOs and
trade unions even claims that unemployment had been as high as 23-24%.537
The share of those out of work in some regions and regional centres reached
40%. Bankruptcies and chaotic liquidations after 1997 led to almost complete
loss of employment in small towns which had relied on one or two enterprises
as employers, while in larger cities between half and two-thirds of the employed
were laid off. It was Levski and CSKA fans in precisely these cities as well as fans
in cities with clubs which had long traditions in football that were most often
involved in serious incidents.
Not counting countries which had been involved in armed conflict (Serbia,
Georgia, Armenia), Bulgaria is the East European country with the sharpest drop
in household income. Some estimates put the 1997 income at 30% of that in
1989. Although in the late 1990s there were countries such as Albania, Moldova,
and Ukraine where the average income was lower than in Bulgaria, the rate
of decline in Bulgaria was the most pronounced. The fall was steepest in large
industrial cities, besides Sofia.
The deep and long economic crisis affected badly the two institutions with key
responsibilities for children and youth – the education and the family. The family
in Bulgaria suffered considerable disintegration in the period 1990 – 2003. While
in 1989 there were 63,000 marriages, the numbers dropped to 35,000 in the late
534
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1990s and even below 30,000 a year in 2001 – 2002. Further, in 1989 11% of
children were born out of wedlock, with their share steadily rising to 25.8% in
1995, 38.4% in 2000, 46.1% in 2003, to reach 59.1% – the highest share in the
EU – in 2014.538
The impact of the 1996-1997 crisis and the subsequent 1999 – 2001 stagnation is
also traceable in the secondary and higher education. In 1996 – 2000, Bulgaria
had the highest percentage of early school leavers in the 15-19 age range among
the East European countries – 38-39% compared with 16% in Poland and 19%
in Hungary and the Czech Republic. The average truancy rate in that period
was 20%.539 In the TIMSS ranking Bulgaria climbed down from a 5th place in the
sciences in 1995 to the 17th in 1999 and then to the 24th in 2003.540 None of
the other 40 countries surveyed had had such a decline.541 There has been some
improvement since 2005 which, however, does not make up for the collapse of
the late 1990s and early 2000s.542

Figure 2.	Average attendance of football matches
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Attendance of football matches is another factor which influenced the conduct
of fan clubs. As seen in Figure 2, the turnout had been in steady decline
between the 1999 – 2000 and 2004 – 2005 seasons. Various accounts for
this drop were given during the interviews, although these could not be
empirically tested: a) reduced interest in football because of the effect of the
crisis on local economies; b) poor performance of teams outside Sofia due
to lack of funding; c) more matches – both Bulgarian and foreign – being
broadcast live on television; d) increased emigration, particularly among young
people following the introduction of visa free travel for Bulgarians in Europe;
e) last but not least, violence at stadiums discouraging non-organised fans from
attending.
Low attendance rates makes the police task of maintaining order easier but
enhances the role of hard core fans. The first serious consequence of such a
development is the capacity of these fans to influence club management and
owners, who start paying off fan leaders. The second consequence is that
individual fans had to start seeking “protection” by belonging to fan club factions
(more on these developments below).
Meso level
The social environment could play a vital role in the formation of individual
motives to commit a violent hooligan act. The correlation between attendance
rates and violence differs between regions in Bulgaria; it could even be said that
there are local fan subcultures. Data on match turnouts in the period 1999 – 2015
show a different picture than police statistics and media coverage.
There are also considerable variations in the attendance of the matches of some
clubs.543 During these 15 years, Beroe Stara Zagora, for example, had the highest
attendance on two occasions and overall its matches have had 10 times bigger
audiences than some of the most popular clubs such as Levski and CSKA.
Similarly, Botev Plovdiv and the Bourgas-based Naftex and Chernomorets beat
the bigger clubs on attendance in that period. Since the late 1990s, clubs with
long traditions suffer ups and downs, being relegated and then returning to the
premier league.
These changing fortunes were due, among other things, to frequent changes in
club ownership and sponsors. Among the latter there have been businessmen
of shady reputation, and sometimes even criminals. There have been occasions
of club presidents and owners being shot,544 while others have been indicted or
convicted for various offences.545 These controversial owners often sought to exert
influence on fan leaders and use fan clubs for business and political purposes
locally. Conflicts between management and owners were mirrored by fan clubs.
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As a result, violence on or around stadiums and towns became a routine tool in
achieving victory. The government, the police, non-organised fans and fans of rival
teams were considered enemies.
This subculture of permanent conflict also affected relations within fan clubs. Thus,
factions established on territorial and ideological principle emerged in the early
2000s. For youngsters, the neighbourhood determined their club allegiance – it
was the place where they grew playing football with their friends, where they went
to school and where they were surrounded by graffiti and stickers about a football
club. Asked why he supports this particular club and why he has become part
of a faction, a fan just said that he was born in “such a neighbourhood”.546 The
school environment could also be linked to youth aggression. Poor organisation
of work in class, uninterested teachers, inadequate educational materials are all
factors that diminish the preventive effect that the school should have. Peer
pressure at school and on the streets of the neighbourhood and association with
juveniles prone to aggression and crime are also important factors leading to
radicalisation, since as a person prone to aggression displays less aggressiveness
when in a group of non-aggressive peers. Furthermore, a law enforcement expert
claims that Levski’s and CSKA’s factions have a large influence in some schools
in Sofia; this also applies to fans of Plovdiv-based clubs Botev and Lokomotiv.
According to law enforcement officers (confirmed by interviewed young fans), it
is perceived as “trendy” among school pupils to be part of a “secret society.”
The age group of those joining the hooligan scene is between 15-23 years. Young
members need to undergo rites of passage to be accepted as part of a faction
under the watch of “commissions” of senior members. This often involves spraying
graffiti, breaking windows of the enemy club, beating up a schoolmate supporting
the rival club, and can escalate into beating up a member of ethnic minorities.
As far as the family environment is concerned, a few respondents linked their
affiliation towards a particular football club and its fan club to the fact that their
parents are supporters of the same club.
Micro level
For the majority of interviewed football fans violence is a determining factor
for the identity of hooligans. Violent conduct of some football supporters is
sometimes interpreted as being determined by one’s “nature”. As one football fan
put it: “I’m just that kind of person. Even if I wasn’t a football fan, I would have
committed hooligan actions. This is my nature”.547 Another respondent compared
football hooliganism with war in peacetime and the desire of men to fight with
opponents, make ambushes, dispatch scouts, capture banners and scarves.
Interviews suggest that by becoming a member of a fan club, the supporter
enjoys the feeling of belonging to a particular group, which they even perceive as
“family”. They seek support, understanding and the respect of others within the
group. The group is deemed to share the same values as the individual – prowess,
bravery, honour and a sense of justice. Recent research concludes that exactly
546
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the impairment of such values could become a cause for their “defence” through
aggressive behaviour.548 By joining a fan faction, people are trying to identify
themselves by differentiating from others.
Characteristics such as low level of education, poor professional realisation,
maladjusted behaviour in childhood (behavioural problems), and attention
difficulties are also predictive of potentially aggressive behaviour. However, the
research showed that within the ultras and hooligans community there are people
with higher education and a very good standard of living, which suggests that
such individual characteristics are not always decisive.
As to how the eruption of violence happens at stadium, according to all interviewees
some of the major violent hooligan acts have occurred owing to alcohol and drug
abuse. There is a firm relationship between alcohol and violence.
Furthermore, belonging to a group waters down the sense of responsibility and
makes football fans ready to commit criminal offences they would be reluctant
to commit outside the group. Thus very often violence at stadiums is a result
of minor incidents in which gradually non-aggressive people are embroiled in
escalating fights.

3.	Ideology and ideas
Ultras and hooligans in Bulgaria supporting different football clubs share similar
ideas and demonstrate preference towards the same ideologies.
Typical for all extreme supporters is to explain their affiliation with the football
club with the love they feel for the team and the football game. A respondent
shared that he puts the interest of the team as one of the top priorities in his life,
next to his family and friends. Thus ultras often refer to the stadium as their home
and to their fellow faction members as close relatives. The community feeling
within fan groups is of paramount importance. They appreciate solidarity (in the
sense of the unity within the stadium sector and the faction, the mutual support
and loyalty to the club), masculinity (in the sense of courage, power, resilience
and fearlessness), triumph through choreographies, singing, placards, outfits and
territorial sovereignty.549 Thus the community plays a vital role in shaping one’s
individual ideological system.
Nationalism
Today, the majority of ultras and hooligans in Bulgaria incorporate in their
ideology elements of extreme nationalism. Research for this paper suggests that
the individual’s support for nationalistic ideas form as a consequence of the
individual being part of a football faction. Support for nationalist actions was
548
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unanimously mentioned as one of the causes behind which rival factions would
unite.550
The particular way in which nationalism is understood by these ultras include the
idea that the Bulgarian nation – given the rich history that the country possesses –
should have a greater role than the one it currently plays internationally. On the
basis of the interviews it could also be suggested that some football supporters
consider aggression towards the Roma a manifestation of patriotism, as they
consider Roma people a burden to Bulgarian society.551 Protectionist views were
also expressed as some of the foreign investors in the country are considered to
hamper the economic growth of Bulgaria.552 In addition, the rapidly developing
globalisation processes led to a backlash against globalisation in many countries.
In this regard football supporters who consider themselves “unique and genuine”
nationalists and patriots could be seen as proponents of these tendencies.553
Anti-communism
Nationalist sentiments of football supporters go hand by hand with anti-communist
ideas as they consider the socialist period the darkest period of Bulgarian history.
Levski’s supporters often claim that the rationale behind their views is that their
team was oppressed by the communist regime and they were not allowed to
form supporters’ clubs. Although CSKA was the army’s official sports club554 and
a leading football team during the socialist period, its ultras also share the anticommunists rhetoric. CSKA’s past is still used in the rival rhetoric with Levski,
whose supporters often refer to CSKA’s fans as communists. The reason for the
anti-communist views of some of the factions is that they follow the example
of Western fan clubs, mainly Italian, which in the majority of cases share anticommunists views.
Extreme right views
According to a respondent’s estimations,555 around 90% of ultras and hooligans in
the country are right-wing. The extent to which a person shares the extreme right
views is individually determined. A fan with a higher education degree in political
science explained that the majority of ultras and hooligans with right or extreme
right views have only a shallow understanding of the ideas they are supposed to
advocate for.556 Although being right-wing is not a prerequisite for being part of
a faction, the way the hierarchy of the organisations is established suggests that
a person cannot become a core member if he is not right-wing. Ring-leaders of
factions are often members of radical right associations such as Blood and Honour
550
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and National Resistance.557 According to one respondent, very often football
hooligans who start engaging more actively with extreme right ideas, at some
point abandon their active fan life.558 One reason cited by a faction member
is that the typical Nazi and neo-Nazi ideas are not approved by the majority
of faction’s members and often acts such as waving a Nazi flag are reproached
within the fan group.559 However, other interviewees were of the opinion that
although there is no deep cognitive understanding and self-identification with such
ideologies by faction members and fans, their symbols are often used as imageboosting. Furthermore, displaying Nazi symbols during football matches might be
used as an instrument of a completely different agenda, e. g. to provoke fines
for the club thus undermining the position of incumbent owners/management in
leadership battles.
Nevertheless, racism in the sense of intolerance and violence against people
because of their race or ethnicity is widespread among ultras and hooligans.
The respondents mentioned that these attitudes are mostly directed towards
the Roma, but during the last two years refugees and migrants have also been
targeted. In a media interview a famous Levski supporter explained that he does
not like African-Americans, Turks people and Arabs, but he does not mind the
dark-skinned football players of Levski.560 Skinheads sharing racist views used to
be very popular in CSKA factions, but nowadays Rossen “the Animal” Petrov –
a key fan leader – has managed to diminish their influence.
Against modern football
One of the most debated topics among ultras are the problems of modern
football, specifically its excessive commercialisation (overpaid players, high ticket
prices, a general trashing of tradition and a commodification of a collective
culture). Although the problem is not topical for Bulgaria because of the low
income from football,561 the movement against modern football has evolved into
general disapproval of the management of Bulgarian football clubs. Supporters
want to take an active role when important decisions about their team are
taken. With regard to the recent revocation of CSKA’s license, two respondents
mentioned that the fans of the club approve the measure as it would allow the
team to clear itself from corrupt practices.
Anti-system views
The research showed that nationalistic views are combined with hatred towards
the state’s political system and the police. Respondents mentioned that a lot
of ultras and hooligans in Bulgaria are propagators of the so-called ACAB562
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subculture and even identified anti-police actions as a cause that might unite the
supporters of rival clubs.563 The interviewed fans suggested that they do not feel
politically represented in the Bulgarian parliament and that they consider that all
parties are corrupt.

4.	Deviant behaviour and criminal activity of hooligans/ultras
The economic and political crisis of the early 1990s paralysed law enforcement
and the judicial system and unleashed an escalation of crime in the country.564
Officially registered crime in the period 1989 – 1992 grew 3-4 times, with some
types of crimes registering a 10-fold increase. Still, violent incidents among
members of fan clubs were few in that period. This changed following the 1996 –
1997 crisis when violence at stadiums and among fan factions escalated rapidly.565
Experts attribute such a development to three reasons. First, the early 1990s
crisis did not affect significantly employment as many state-owned enterprises
remained operational thus providing Soviet style mass employment. The chaotic
privatisation and liquidation of entire industrial sectors in the late 1990s created a
large number of young people who had never been employed. The second reason
is that the disciplining influence of schools and the family inherited from the
pre-1989 period began to crumble and was no longer capable of curbing deviant
behaviour among children and adolescents. Third, by the late 1990s the criminal
markets of cigarettes, alcohol, oil and contraband consumer goods had already
been well established, and the networks of drug dealers were capable of reaching
smaller towns. Criminal markets create “jobs and clients”566 and youngsters from
fan clubs appear to be suitable candidates for these jobs.
Interviews with law enforcement officers and journalists567 suggest that since the
establishment of the new type of organisation of fan clubs in the late 1990s the
violent behaviour of their members has been varying in form and severity. The
town, neighbourhood, faction and subculture determine the range of expected
deviant behaviour. The position of the member and his reputation depend on
his readiness to take risks: starting with spraying graffiti through scuffles with the
police to drug use568 and even drug dealing and membership in the “punitive
squads” of the faction.
Fan club hangouts and neighbourhood bars frequented by fans become recruitment
and coordination hubs for various criminal types and crime planning. Still, a
distinction needs to be made between deviant behaviour and various types
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of criminal actions, the perpetrators of which fall into four groups: a) users of
illegal excise goods, psychoactive substances and stolen goods; b) perpetrators of
hooligan acts; c) perpetrators of petty crimes such as burglaries, theft of objects
from cars and car parts, robberies; d) organised crime involving illegal trade in
excise and stolen goods, loansharking, VAT fraud, car theft, drug dealing, etc.
These types overlap only to a limited extent.
Information on the involvement of fans in criminal networks is scarce. According
to the interviewees, there is a clear demarcation between perpetrators of hooligan
acts and those of crimes such as thefts and robberies. Criminals stay clear of street
hooliganism in order to avoid scanning by police. Those who often get involved in
scuffles and vandalism are recruited for the punitive squads of fan clubs.
Arguably, one of the key factors influencing the radicalisation of fan groups is the
drug market. Since the late 1990s, police reports have noted that in addition to
alcohol drugs have started to appear more often at football events. This accounts
for the growing use of violence and serious incidents. The more serious problem
is that some fans are not only users of psychoactive substances but are also
involved in drug dealing.
Police reports indicate that some fan club leaders have been involved at the
middle and senior level in drug dealing networks since 2002 – 2003.569 Individuals
mentioned in this respect are Rossen “the Animal” Petrov (CSKA),570 Hristo “Itso
the Jesus” Varterjan (Levski), Lyubomir “The Youngster” Kostadinov (Levski).571
Since the early 2000s, drug dealing networks in Bulgaria have been organised on
a territorial basis. In the capital Sofia, for example, there are seven districts each
having a “boss” who ensures the supply of psychoactive substances and controls
the whole chain from warehousing to retailing. The boss also controls the quality
of the substance in his district, and the sale of low quality substance or sales
in someone else’s district are punished by breaking bones that are difficult to
heal. Each district boss has his own punitive squad.572 The boss of one of Sofia’s
seven districts is Rossen Petrov, who is also the leader of the faction The Animals
(hence the nickname) in the CSKA fan group. It is difficult to establish the extent
to which the organisation of drug dealing in several Sofia districts influences the
control of fan club factions. It is also not entirely clear whether fan subculture –
the closed nature of the group, mutual trust, access to youngsters with experience
in violence – makes it easier to get influence in the criminal world.
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The key question here, therefore, is why the symbiosis between organised crime
and football fans is allowed to happen. Although there is no single answer, two
factors stand out. The first relates to the political use of fan clubs. During the
political protests in January and February 1997, key figures in the opposition UDF
recruited fan clubs to participate in the storming of parliament and creating street
tensions. Interviewees claim – although this is difficult to verify – that fan leaders
were rewarded by making them untouchable by law enforcement during the UDF
government (1997 – 2001). The second factor relates to the overlapping of drug
dealing districts and the territorial units of the police, indicating possible systemic
corruption.573
There is also overlapping of drug dealing districts and the neighbourhoods of
fan factions, which results in the fan club acquiring control over local footballrelated businesses. Interviewees indicate that fan leaders receive a “cut” from
almost all deals. This could include profit from the travel expenses of fans when
accompanying the team at away matches, food, drink, football paraphernalia, etc.
Since 2006 – 2007, the most influential fan factions have managed to extract rent
from the big football clubs. The deal is that factions are paid off for ensuring
that matches proceed without incidents. As an example, the two big Sofia
clubs – Levski and CSKA – would pay their fan groups half the amount of the
fines imposed on the teams when playing away during the preceding season.574
An understanding of the fan subculture and the influence of crime networks on
the conduct of fans needs also to take into account a related phenomenon –
protection racket. It is an imitation of violence and is restricted mostly to
intimidation. According to interviewees, mass and extreme violence is avoided as
it brings about pressure from the police. Intimidation turns out to be much more
efficient.575
A feature of fan groups that is exploited by criminals is anonymity – these groups
consist of a large number of persons who know how to hide their faces. Given the
big crowds involved in clashes, fans are easily “shuffled” by the leaders. Shuffling –
which involves the rotation of fans at various places in the crowd in order to
minimise their exposure to police surveillance – makes the task of identifying
perpetrators of crimes very difficult. Additional techniques applied to those at the
fringes of the fan groups are “sacrifice” and “trial.” A fan explains: “They would get
one of the kids that hang around and throw him to the police; if he doesn’t “sing”
he can be admitted in the faction.”576 Sacrificing is an important mechanism of the
“peaceful coexistence” with the police. Senior police officers would “shelter” fan
leaders from investigation in exchange for receiving the identities of perpetrators.
As a result, crime networks operating among fan groups remain intact, while the
police acquire control over the fans.
Deals between club owners and fan groups are made legal through the organisation
of public order during matches. The faction of Levski Sofia-West, for example,
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would establish a private security company which would sign a protection contract
with the football club. The company would then legally employ fans, while control
over the fan group is achieved by paying off the hard core and using punitive
squads against unruly fans.
Gradually, these deals with the club owners turn into systematic protection racket.
If not paid, fans stage incidents and the football clubs are fined. The examples
provided at the interviews were of the 2013 – 2014 season when Levski Sofia was
facing financial difficulties and the owner declined to pay off the fans as before.
A series of incidents at away and home matches followed and the club was fined
and penalised to play behind closed doors. A similar incident occurred during a
match with Croatia when organises fans “captured the flags” of the Croats and
blackmailed the BFU that they would burn them (thus risking a UEFA disciplinary
proceeding) if not paid.
This kind of protection racket, however, escalates beyond football and enters
other business areas and politics. Examples of the use of “pressure groups” by
fan leaders involve business conflicts, when entrepreneurs pay fans to destroy
facilities of the competition (usually in the catering business). On one occasion,
an entrepreneur paid fans to attack members of the public who were protesting
against development plans in a local park. Apart from physical intimidation, the
cars of local residents were burned down.577

5.	Organisational forms and actors
Categories of football supporters
There are different types of football fans depending on the degree of their
commitment, the degree of identification with the club and the extent to which
they demonstrate violent behaviour. One of the most widely used classifications
is based on criteria centred on identification and attachment, and identifies five
types of sports supporters: temporal, local, devoted, fanatical and dysfunctional.578
Temporary supporters are committed as long as the team is winning, while local
fans support the team because it represents their city. As for the devoted fan,
the attachment to the team endures beyond time and place. The fanatical and
dysfunctional fans demonstrate strong team identification in very public ways. The
dysfunctional fans are so attached to their team that it dominates their lives, and
they often engage in anti-social behaviour.
Over the past years the Bulgarian police have used a similar 3-level scheme.
The fan supporters are classified based on the level of risk. The first category A
represents the lowest level of risk and includes the general public at stadiums.
Category B represents medium level of risk for security, which in Bulgaria self577
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identify as “ultras.” The hooligans – or persons with the highest level of risk – are
in category C.579
The interviews confirmed that supporters who define themselves as ultras
correspond to the fanatical type. They attend football games of their favourite
team very frequently and demonstrate their support through the use of flares,
choreography, vocal support in large groups and the display of banners. The use
of violence, however, is not their primary characteristic. Football hooligans, on the
other hand, correspond to the dysfunctional type, for whom violence is a way to
express their support to the team. Their behaviour is predominantly led by hate
towards the rival team and the police. In practice, the distinction between the
two types is not very clear, as very often ultras participate in hooligan acts.580
The links between the various categories of supporters in Bulgaria is illustrated
in Figure 3.

Figure 3.	Links among the categories of football supporters
in Bulgaria
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The current chapter is focused on hooligans and ultras as they are the groups
prone to radicalisation. Ultras and hooligans are usually part of factions and may
not be members of the official fan group of a football club, which is much more
numerous. Some ultras are not well disposed towards the official fan group as
they consider them financially and organisationally dependent on the football club.
Thus a faction that is not part of any official fan group allows them to belong
to a band of supporters and at the same time feel independent and free of
obligations. One interviewee defined himself as “an independent fighting unit with
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several people behind his back”581 and denied being part of any faction, which
confirms that some of the most extreme fans are not part of any organisational
structure.582
There is also the category of dysfunctional fans who are engaged in criminal
activities. They fall into two groups: those who commit occasional or regular
crimes but are not involved with organised criminal structures and those who are
part of crime networks and use the faction as an environment and tool for their
criminal as well as legal income.
Survey data on this topic in Bulgaria are scarce and outdated. The shares,
therefore, of the various categories of fans in the overall fan population can only
be estimated on the basis of statistics on football match attendance, surveys
conducted in 1999 – 2000 and police estimates. Thus, given that in the period
1998 – 2000 the average match attendance was at 6,000-7,000 persons, an
estimate of 20% of the B and C categories of “risk” fans would correspond
to around 1,200-1,400.583 Police estimates for that period claim that around
300 persons fall into category C. Reduced attendance in the 2012 – 2015 period
(to around 2,000-2,500 spectators) changed the ratio between high-risk and lowrisk fans. According to the sources, the share of risk fans is now at 30-35%, or
around 600-900 persons of category C. It should also be taken into account that
in recent years high-stakes (and thus risk-prone) matches have been attended by
3-4 times larger audiences.
Figure 4.	Organisational structure of fan factions
and supporters
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Leading fan clubs and factions
The number of ultras factions today is estimated at around 76584 located in most
major Bulgarian cities (see Table 1). It should be noted that their organisation,
leadership and membership base are very dynamic. The trends since the late
1990s indicate that within 2-3 years they undergo mergers, divisions, name
changes. The most numerous and most interesting in terms of risks and potential
for extreme behaviour are the fan groups of the two leading rival football clubs
in Sofia – Levski and CSKA. The other two leading teams and their groups
of supporters are based in the second largest city in the country, Plovdiv –
Lokomotiv and Botev. Other strong factions are to be found in Stara Zagora
(Beroe) and Varna (Cherno More), as well as some other clubs with long tradition
in the bigger cities.

Table 4.

Football clubs and fan factions in Bulgaria

Football club

Factions

Naftex Bourgas

Green Fighters, Old Dirty Dogs, HGU, The Young Company,
Hate Front Burgas, Meden Rudnik Firm`13, Italian Hood

Dunav Rousse

Danube Forever, Riverside Boys, Zdravec Iztok Front

Cherno More Varna

Chaika Hools, Green Brats, Green Demons, The Alcoholics

Lokomotiv Plovdiv

Napoletani 1995, Lauta Hools, Gott Mit Uns, The Usual Suspects,
Lauta Youths

CSKA Sofia

Ofanzica (including faction “14”, known also as Northside 14р and
The Young Ones), The Animals, Red Mladost, Ultra Pernik (Red
Religion), Boys Vidin, Varna Firm, Proud, Ultra Front Vratza, Torcida
Plovdiv, Office Boys, Lyulin Boys, Armeitsi Dobrich, Pleven Group,
The Great Tarnovites, Bourgas Brigade, Executors – Haskovo,
Shoumen Group, Rousse Defends CSKA (Forever Red)

Levski Sofia

Sofia West, South Division, Blue Junta, HD Boys, Blue Lads Sliven,
Ultra Varna, U.L.R., Vandals Pleven, LSL, Blue Huns Pernik, Blue
Warriors Plovdiv, Old Capital Boys, Blue Terror Ruse, Blue Blood
Asenovgrad, Club Dobrich, Ultras Blagoevgrad, Torcida Kyustendil,
Varna Crew, Bad Blue Boys Blagoevgrad, Blue Zone Gorna
Oryahovitsa, The Gabrovo Blues

Etar Veliko Tarnovo

Hells Ultras, Young Boys V.T., E.G.F.

Spartak Varna

Semper Fidelis (Always Loyal), Flower Hood, Brigade Hools, Spartak
Youth, Vladislavovo Front, Mladost Boys 95

Lokomotiv Sofia

Iron Brigades, Drinking Boys
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Table 4.

Football clubs and fan factions in Bulgaria (continued)

Football club

Factions

Botev Plovdiv

The Wild Bunch Kitchuka, Izgrev Boys, Trakia Brigade, Bunta North,
SCB, CSC, Youth Group, Centrum Crew, Patriots

Spartak Pleven

Always Loyal, SPSS (Spartak Pleven Sofia Supporters), Pleven BoySS,
S.P.U.Y. (Spartak Pleven Ultras Youths), Storgo Firm,

Beroe Stara Zagora

Zara Boys, CP12, Rakia Power

Litex Lovech

Ultras Lovech, Sofia Lads, Young Brigade, Youth Crew, Lovcheans,
Litex Drink Team, North Town Boys

Minyor Pernik

Teva Boys, Ultras Moshino, Central fan Club, U.A, Pashov Boys

Slavia Sofia

Boys Sofia, La Vecchia Scuola

Montana

Ogosta Boys

Lokomotiv Gorna
Oryahovitsa

Jolly Roger Firm

Asenovets Asenovgrad

South Squad, Wasted Life Crew (WLC), Headbreakers

Chernomorets Bourgas

Blue Sharks, Blue Brigade Bourgas, Grudowo Boys

Sportist Svoge

Svoge Boys

Pirin Blagoevgrad

Green Eagles, Pirin SS

Source: bulgarian-ultras.com

The first conflicts within the fan groups of the various football clubs which led
to the formation of sub-groups took place in the mid-1990s. The newly formed
factions sought to affirm their identity through confrontation with the others. Until
2007-2008, the Levski Fan Club (LFC) was dominated by the core, although it was
not associated with the hooligan culture as was the case with Sofia West. The
leaders of the LFC are personalities well known to the public. When the owners
and management started to pay off the Sofia West faction in order to avoid
disturbances, young people in LFC started to become more radical imitating the
more extreme conduct of Sofia West. The LFC leaders attempted to check this
process but failed and had to quit, as a result of which LFC fell apart. Some of
its former members joined Sofia West.
The faction Sofia West was established in 1999 by residents of the largest Sofia
district Lyulin.585 While in 2006 it was one of the smaller fan groups, today it has
gained significant influence and is the most numerous, with 200-300 – or more,
585
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depending on the performance of the football club – active core members.586
On the basis of the interviews and media reports it could be suggested that
one of the reasons for this development is the involvement of its core members
in criminal activities, mainly drug distribution. The faction is involved in private
security services (stewards at stadiums) and the insurance business through a firm
of a leader587 of the organisation.588 A respondent referred to the fan group as
“the firm” referring to its involvement in selling official merchandise of the club
and receiving payment from the club.589
The second and more influential among Levski supporters faction is the South
Division. It was established in 2006 and is constantly attracting new supporters.
The South Division seeks to clearly differentiate itself from Sofia West. Its members
are younger, believe to be idealists – they turn down money offers – and are
bigger nationalists than Sofia West. The latter, interviewees claim, “perform” at
events only when paid. They would attend events only formally but would take
no part. The police estimate that the South Division is about 500 strong. When
Levski performs well, however, their number doubles.590 One of the most extreme
Levski fan groups is Blue Junta. It was established in 2010 and has attracted a
lot of younger people. The faction is very small with less than 50 people, but is
famous for being very active in hooligan actions before and after Levski matches.
In addition to the Sofia factions, there are Levski fan groups in almost every
Bulgarian town. Although these groups have their own names and symbols, they
participate in one of the Sofia factions (for example, in 2012 Levski’s factions in
Pazardzhik and Kyustendil joined the Division). Levski has large and very active
fan clubs in major cities in the country, such as Ultra Varna, Bad Blue Boys
Blagoevgrad and Blue Huns Pernik.
CSKA’s fans are the other large risk-posing group. Its Central Fan Club was
established in 1990, but was based on the supporter’s club founded during the
first win games of Bulgarian army’s football club in the 1950s. The development
of the CSKA fan factions resembles that of Levski’s – initially very fragmented and
warring with each other, through various coalitions in 2013 to the current two
large factions – Ofanziva (Assault) and the Animals. The Animals is an old faction,
which in many ways resembles Sofia West – commercialised and having leaders
involved in shady activities. Their influences waxes and wanes depending on how
active their leader Rossen Petrov is.591 Interviewees confirm that the Animals are
the most violent CSKA fan faction and their members are responsible for most
of the hooligans and ultras actions associated with the team. Ofanziva is the
faction of nationalists and idealists among the CSKA fans. It is an example of a
faction growing in significance because of the mergers of smaller factions – it was
created by the merger of „14“ (known also as Northside 14) and the Young Ones.
“14” used to be a leading faction, but after having its banner captured by Levski
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hooligans, their members joined others existing factions.592 The police estimate
that the core of Ofanziva consists of around 100-150 persons, with around
500 wearing their jersey at big matches. The changes in the factions in the last
three years are an example of the “efficiency” of the faction model. For a dozen
years (2000 – 2012) there was only one official fan club managed by Dimitar
“the Duce” Angelov. The clashes among the factions started with the crisis in
the CSKA finances. When its owner – who also owns the waste management
company Titan – started to reduce the funding and sell players in 2011, the
faction leaders started to challenge each other. Dimitar Angelov supported the
owners as they paid for being on good terms with the fans. Ofanziva was the
faction which wanted the Titan owners to withdraw because they were believed
to be bringing the club down. Dimitar Angelov was accused by CSKA’s fans
for misusing the club’s funding and the income made from selling catering and
merchandise around stadiums. When the owners stopped paying, Dimitar Angelov
and his people turned against Titan and started to pay Kaloyan “the Goldfinch”
Stoyanov – a shady character and member of a former security company thought
to be a front for a criminal organisation – for protection services. Stoyanov in turn
started to pay off Rossen Petrov. In 2012, Dimitar Angelov resigned as the leader
of CSKA’s fan club after being publicly humiliated by Petrov. After the dissolution
of the official fan club, CSKA fans fragmented into multiple factions, estimated to
be between 10 and 14 during the 2013 political turmoil. These then started to
merge since smaller factions were no match for the two large Levski factions. At
that time, CSKA factions started to participate in political rallies and to get paid
for that (more on this below). The Animals became the dominant faction. As with
the Levski fans, CSKA factions from outside Sofia tend to affiliate themselves with
either Ofanziva or The Animals. Among the more active and independent CSKA
factions around the country are Torcida Plovdiv, Varna Firm, Ultra Front Vratza,
Ultra Pernik (Red Religion), Boys Vidin, Red Lions Pazardjik.
Lokomotiv Plovdiv’s main factions are – Got mit uns (1998), Lauta Hools and
Napoletani Ultras Plovdiv (1995). Members of Got mit uns and Lauta Hools
are responsible for the majority of fights during the club’s games. Got mit uns’
members are mostly older skinheads, while Lauta Hools members are younger
hooligans and ultras. Napoletani’s members are more involved in ultras actions,
rather than hooligan ones.
Botev Plovdiv‘s current leading factions are Centrum Crew and Young Group,
consisting primarily of younger hooligans. In the past, the leading factions of the
team were Izgrev Boys and the Wild Bunch Kitchuka. The members of the latter
factions were mainly older anarchist hooligans, who had lost influence among
supporters.
Although having limited human and financial resources, factions of other major
Bulgarian football clubs have participated in a number of incidents and mass
brawls which resulted in bodily injuries. Beroe Stara Zagora’s supporters are
believed to be the fifth supporter group on the Bulgarian ultras scene in terms of
influence. Their leading factions are called Green Vandals and CP12, united under
the Zara Boys banner. The members of the factions, supporting the two rival
592
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Varna football teams – Spartak and Cherno more are organized on a hooligan
basis, while ultras actions are rarely seen on their stadiums. Naftex enjoys the
largest fan base in Bourgas. The main supporters’ organisation Green Fighters
often participates in hooligan actions in the city and has members that hold key
positions in the right-wing National Front for Salvation of Bulgaria.593 One of the
currently top football clubs Ludogorets is gradually building up a stable fan base,
although its loyalty to the team has yet to be proved.
Ultras and hooligans of the five most popular clubs in Bulgaria have established
an Association of Football Supporters. It is headed by Elena Vatashka, a former
director of the supporters’ sector at the Bulgarian Football Union (BFU), who
is known for her connections with radical factions of football fans.594 Although
one of the priorities that the Association was the establishment of a positive fan
culture, in practice the organisation has supported several nationalistic actions of
football fans.
Outside Sofia, the risk posed by local fan factions is not easily discernible. Although
they are not publicly visible, they are an important resource for the local business
and political clientelistic circles. There are several reasons for this lack of clarity.
First, violence takes place mainly in Sofia or is explained by the involvement of
Sofia factions. In fact, non-Sofia factions would travel for matches to the capital
and join the action on behalf of some Sofia group. The second reason is the
lack of independent local media seeking to investigate this phenomenon. Third,
the police are reluctant to share information as it would jeopardise the career
prospects of officers and is also possibly related to rent seeking.
Relationship among the main fan groups
A typical characteristic of football clubs and their supporters’ club is that they
tend to develop great rivalries with other clubs and fan groups. While this is often
caused by regional diversities and past events, the reasons why a particular club
is considered a rival are not always clear to supporters. Each team and supporters
group has identified an opponent to whom they are more tolerant. They also
establish connections with international fan clubs and sometimes travel to support
them during matches.
As mentioned, the two leading rivals in Bulgaria are Levski and CSKA. It could
be argued which is the second biggest rival of Levski, but surely it is either Botev
Plovdiv or Minyor Pernik. In recent years, a new strong rivalry has emerged
between Levski and Beroe Stara Zagora. Interviewees mentioned that there are
personal contacts between hooligans of Levski and Lokomotiv Plovdiv, but it is not
clear whether their supporters could be considered allies. The only international
twin club of Levski is Lazio (Italy). Unlike Levski, CSKA’s supporters are on good
terms with Botev Plovdiv. Internationally, CSKA fans support Steaua Bucharest,
Partizan Belgrade and since recently Liverpool’s fan faction – Urchin. The main
rivals and twin teams of the two main rival clubs in Plovdiv are illustrated in
Figure 6. The other main rivalries in the country are between Lokomotiv Sofia
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and Slavia Sofia, Spartak Varna and Cherno More Varna, Neftokhimik Burgas and
Chernomorets Burgas.
Interviews with police officers confirm that the main rivalries between football
clubs’ supporters are known to them and that this information is taken into
account when assessing the risk of hooligan actions at a particular game.

Figure 5. Rivalries and friendships of Levski and CSKA
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Figure 6. Rivalries and friendships of Lokomotiv and Botev
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The structure of factions
There are a number of common elements between the organisational structure
of football factions and street gangs: the internal hierarchy, the leader, rules of
conduct within the group, regular meetings of members and territoriality.
Each fan group has three structural elements with clear hierarchy – leaders, core
of the fan group and supporting members. Hierarchies, however, can vary. Sofia
West and the Animals have one leader who controls the membership with the
use of “captains.” Only well trusted people are allowed in the core of the faction.
These are people submitting to a relatively rigid hierarchy of “lieutenants” each
commanding a number of “foot soldiers.” The punitive squads are an important
discipline enforcement tool – they guard the leaders and exercise control both
of the criminal business and within the faction. Ofanziva and South Division are
headed by 20-30 “natural” leaders each having his own informal network, thus
forming a core of 100-150 persons.595
Each level of the hierarchy of the factions has a specific demography:
• The faction fringe usually includes the youngest ones, teenagers from poorer
neighbourhoods. They would come from troubled families and would not do
very well at school. They follow the leaders of the gang, this is their family.
They are prone to deviant behaviour.
• The next level is the core, consisting of young men up to their late 20s who
have climbed the hierarchy ladder. They usually have police records for thefts,
battery, drugs, etc.
• The inner core, the third level, are individuals aged 30 and over with crime
records. This is the middle management of the group – they deal with both
the fringes and the top leaders.596
Greater reputation is enjoyed by fans who regularly attend matches of the club
at home, often travel to away matches, engage in procuring fan equipment and
are very active in the support choreography at stadiums. Special reputation is
enjoyed by those who demonstrate readiness to fight with other fans and the
police.597 Several interviewees mentioned that the hierarchy within the group is
also dependent on the age of supporters. Older ultras are respected, followed and
imitated by younger ones as this is perceived as a way to climb in the hierarchy
of the faction.
According to interviewees, the core members of the leading factions in the
country number around 50-100. Actions by the ultras are usually organized by a
somewhat larger supporters’ group – 100-200 people.598 In Sofia, the police has
identified around 4,000-5,000 ultras falling under category B (medium level of risk)
and around 300-400 hooligans falling under category C (high level of risk).
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Within the factions, category A fans can also be seen as enemies and battered
if they don’t comply with the faction order. There have been many incidents
involving individual fans who attend matches only occasionally but have violated
some internal rule, e.g. used some banned pyrotechnic.
Factions also have internal division of labour. The most general distinction is
between „singers” and „soldiers.” There is also the special group of pyrotechnic
experts. Other fans are specialised in fights which are arranged according to
certain rules of engagement (e.g. groups of equal numbers – 10, 30, 50 – fighting
each other). Some of them are also hired as security guards as part of the security
services provided after 2006 – 2007 by the factions leaders under deals with club
owners.
Although each faction has a leader, none of the interviewees mentioned any formal
procedure for his election by the faction. A respondent explained that his group
has a ringleader, who organizes the joint singing and chanting, takes the lead in
the organization of choreographies and excursions. His leadership was established
as a gradual process, during which he proved as one of the most serious, loyal
and charismatic within the group.599 The leaders of the most influential factions,
however, are often linked to criminal networks and their control over the group
is one based predominantly on fear.600 Unlike factions, official fan clubs have put
in place a formal procedure for the election of leadership – a chairman, a board
of directors and a control board. However, the case of Dimitar Angelov illustrated
in the previous section, shows that these procedures are not always applied.
Although the majority of factions have not adopted any codes of conduct, a
respondent mentioned that there are specific rules of behaviour within the groups.
These rules might require certain behaviour at stadiums or ban participation in
political activities for money or the hitting of women and children. A common
rule for most factions is the prohibition to disclose information on planned
activities to the police. The compliance with these rules is controlled within the
group and a respondent mentioned that some of the internal fights within factions
at stadiums are initiated exactly because of disobedience.601
The majority of factions have been established on a territorial basis. This territoriality
principle is then transferred to the stadium. Levski’s core supporters, for example,
are located in Sector B of the national stadium, while CSKA’s supporters in Sector
G. Each faction’s meetings are usually held in an office in the neighbourhood
from which the group originates. Many Ultras meet during the week in their own
fan rooms or local pubs to plan choreographed displays or prepare banners.
Membership
The majority of factions have not endorsed a formal procedure for becoming a
member. Several respondents mentioned that a fan should prove themselves as
worthy of becoming a member. There is a trial period, during which one should
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prove that the others can count on him/her in critical situations (fights with police
and/or opponents) and in the organization of support activities.602 Once a new
member has won the trust of the group, he should strive not to let down the
others. None of the respondents mentioned a case of terminating a membership
on these grounds.
Some factions are more open to new members than others. This is usually in direct
correlation to the extent to which the faction is involved in hooligan acts. The
larger the fan base of a club, the more difficult it is for an individual to become
part of the core group of supporters and vice versa. This is because more popular
supporters’ organizations attract more candidate members and could afford to
be more selective. It is much easier to be accepted in the faction, if a trusted
member takes you to the designated sector at the stadium or other supporters’
events.603 A respondent suggested that it is extremely difficult to become a core
member of the most influential and leading Levski’s factions – Sofia West and
South Division.604 In order to become a member of Sofia West, one should gain
the trust and be recommended by at least three prominent members.605 It could
be suggested that one of the reasons for the particularly strict selection procedure
lies in the fact that the faction is involved in criminal activities,606 which requires
higher level of secrecy in the organisation.
According to all interviewees no special recruiting tactics are needed to attract
new members as usually there are more than enough candidates. Only interviewed
supporters of Lokomotiv Sofia mentioned that being right-wing is an important
precondition for becoming member of their factions.607
Role of social media
Ultras actively use social media outlets to advertise the idea of being a member
of a particular faction.608 They often produce visual materials – pictures of the
faction at stadiums and YouTube videos, which represent the life of an ultra.
Although most of the respondents deny that this is a tactic for recruitment,
the presence of factions on the internet is certainly an inspirational factor for
young people. In addition, old methods of distributing information about factions
(leaflets, graffiti) are still widely used. All respondents claimed that one cannot
become a member of a faction only by being active on social media. The
perpetual testing of one’s loyalty in real-life situations is a necessary prerequisite
for being a member.
Private messages on social media platforms are often used as a means of
communication between younger members of a faction. This has been confirmed
by interviewed football fans and police officers. A respondent mentioned that
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younger ultras often engage in hate talk with rival supporters only on the internet.
This has been viewed by older fans as a symptom of cowardice.
There are two major ways in which social media are used by Bulgarian football
fans – for recruitment of future members and for the coordination of clandestine
actions. The recruitment application of social media has gone through several
stages. Until 2011 – 2012, there was no clear distinction between recruitment and
coordination. Events, including staged fights between rival factions were arranged
in online forums. Outsiders or deliberate troublemakers could be identified by
the use of key words and jargon. The accounts of unwanted outsiders would be
blocked. Later, these forums became accessible only through a password, which
was provided only after a vetting process. Various precaution measures were
introduced, such as changing participants and regular checks by phone.
Facebook became an increasingly popular recruitment platform around 2010 –
2011. In September 2011, during a week-long protest against a controversial Roma
leader fans created a Facebook page which became both an organisational and
ideological platform. It was used to coordinate the protests all over the country
with faction affiliation avoided as an issue. Before the police discontinued
the forum, it had over 50,000 participants, while street demonstrations were
growing. A comparison of police surveillance of events and the number of
commitments to participation in Facebook indicates a high ratio of actual
turnout – the police estimated that around 30% of those committing through
the forum actually did take place. This is particularly high when contrasted with
the turnout at environmental events – only 10% of those committing through
Facebook actually attend.609 No social media alternative was found following
the closure of the Facebook page since Twitter had not yet been popular in
Bulgaria at the time.
The growing availability of smartphones and increasingly successful efforts by police
to crack forum passwords led to gradual abandonment of members-only forum
platforms. New technologies allow greater privacy through mobile applications such
as Viber, Skype, WhatsApp, and sometimes even more specialised software. Fans
are aware that the police have problems accessing encrypted communications.610
During the political protests in early 2013, the factions did not follow any explicit
ideological line but generally supported the protests, although there is little
reliable information given the closed nature of their discussion forums. The same
applies to their participation in other political events in the summer and autumn
of 2013.
Similarly, in the summer of 2015, there was no solicitation of public support
through open Facebook groups. According to the police, in members-only groups
there had been little effort to organise fans, possibly because of the lack of
significant funding.611
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6. Repertoire of actions
Acts not associated with violence
The non-violent conduct of ultras and football hooligans are related to their various
football support activities at stadiums. The acts can be classified as follows:
Graffiti, stickers and wall inscriptions all over the cities; development of video
content. Graffiti usually illustrate the favourite club’s emblem and/or name, or the
name and emblem of the faction. They are usually placed on trains, abandoned
construction sites, etc. Inscriptions are written everywhere, including on public
buildings. The stickers are often seen on road signs, buses, metro trains. The aim
of the ultras is to fill the city with images related to their favourite football club.
As mentioned in a previous section this is used to attract new supporters. The
visualisations, however, can also have offensive, racist or homophobic content.
Wearing certain brands, fan scarves and other clothing. The casual dress code
has always been a distinctive characteristic of ultras and hooligans. While it has
evolved as a way to conceal from the police one’s affiliation with a particular
faction, nowadays the dress code is well known to the authorities and the
general public. In Bulgaria, ultras do not stick to the usual brands (Fred Perry,
Lacoste, Ben Sherman, etc.) strictly, but choose clothes with large hoods and
long zips to conceal their faces from the police and shield from the smoke at
stadiums.612
Fan choreography: chanting, waving banners and singing at stadiums. Ultras
invest significant efforts and time in the preparation and display of fan choreography,
including the composition of songs, writing lyrics and preparation of banners. The
lyrics and banners are usually focused on favourite club’s triumphs or are offensive
to rival teams. Sometimes, the banners concern topics of interest to ultras. For
example, with the banners ultras express their attitude towards the club’s owners
or their attitude towards the Law on the Protection of Public Order during Sport Events.
The chanting or shouting at competitors or other spectators of messages whose
content displays or incites hatred based on racial, national, regional or religious
affiliation should be seen as a violent act.
Protests and marches. Ultras and hooligans participate in parades, commemorating
historical persons such as the Lukov March.613 In 2015, the march was attended
by supporters of both Levski and CSKA and was guarded by fans of Beroe
Stara Zagora. Each year, football hooligans take part in the protests against the
annual Sofia Pride. At such demonstrations, rivalries are set aside and participants
from different factions are united by a common nationalistic or patriotic cause.
Supporters of rivalling factions march together and follow strict instructions from
their leaders on how to behave.
Travel. Ultras often organise trips to other Bulgarian or foreign cities in order to
attend a game of the favourite team.
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Donation campaigns. Although this is not widely known, ultras factions often
organise or engage in donation campaign, such as collecting money for paying
the debts of their club.
Acts associated with violence
Violent acts can be grouped into several categories:
Use of pyrotechnics and other objects on sports grounds or among spectators,
which may jeopardise people’s lives. The most common violation at stadiums is
the use of pyrotechnics. Ultras see pyrotechnics as a way to create atmosphere
at the stadiums and often include it in their choreographies. Very often, however,
the pyrotechnics turn into a weapon and they throw them at the pitch. In 2000,
a handmade bomb killed a 30-year old man who had nothing to do with faction
rivalries. On 26 February 2011, CSKA’s hooligans bombarded the police with pieces of
iron and concrete, studs, torches and bombs. Thirty-two police officers were injured
and as a result all CSKA supporters were expelled from the stadium at halftime.
Pitch invasion with the aim to impede or stop the sports event. A landmark act
of football hooliganism was the successful invasion by CSKA’s supporters of the
pitch in the town of Mezdra during a game with a local team on 21 March 2010.
The match was inadequately guarded – in fact, there was practically no security
at all – and CSKA’s ultras seized the opportunity to express their discontent.614
Destroying or damaging public infrastructure (installations in the sports facility,
vehicles, commercial facilities, etc.). This is one of the most common violent
hooligan acts and almost each major derby in the country is accompanied by
breaking of stadium seats and damaging vehicles. It is worth mentioning that football
hooligans sometimes use vandalism as an expression of their position towards
certain policies. In 2013, CSKA’s hooligans caused serious damage to the BFU
building. They broke windows and stormed the building causing further damage.
The reason was dissatisfaction with the Union’s management decisions.615
Not paying bills in cafes and restaurants. This is a very common practice before
and after matches. Ultras and hooligans usually sit at cafes and restaurants around
stadiums in large groups, often abusing alcohol and drugs, intimidating the staff
and fleeing without paying.
Group fights between rival factions. Group fights between rival fan groups usually
happen not only before, during and after football matches, but also when specifically
arranged by the rivalling factions. Several interviewees confirmed that there is a
practice of organising fights in various formats.616 An interviewed minor mentioned
a case of an organised fight between young supporters of Levski and CSKA next to
a school building. According to a law enforcement expert, ‘gentlemanship’ and old
values are declining among football hooligans. The older skinheads used to organise
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fights between matching groups and would shake hands after the fight. Now this
is often not the case, and 10 fans would engage in fights against only 2 from
the rival club; there are attacks on the property and cars of rivalling supporters,
young hooligans use knives, make selfies and pose on social media.617According to
police officers, some factions pay martial arts fighters and athletes to take part in
organised fights. Some of the factions have also formed their own “fight clubs” –
they hire sports facilities and their members receive combat training.
One of the major group fight took place in 2006 before a derby between Levski
and CSKA. Over 100 fans were involved in a fight close to the National Palace of
Culture after CSKA’s hooligans attacked an office of Levski fans.618 A post-match act
of hooliganism that gained public attention was Levski supporters’ cruelty against
Cherno More fans after the game between the two clubs on 13 August 2011 in
the city of Varna. Cherno More fans celebrated the win of their club at a bar in
the city, when a dozen masked Levski hooligans invaded the bar and attacked
the home supporters. They used prohibited weapons such as knives, hammers and
wrenches. Five people – one of whom a young lady – were seriously injured.619
In 2012, there were ethnic tensions related to group fights between hooligans
of Levski Sofia and Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina). On the night before the
game, the Bosnian ultras began violating public order and provoked the police.
Levski hooligans came to the place and the fight was inevitable. There were
injured people, including a journalist and a policeman. The next day Levski ultras
displayed extremely insulting banners during the match.
Thefts, including banners of rival factions. On 26 February 2011, Levski’s
hooligans stole the flag of CSKA’s leading faction “14.” Since this was considered
by ultras as a significant humiliation, CSKA supporters responded by arranging
a fight where a CSKA hooligan was stabbed with a knife. This event became a
turning point for the Bulgarian hooligan community since it led to the de facto
disbanding of the extreme far-right CSKA faction “14.”620 An interviewee also
mentioned that his fellow fans would often be robbed by rival football fans.
Individual physical assaults on other fans, passers-by or members of minority
groups. Individual physical assaults are often motivated by hatred based on racial,
national, regional or religious grounds. The predominantly hate nature of these
violent acts turns them into one of the most serious hooligan actions. Individual
physical assaults committed at stadiums could easily grow into group fights.
An example illustrating the intolerance of ultras/hooligans towards certain ethnic
minorities is the case of 29-year old Muslim of Turkish origin Georgi Dimitrov who
was battered into a state of coma in 2013.621
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Participation in violent protests. Very often there are escalations to violence
during protests, in which football supporters take part. In 2008, hundreds
of hooligans protested against the first Sofia Pride and tried to attack the
participants. More than 60 people were arrested and lots of knifes, bombs, and
Molotov cocktails were found and confiscated.622
In 2014, football hooligans attempted to assault a mosque during a protest in the
Bulgarian city of Plovdiv.623 The demonstration which gathered around 2,000-3,000
people, mainly nationalists and supporters of football clubs, started in front of
the Judicial Palace and protested against the return of the ancient and inactive
Kursum Mosque to the Chief Muftiate upon which the court in Plovdiv was about
to decide that day. The rally escalated as the mob of protesters started throwing
stones, bottles and flaming rockets at the historical Dzhumaya Mosque, smashed
its windows, tried to storm it and clashed with the police.
Hooligans then attempted an attack on the Turkish Consulate in Plovdiv and
the office of the ethnic Turkish party Movement for Rights and Freedoms but
were disbursed by riot police. The police arrested 120 people, 4 received light
sentences.

7. Political affiliations and the use of hooligans
Affiliation with political organisations and ideologies
The interviews conducted with football fans and MoI representatives indicate
that fan clubs are not directly linked to any parties. A respondent mentioned
that individual members of factions probably support right-wing and nationalist
political parties (in particular Ataka and NFSB), but there are no core circles
in the factions formed on the basis of affiliation to a certain political party.
A few years ago, Ataka used to be very popular among ultras and hooligans but
they have realised that this is not a true nationalist party.624 Another interviewee
explained that the existing nationalist parties are populists and fail to take any
practical steps. Nevertheless, he mentioned that ultras share a lot of Ataka’s
ideas.625
At the regional level, there are cases where local factions support a particular
politician.626 A supporter of Naftex Bourgas mentioned that one of the leading
figures of the fan club is a municipal councillor from NFSB which, in his opinion,
undoubtedly affected the political affiliations of the whole club.627 An expert
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also suggested that all factions are politically dependent. Parties have specially
designated persons in charge of communication with the factions and instruct
them what to do in certain political situations.628
Political ideologies and street protests “for hire”
The crisis in public support for political parties and the declining efficiency of
political engineering in creating new parties prompted the search for ways to use
fan groups. Still, football fans participate in political rallies not only because they
have been paid to do so.
The involvement of fan groups in political affairs can be traced to the early
days after the collapse of the communist regime in late 1989. Football was a
motivating factor for joining protest marches and sit-ins – there was a Levski fans
command post in the tent camp that was set up by protesters in front of the
President’s Office in 1990.629 Levski fans were motivated to join street protests by
their experience with violence by communist militia (police) against active football
supporters. There was little ideology involved in this kind of motivation – the
opposition’s banners were blue and so were Levski’s. Urban football myths were
mixing with actual historic events in a kind of ad hoc creed. Claims surfaced that
the football club had been subject to persecution by the communist regime and
that club leaders had been killed or imprisoned after 1944.
All interviewees confirm that members of fan clubs are politically active whenever
there are mass protests or other events where they can express their views. There
were, however, differing opinions as to whether these participations were driven
by genuine personal beliefs or because fans are paid off and controlled by certain
political/business circles. According to an expert, there is a sort of “marketplace”
where fans are hired for participating in public protests, but it is not organised
through the faction’s core and is rather diverse in terms of participation. While
the expert suggested that in 1997 Levski’s supporters were used in the protests
against the then government, an interviewed hooligan mentioned that this was the
only “genuine” protest in which he took part. He defined the protest as genuine
because he participated in it on his own convictions and because of the violence
that erupted.630
Thus, it could be claimed that in 1997 there was a mixture of reasons for the
participation of Levski fan groups in the occupation of a major Sofia intersection,
the assault on the National Assembly building and the subsequent street violence.
On the one hand, they were against the “communist Videnov government” and
wanted to bring down “the government which caused the banking collapse,
economic crisis and mass poverty among the people earning an average of $30
a month.” An additional non-pecuniary reason for the fans to join in was the
opportunity to fight the police. At the same time, they had purely monetary
incentives. According to a long-term Levski fan, key opposition politicians started
to pay fans for joining street protests:
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„[Evgeni] Bakardzhiev631 would pay anyone, would also pay compensation in
case of injuries, would pay for every fight. Even those who did not care for
UDF632 participated. Payments created order and discipline. If it weren’t for
the money, some would come, others wouldn’t. Bakardzhiev’s people paid in
Germans Marks – it was a lot of money and was also reliable money since the
lev was devaluing by the day.“633
According to the interviewees, 1997 had been a turning point in the remunerated
participation of organised fans in protests. The people around Bakardzhiev – a
key figure in the UDF and the UDF government – understood the potential of
organized fan groups and kept open the channels of communication with the fan
leaders. This could arguably be the reason why no football fans participated in
protests during the UDF government (1997 – 2001).
The issue of the political use of fan groups resurfaced at the time of the next
economic crisis. During the protests against the so called “tripartite coalition”
government on 14 January 2009 category C fans challenged the police guarding
the parliament building. The core of the challengers consisted of members of Sofia
West and the Lokomotiv Plovdiv fan group; the police also apprehended two fans
from Bourgas. Around 30 young men wearing black hoods or scarves hiding their
faces penetrated the crowd and formed a closed circle. They were armed with
stones, chains, snowballs. The ensuing scuffles with the police compromised the
peaceful nature of the protest. According to interviewees, this was the beginning
of the use of fan factions to sabotage protests.634 “The troublemakers are always
‘financially incentivised.’ All it takes is to bring in a dozen agitators who would
provoke the protesters to turn against them. This attracts media attention and is
sufficient to create havoc.”635
Police records from 2009 show that there were representatives of various factions
during the protests that year. The presence of unemployed supporters from
around the country who could not usually be able to pay their way to come to
the capital suggested that the fans had not been there because of their ideological
beliefs. The fact that there were no representatives of the faction’s core during
the protest suggested that the organisation of the support was not paid through
the factions.636
A boom of the remunerated use of football fans took place in 2013. The
participation of ultras and hooligans in the 2013 protests against the caretaker
government was a subject of public discussion as it was believed that certain
political parties paid ultras and hooligans to participate in the protest and provoke
the police.637 The parties alleged of doing that were the Bulgarian Socialist Party,
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the nationalistic Ataka and GERB. It was widely discussed that these parties
paid individual ultras and hooligans, mostly CSKA supporters.638 Although most
of the interviewees from the factions refused to discuss this question in greater
detail, some claimed that during the 2013 protests Ataka paid money to CSKA’s
ultras and hooligans and GERB paid to Levski’s ultras and hooligans in order to
participate in the protests.639
A number of differences in the relationships between various fan factions and
political parties can be summarised on the basis of interviews with law enforcement
officers. Levski factions did not participate in the February 2013 protests which
brought down the Borissov government (2009 – 2013) and triggered early elections.
According to interviewees, not only is the Levski fan group considered close to
Borissov’s party GERB but at that time a fan leader was paying off fans not to
participate in protests. Indeed, there had been no South Division or Sofia West
members at the protests.
The situation with CSKA was quite different. There, factions were multiplying
rapidly, reaching 12-13 despite attempts by the police to stem the process, with
only 2-3 getting involved in street fights. In 2013, CSKA fans turned into a supply
pool for small nationalist groups and political engineering. They were driven to
participate in the February street clashes by both ideological and commercial
reasons. Ofanziva had traditional ties with IMRO through the “14” faction, which
had not yet merged with Ofanziva. The Animals support Ataka and its leader
Volen Siderov through its sub-faction in Samokov.640
The interviewees indicated that during the protests of early 2013 a special effort
was mode to bypass the information sources which the police had among the
Sofia factions. In addition to “14” and 2-3 other CSKA factions, there were also
fans from outside Sofia – from Plovdiv, Pazardjik, and Rousse through Bisser
“the Blot” Milanov.641 In Sofia, in demand were young men who had not been
registered by the police as high risk fans. Thus, individuals frequenting fitness
facilities and those training in martial arts were recruited. In addition to nationalist
parties such as Ataka and IMRO, there were also smaller radical right-wing parties
led by controversial businessmen, such as Slavi Binev’s GORD and Svoboden
Narod (Free People).
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falling into the risk categories. Thus, some observers believe that what happened was organised
by intermediaries who knew how MoI worked. Notably, the fans had already participated in
protests against high electricity prices in previous years. Varna is also the city where football
fans joined protests on uncharacteristic issues, such as against shale gas fracking. This suggests
that the organisers of the protest around Ataka have interests coinciding with those of Russian
government funds financing campaigns against fracking. The fans who participated in the January
2012 protests are believed to have also been part of the protests in January 2013. It is not
clear whether they had been paid for by Ataka (or some other nationalist group) or it was a
spontaneous reaction to the high cost of electricity and heating.
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There were various examples of fan factions used by political parties and politicians
during the political turmoil of 2014 – 2015. Following the May 2013 elections, a
left of centre government of the BSP and the MRF, supported by Ataka, came
to power. On 14 June 2014, the biggest protests since the beginning of transition
erupted in Sofia and other major cities prompted by the nomination of Delyan
Peevski – a controversial businessman, media mogul and MRF MP – for Chairman
of SANS. Counter-protests were staged from the very beginning in which football
fans were used.
Initially, attempts were made to use seasoned troublemakers such the political
formation SILA and Bisser Milanov.642 These failed because were anticipated by
the protesters and intervention by the MoI.643 A new form of fan engagement
which appeared at that time was guarding politicians. Ataka leader Volen
Siderov and other MPs started to be use football fans as guards after the Ataka
headquarters were surrounded by protesters.644 These services were preformed
by a Samokov sub-faction of the Animals (CSKA) together with other Animals
members.645
Later, when the government strategists assumed that there had been sufficient BSP
supporters in the capital who – although elderly – could maintain the momentum
of the counter-protests, it was decided to establish a new populist party as a
tool for propping up the BSP-MRF coalition. The political party Bulgaria without
Censorship (BwC),646 was created from the ground up through funding provided
by the Bulgarian Corporate Commercial Bank (CCB)647 and with the support of
Peevski; it was led by the former TV presenter Nikolai Barekov. The intention was
to substitute Ataka with a new centre-right party which would help BSP and MRF
stay in power after the next elections.
Making BwC popular and building its local structures was an interesting example
of political engineering which was the first of its kind in the post-1989 period.
The technology included a mixed format of rally-and-concert where prominent
singers, actors and politicians appeared, and covered by TV7.648 Initially, the
main organiser of football fans was IMRO. Later, when the majority owner of
CCB Tsvetan Vassilev bought Botev Plovdiv, political rallies were attended by
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members of all Botev factions. At some rallies in Sofia, Botev fans would number
3,000, while in other cities where BwC held rallies they would be around 1,000.
According to various sources,649 there was cooperation among the fan factions of
a number of football clubs, for example between Botev Plovdiv fans and CSKA’s
the Animals arranged through the leader of the latter Rossen Petrov.
Some restrictions on the public conduct of fans were introduced following the
establishment of BwC. It was claimed that “Tsvetan Vassilev did not allow”
organisers to direct fans to anti-Borissov and anti-GERB actions650 (at the time
GERB had been in opposition).
Throughout the BSP-MRF government, the other major party GERB made almost
no use of football fans. GERB would bus in young men from around the country
to participate in Sofia rallies but avoided football fans. There are a number of
reasons for this. It is believed that the MoI had been controlled by BSP and MRF
and could therefore easily identify participants in the rallies. Fan participation
could also lead to incidents which would cause public outrage.651
Following the CCB crisis, fans were gone from political protests. The two leading
Sofia clubs – Levski and CSKA – entered very difficult times, with CSKA declared
insolvent and relegated to the amateur league, and Levski ending in seventh place
in the premier league at the end of the 2014 – 2015 season. As a result, audience
numbers at their matches fell sharply and their fan factions lost membership. As a
result of the 2014 – 2015 crisis, four leading clubs with large fan groups – Levski,
CSKA, Botev Polvdiv and Lokomotiv Plovdiv – changed owners.
One of the least known elements in this process is the intermediary. All
interviewees agree that political parties have designated persons dealing with
football fans and ensuring their participation in political events. These are usually
former police officers who are experienced in working with fans652 or “former
football players who are drinking buddies with the crime bosses in the fan
groups.“653 How the financial flows are directed by the parties and how exactly
the organisation of street protests takes place are known only in very general
terms. Low level participants claim that participation fees are “miserly;”654 other
sources speak of “20 to 50 levs (€10-20), sometimes pizza and beer.“655 These
intermediaries are trusted by members of the factions as it is known that they
“pay up”; which is why they also control attendance. On occasions, hired
participants are expected to meet certain criteria. For example, those hired
to protect the headquarters and MPs from Ataka are required to weigh over
80 kg.656 Fans not meeting their side of the bargain as wells as those breaking
discipline are punished by the punitive squads. There have been occasions
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when recruiters switched to another faction when the first one failed to ensure
sufficient turnout.657
Ethnicity-based protests with political support
Three incidents are exemplary in this regard – Katunitca of 2011, and Garmen
and Orlandovtsi of 2015.
As noted, the nationalist cause often unites rival factions and leads to joint actions
such as (violent) protests and demonstrations. The most well-known example of
such an action were the events in the village of Katunitsa in 2011. Hooligans
supporting all the major clubs assembled in the village of Katunitsa in order to
seek revenge over the death of a young boy who was killed in a hit-and-run
car accident following previous conflicts with the local Roma community, and
more specifically with an influential and controversial Roma family. The incident
provoked public disorder and a series of acts of vandalism, arsons and clashes
between football hooligans and ultra-right supporters, on the one side, and local
Roma, on the other. Football hooligans rushed into the village chanting “death to
the gipsy scum,” caused riots and set two properties owned by the local informal
Roma leader on fire.658
The Garmen events took place in the spring of 2015, followed by protests in the Sofia
district of Orlandovtsi. Garmen is a small municipality with a population of 16,000,
situated close to the border with Greece and the town of Gotse Delchev. Following
an attack by several dozen young Roma men against some ethnic Bulgarians, local
residents – supported by residents of Gotse Delchev and neighbouring villages –
started a protest demanding that the government deal with “Roma criminality” and
that Roma dwellings with no construction permits be demolished. Media attention
was drawn to the fact that members of a CSKA fan faction from Garmen together
with Levski fans and some persons with criminal records joined the protests. Until
that moment, there had been no cases of fans participating in clashes in small
towns and villages, as they would typically engage in such actions in large cities.
Next, fan factions from Sofia and Plovdiv started to arrive in Garmen. This was due
to the fact that a local businessman had old contacts with a CSKA sub-faction.659
IMRO supporters also joined the action.660 Eventually, the police managed to
prevent an escalation of fan participation in the disturbances.
Shortly after the Garmen incident, a similar protest was launched following a clash
between Roma and ethnic Bulgarians in the Sofia district of Orlandovtsi. Football
fan factions were mobilised again, and the protest was joined by politicians from
nationalist parties. The police sent in considerable forces and the MoI exercised
behind the scenes pressure on faction leaders.
In the wake of the events, there were two serious incidents of Roma persons being
battered by football fans causing fears that this could trigger a wave of violence.
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The fact that the perpetrators were quickly identified indicates that Sofia police have
sufficient capacity to react and they know the identities of high-risk fans.
In summary, the use of football fan groups at the September 2011 (Katunitsa)
and May-September 2015 (Garmen and Orlandovtsi) incidents indicates that
confrontation with the Roma is becoming an issue with serious concern regarding
the radicalisation of football fans. This includes the emergence of permanent zones
of conflict between the Roma and ethnic Bulgarians, such as the outer districts
of large cities where incidents could become a usual form of demonstration by
the Roma. In this context, nationalist groups seek the support of football fans
resulting in coalitions which had been unknown 3-4 years ago. Factions which are
otherwise hostile to each other join forces to use violence against large groups
of people. Nationalist politicians use such incidents to get media exposure and
attract public attention to their cause.661
The use of football fans in political protests or in conflicts among ethnic groups
threatens not only to radicalise fans but to escalate the conflicts in which they
are recruited to participate. These risks make the expert analyses of this process
all the more important, especially as such analyses are indispensable for making
preventive measures better informed.

8.	Institutional/law enforcement response
The main institution responsible for tackling football hooliganism is the Ministry
of Interior. The first attempt to introduce systematic monitoring over football
hooliganism was made in 2000 through establishing a working group at the
MoI General Directorate of National Police, which later – given the growing
seriousness of the phenomenon – was extended to include employees from other
MoI departments. Such groups were also established at the territorial units of
the MoI. The working group at central level was tasked with conducting analyses
and forecasts on the development of football hooliganism, including through
the use of data from sociological population surveys.662 Police statistics at that
time showed that most football hooligans were from the two biggest fan clubs
of Levski and CSKA and located in Sofia. In 2002, the police was monitoring
around 546 active football hooligans and some 300 individuals prone to such
behaviour (especially after alcohol use).663 The number of minors (12-14 years of
age) involved in anti-social behaviour related to football hooliganism was 126.664
Hooligan acts in other sports were (and still are) isolated and associated with
much lower risks for public safety.
At that time, the police and the BFU started conducting risk evaluation of
football matches in accordance with established international practices in order
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to deploy the necessary measures for maintaining public order before, during and
after matches. The factors taken into account when determining the risk level
include: the importance of the match for the championship, level of activity of
the supporters, received information on expected attendance, organised trips by
supporters from other localities, etc.
In 2004, the Law on the Protection of Public Order during Sport Events (LPPOSE)
was adopted. It introduced a number of provisions aimed at ensuring better
security and safety at football matches, as well as stricter sanctions for acts of
football hooliganism (see further the section on the legal framework below). Law
enforcement experts expressed concern that a centralised automated register on
football hooliganism that was prescribed in the LPPOSE has not been established
to date. The register was supposed to contain all data pertaining to sanctions
imposed under the law, investigated persons and offences related to football
hooliganism.
In 2014, the sector “Hooliganism, extremism and sports events” within the General
Directorate of National Police was dissolved and is undergoing reorganisation at
the time of writing, pending re-establishment in 2016. The sector performed the
functions of a National Information Centre in charge for conducting analyses,
prognoses, risk evaluations of matches, and also for cooperation with foreign
police agencies in relation to international matches. During this restructuring
period its functions have been divided between the economic police, which deals
with fixed matches,665 and the security police, which however has no operational
function (gathering of information and investigations). This disrupted the continuity
of monitoring and systematisation of information relating to football hooliganism
at the national police, as the data collected over the years was archived without
being updated or accessible during this period.666
The Sofia Police Directorate appears to have one of the most specialised units
for tackling football hooliganism, established in 2008 in response to growing
increasingly stronger links between football fans and far-right movements. The
unit has in recent years improved its effectiveness in terms of number of
police charges for football hooliganism upheld by the court.667 It has a separate
well maintained database with operational information, but it is not clear to
what extent it is available to other police units, and to what extent data from
the territorial police units (including Sofia) are systematically entered into the
centralised criminal statistics database. A similar unit exists in the second largest
city Plovdiv, which also reported growing effectiveness in processing sanctions
(due to good cooperation with the courts) and preventing violent incidents.
Ever since the early 2000s, when more systematic efforts were undertaken by police
in tackling football hooliganism, the main problem in monitoring and statistically
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measuring the scope of the phenomena has been the lack of Criminal Code
provisions which differentiate football hooliganism from other violations of public
order. Acts of football hooliganism are recorder by police and courts under the
heading of “general” or “serious” hooliganism, which does not allow the authorities
to take stock of the actual size of the problem. Despite legal developments and
the specialisation of law enforcement in tackling football hooliganism, there are
still no systematic police statistics and analysis of the phenomenon.
The responsible authorities apply several preventive measures in their efforts to
prevent football hooliganism acts at stadiums:
• Risk assessment of matches informs the planned and organisation of security
not only in and around the stadium and during the match, but also before
and after and around the city, in order to prevent damages to public property
and endangering citizens’ safety by football fans. This often requires disbursing
police officers around the city who conduct preliminary checks and monitor
the behaviour of fans.
•	Strict security checks at stadiums and preventing access to the facility of
blacklisted or drunk football fans, and entry with banned objects (alcohol,
drugs, pyrotechnics, weapons, etc.). Different security levels are applied to
different matches, with the main derbies in the country being assigned the
highest security level. This is probably why during the last couple of years the
most violent hooligan acts happened during unpopular matches that usually
take place in smaller towns.668 According to law enforcement officers, the
maintenance and investments in the stadiums and sports facilities is another
area that needs urgent improvement in order for the facilities to comply with
international safety standards (for example having CCTV).
•	Stewards at stadiums are actually selected from within the hooligan circles
without the necessary screening and vetting as international best practice
requires, and do not have the necessary security and safety training, which
according to respondents undermines their role at stadiums.669 There are
media-reported cases in which the stewards themselves initiate the violent
behaviour at stadiums.670
• An effective approach to preventing violent incidents is for police officers
specialised in tackling football hooliganism from Sofia and Plovdiv to travel
together with the fans to matches of bigger football clubs hosted in smaller
cities. The local police that guards such matches is not familiar with the highrisk individuals from the big factions and do not have experience in preventing
violent incidents.671
• Preliminary questioning of suspected perpetrators and their temporary detention.
Several respondents mentioned that the police often conduct questioning prior
to football matches in case it has any inside information.672
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• Preventive talks with the leaders of prominent factions. The police often
engage fan club leaders in preventive talks. Although fan leaders cannot always
be trusted to deliver on their promises, the dialogue with the factions is
perceived by law enforcement as being crucial.673
Engagement of faction leaders in prevention measures by the police often raises
the question of the line between prevention of violence and sheltering wrongdoers
from investigation in exchange for information. Informants are not registered in
line with standard procedures and are handled rather informally.674
Due to the political sensitivity of football hooliganism, it would appear that police
avoid working on prevention or disruption of high-risk relationships between
political parties and fan factions. Even if there is sufficient information that
politicians from ultra-right/nationalist parties are actively looking to cause trouble
during street protests with the participation of football hooligans, police tend
to work “asymmetrically”. This means that they caution the football fans, but
leave the political intermediaries out. A similar line of passive behaviour can
be observed on the part of the specialised intelligence agency SANS, which is
supposed to tackle political radicalisation and extremism.
Repressive measures applied by authorities include 24-hour detention, fines,
prohibition to attend matches and imprisonment. A senior police manager
mentioned that fines are not an effective measure, as football hooligans often do
not have the financial capacity to pay them and the government does not have
a proper fine collection system. According to him, bans on attending football
games is a much more effective measure compared to fines, since it takes the
hooligan out of the scene.675 The ban can be imposed for a period from 1 to
3 years, but to be effective, compliance needs to be monitored. Indeed, a few
respondents mentioned that the ban is not always enforced.676 According to
the Sofia police directorate, in 2015 there were 25 bans imposed on fans to
attend matches, while their number had been much higher in previous years.
LPPOSE allows offenders in football hooliganism to be indicted and brought to
court by the police without the involvement of a prosecutor. At the same time,
both criminal and administrative offences are to be adjudicated in court and
the police has no powers to impose administrative sanctions, as it is the case
in many other EU member states; this makes administrative sanctioning more
cumbersome.
Football clubs and the BFU play a supporting role in the implementation of
measures for countering football hooliganism. Football clubs are required to
appoint a security coordinator who should cooperate with fan clubs, the police
and security managers of sport venues. A respondent explained that since
recently some fan clubs have also appointed a person in charge of cooperation
with the football club and the police – a Supporters Liaison Officer.677 Such a
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measure was also envisioned in the Law on the Protection of Public Order during
Sport Events.678 The effectiveness of this institutional novelty is yet to be assessed,
although doubts were expressed about the extent to which a person from the
hooligan circles could collaborate with the police effectively.679 The chronic lack
of material capacities of sports clubs often results in failing to take all statutory
measures to prevent violence at the matches that they organise.
In its Strategy for the Development of Football 2012 – 2016 680 the BFU sees football
hooliganism as a threat to the development of sports in the country. In an effort
to implement the Strategy the Union supported the introduction of a steward
system at matches and the establishment of the National Association of Football
Supporters. The Bulgarian Football Union is also in charge of the application
of sanctions to clubs for acts of hooliganism caused by fans, mainly in the
form of monetary fines or banning players of the respective football clubs from
participating in matches. According to official statistics of the Union, in the period
2010 – June 2015, the institution has penalised Bulgarian football clubs from the
two main professional leagues 897 times (Table 5).681

Table 5.

Sanctions imposed by the Bulgarian Football Union681

Season

‘A’ League

‘B’ League

Total

2014 – 2015

167

34

201

2013�������
– 2014
����

153

17

170

2012�������
– 2013
����

186

39

225

2011�������
– ����
2012

104

46

150

2010 ������
– 2011
����

133

18

151

Total

743

154

897

Source: BFU.

There is no information on any preventive programmes aimed at educating young
football supporters or preventing recruitment of youngsters into hooligan circles.682.
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A number of good practices for improving the effectiveness of measures against
football hooliganism are already applied in many EU member states and could
easily be adopted in Bulgaria.683 Concerns were raised by law enforcement experts
that although specific legislation on tackling football hooliganism now exists in
Bulgaria and a number of measures are applied, they are not accompanied by
a consistent government policy and strategic approach towards this problem.
Football hooliganism needs to be seen and prioritised by policy makers in a
broader perspective that also takes stock of the risks stemming from its links to
right wing extremism and its misuse for political purposes.
High staff turnover and restructuring at the MoI have had a disruptive effect on
the continuity and sustainability of monitoring activity, collection of operational
information, handling of informants and accumulation of skills and expertise for
tackling football hooliganism. Furthermore, the police are currently the main line of
defence against this phenomenon, while other institutions, such as the educational
system, are not involved in efforts to prevent recruitment and radicalisation of
football hooligans.
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Interview with a sports journalist. Examples of such measures are an electronic system for access
to the stadium, named tickets, professional stewards, etc.

V.	Legal framework and institutions

1.	Legal framework
Definitions
Bulgarian legislation does not use the term “radicalisation” and therefore there
it is not legally defined.684 Similarly, there is no legal definition of the term
“extremism,” although the latter can be found in some laws like the Law on the
State Agency for National Security and the Law on the Ministry of the Interior.
The Criminal Code (CC) defines the crime of terrorism. According to this defini
tion, terrorism is the act of committing a specific crime in order to create
confusion and fear in the population, or to threaten or force a public authority,
a public figure or a representative of a foreign state or international organisation
to do or omit something within the scope of their functions (CC Art. 108a,
Par. (1)). The crimes which, if committed with that purpose, can be regarded
as terrorism are exhaustively enumerated in the law.685 No crime outside this
list, even when committed with a terrorist purpose, can be prosecuted as
terrorism.
The terms “political violence” and “religious violence” are not defined in the
legislation. However, both political and religious violence are incriminated in the
Criminal Code, which describes them as the acts of using violence against other
persons or damaging their property because of their race, nationality, ethnic
belonging, religion or political beliefs (CC Art. 162, Par. (2)).
Offences related to radicalisation
Although the Criminal Code does not use the term radicalisation, there are a
number of provisions that can be used for prosecuting such behaviour.
Some particularly extreme manifestations of radicalisation can be prosecuted
as treason, subversion or sabotage. According to the law, treason is the act of
684
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When the parliament voted on the amendments these provisions were not adopted.
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committing a specific crime686 with the purpose of bringing down, undermining or
weakening the government (CC Art. 95-97a). Subversion is the act of destroying
or damaging public property in order to weaken or obstruct the government
(CC Art. 106). Sabotage is the act of disrupting or undermining economic sectors
or enterprises with the purpose of weakening or obstructing the government
(CC Art. 107).
Certain acts of radicalisation can be prosecuted as terrorism if they fall within the
scope of the legal definition of terrorism (CC Art. 108a).
The Criminal Code also incriminates the act of preaching fascist or other antidemocratic
ideology or forcible change of the public order established by the Constitution
(CC Art. 108, Par. (1)). However, there is no legal definition of the term “antidemocratic ideology” and it is not clear what ideologies would fall within the
scope of this criminal offence.
All of the crimes described above are classified as “crimes against the republic”
and the law envisages very heavy sanctions for most of them, including long-term
or life imprisonment and, in particularly grave cases, life imprisonment without
parole. The only exception is the preaching of fascist or other anti-democratic
ideology, which is punishable by imprisonment of up to three years combined
with a fine.
Other offences that can be used for prosecuting acts of radicalisation are the
crimes against equality of citizens and the crimes against religious denominations.
The crimes against equality of citizens include the incitement to racial or
ethnic discrimination, violence or hate (CC Art. 162, Par. (1)), violence based
on race, ethnicity, religion or political beliefs (CC Art. 162, Par. (2)), leadership
or participation in an organised group established to commit such crimes
(CC Art. 162, Par. (3)), and participation in a crowd gathered to commit
racist or ethnic violence (CC Art. 163, Par. (1), (2) and (3)). The crimes against
religious denominations include the acts of preaching or inciting to religious
hatred, violence or discrimination (CC Art. 164, Par. (1)), desecration of religious
temples (CC Art. 164, Par. (2)), violent obstruction of practicing one’s religion
(CC Art. 165, Par. (1)), forcing others to practice a certain religion (CC Art. 165,
Par. (2)) and the establishment of political organisation on religious basis
(CC Art. 166). The sanctions for the crimes against equality and against religious
denominations are lighter compared to the ones for the crimes against the
republic and do not exceed six years of imprisonment, usually combined with
a fine. For some minor cases the offender can be sentenced to probation
instead of imprisonment.
In line with Bulgaria’s obligations under international law, the Criminal Code also
provides for heavier sanctions for some violent crimes (homicide and heavy
body injury) when they have been motivated by racist or xenophobic attitudes
(CC Art. 116, Par. 1, Item 11 and Art. 131, Par. 1, Item 12).
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Criminal law provisions related to radicalisation also include those dealing with
the crimes against peace and humanity such as genocide (CC Art. 416), apartheid
(CC Art. 417), holocaust denial (CC Art. 419a), etc.
Liability of legal entities
Legal entities can be sanctioned when they have enriched themselves from a
crime committed by their managers or legal representatives and, in some cases,
by their employees. The liability applies also to legal entities that are not based
in Bulgaria, if the crime has been committed on the territory of the country.
Liability of legal entities applies to a limited number of crimes. Of the crimes
related to radicalisation described above liability of legal entities is envisaged
for: terrorism (including preparation for terrorism); incitement to racial or ethnic
discrimination, violence or hatred; preaching or inciting to religious hatred, violence
or discrimination; violence based on race, ethnicity, religion or political beliefs;
and holocaust denial (Art 83a, Par. (1) of the Law on Administrative Violations and
Sanctions). The envisaged sanctions are fines up to 1 million levs.687 They are
imposed independently of the sanctions on the individuals who have committed
the crime (Art 83a, Par. (1) and (3) of the Law on Administrative Violations and
Sanctions).
Freedom of religion
The Law on Religious Denominations (LRD) includes a set of provisions aimed at
prevent and counter religious radicalisation. It forbids the use of religion against
national security, public order, public health, morality or the rights and freedoms
of other persons (LRD Art. 7, Par. (1)) and reaffirms the constitutional principle
that religious communities or institutions cannot be used for political purposes
(Art. 13, Par. (4) of the Constitution and LRD Art. 7, Par. (2)).
If these rules are violated, the law lays down a set of countermeasures including:
a ban on dissemination of printed works; a ban on publishing; limitation of public
activities; cancelation of the registration of educational, health or social institutions;
suspension of activities for up to six months; and revocation of the religious
denomination’s official registration (LRD Art. 8, Par. (1)). The public prosecutor
and any other concerned person are authorised to request the imposition of such
measures. The institution responsible for the imposition of the measures is the
court (LRD Art. 8, Par. (2)).
Political parties
The Constitution forbids the establishment of political parties on ethnic, racial or
religious basis as well as political parties that aim to forcibly seize the power of
government (Art. 11, Par. (4) of the Constitution).
Additional provisions aimed to prevent radicalisation, particularly religious
radicalisation, of or through political parties are laid down in the Law on Political
687
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Parties (LPP). Political parties are not allowed to use as their symbols the national
coat of arms or the national flag of any country including Bulgaria and any
religious signs or images (LPP Art. 5, Par. (1)). Political parties are also not allowed
to receive funding from religious institutions (LPP Art. 24, Par. (1)).
As a measure to prevent the establishment of political parties in violation of
the legal rules the law lays down a special registration procedure. Political
parties are registered by the court, which holds an open court hearing with
the participation of the applicant and a public prosecutor (LPP Art. 5, Par. (1)).
The public prosecutor is authorised to appeal against the court decision in case
he/she believes that registration must have been rejected (LPP Art. 18, Par. (1)).
The public prosecutor can also request the dissolution of any registered political
party, which violates the constitutional or legal provisions (LPP Art. 40, Par. (1)).
The institution authorised to order the dissolution is the court (LPP Art. 40,
Par. (2)).
Football hooliganism
Bulgaria has a separate law, the Law on the Protection of Public Order during
Sport Events (LPPOSE), which deals with the acts of hooliganism during sports
events.
The law defines sports hooliganism as any indecent act violating the public order
which does not constitute a crime and which has been committed intentionally
in the sports facility or its surrounding area during or immediately after a sports
event, or on the way to or back from the sports facility in relation to a sports
event (LPPOSE Art. 21). Sports hooliganism includes but is not limited to: cursing
or using other inappropriate language and gestures that are particularly vulgar;
causing or participating in a fight; sports ground invasion; destruction or damage
of property; use of prohibited items; and refusal to comply with instructions
given by the official responsible for the sports event or by the police (LPPOSE
Art. 21).
The sanctions provided for in the law are detention, fine and community service
(LPPOSE Art. 22, Par. (1)).
Sanctions can be imposed on persons who have reached 16 years of age and
who can understand the nature of their actions (LPPOSE Art. 23, Par. (1)).
Persons below the age of 16 are excluded from the scope of the law but
can be sanctioned according to the Law on Combating Juvenile Delinquency
(LPPOSE Art. 23, Par. (2)). For violations committed by persons placed under
guardianship sanctions can be imposed on their parents or guardians (LPPOSE
Art. 23, Par. (3)).
Sanctions are imposed according to the following criteria:
• For hooliganism involving destruction or damage of property or participation
in a fight, the sanction is detention of 10 up to 20 days or a fine of 500 to
1,000 levs. The sanction is combined with a ban on attending sport events in
Bulgaria and abroad for one up to two years (LPPOSE Art. 25, Par. (2));
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• For repeated hooliganism688, the sanction is detention of 15 up to 25 days
or a fine of 1,000 up to 2,000 levs. The sanction is combined with a ban
on attending sports events in Bulgaria and abroad for two up to three years
(LPPOSE Art. 25, Par. (3));
• For hooliganism committed by a juvenile between 16 and 18 years of age, the
sanction is detention of up to 10 days. The sanction can be combined with
a ban on attending sports events in Bulgaria and abroad for two up to three
years (LPPOSE Art. 25, Par. (4));
• For hooliganism committed by a person placed under guardianship, the sanction
imposed on their parents or guardians is community service for 40 up to
160 hours or a fine of 50 up to 1,000 levs (LPPOSE Art. 25, Par. (5));
• For any other act of hooliganism, the sanction is detention of 10 up to 15 days
or a fine of 200 up to 500 levs. The sanction can be combined with a ban on
attending sport events in Bulgaria and abroad for one up to two years (LPPOSE
Art. 25, Par. (1)).
In addition to the sanction, the objects used for committing the violation as well
as any other objects the possession of which is forbidden are confiscated (LPPOSE
Art. 24).
After establishing an act of sport hooliganism the police collect evidence and
present the case to the court (LPPOSE Art. 26-30). The court holds an open
hearing with the participation of the perpetrator, who can be assisted by a lawyer
(LPPOSE Art. 32, Par. (1), (2) and (3)). If the perpetrator is a juvenile, his/her
parents are also summoned for the hearing (LPPOSE Art. 32, Par. (4)). The decision
of the court cannot be appealed (LPPOSE Art. 34, Par. (1)).
The law also envisages sanctions for violations, which are not defined acts of
hooliganism. Thus, a fine of 500 up to 1,000 levs is envisaged for failure to
respect an imposed ban on attending sports events (LPPOSE Art. 50) while
for obstructing the control exercised during sport events, for violating the rules
for attending sport events and for not complying with the instructions of the
competent authorities there is a fine of 100 up to 300 levs for the first violation
and a fine of 200 up to 600 levs for repeated violations (LPPOSE Art. 49, Par. (1)
and (2)).
The law does not provide for the sanctioning of sport clubs for acts of
hooliganism committed by their supporters. Sport clubs can be sanctioned
only for not complying with their obligations as organisers of sport events and
for not appointing security coordinators as prescribed by the law (LPPOSE
Art. 45-48).
Football clubs can be sanctioned for the behaviour of their supporters according
to the Disciplinary Regulation of the Bulgarian Football Union. The regulation
lists the types of violations and determines the applicable sanction for each
of them (Art. 37 of the Disciplinary Regulation). Violations include invasion of
supporters on the field, throwing of objects, violence against players, referees
688
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or club officials, damaging of property, illegal use of pyrotechnics, etc. The
regulation specifies the amount of the fine to be imposed for each type of
violation and the number of matches, if any, which must be played either
behind closed doors or in another city. Fines range between 1,000 and 40,000
levs depending on the type of violation. In some particularly serious cases the
regulation also allows for the exclusion of football clubs from the league they
are playing in.
The regulation defines as a separate violation any act that offends the dignity of
a person or group of persons through contemptuous, discriminatory or derogatory
words or actions related to race, gender, colour, language, religion or origin
(Art. 37, Par. (2) of the Disciplinary Regulation). The sanctions for such behaviour
are particularly heavy:
• If the violation has been committed by a supporter, the club is sanctioned by
a fine of 25,000 levs;
• If the perpetrator is an official of the club, the club is sanctioned by a fine of
37,500 levs and obliged to play in another city, and the official is disqualified
for a minimum of five matches;
• If several officials and/or players of the same football club have been involved
in the violation or there are other aggravating circumstances, the sanction is
deduction of points (three points for the first violation and six points for the
second violation) or disqualification from the competition (if no points are
awarded for the match). A third consecutive violation may lead to exclusion of
the club from the league it plays in.
• If supporters of the football club have committed the violation during a match,
the sanction for the club is a fine of at least 37,500 levs.
• For serious violations the club can receive additional sanctions, including
playing in another city, forfeiture, deduction of points or disqualification from
the competition;
• The supporters who have committed the violation are deprived from accessing
the stadium for at least two years.
Sanctions are imposed by the Disciplinary Committee of the Bulgarian Foot
ball Union and can be appealed before the Appellate Committee. Fines of
less than 5,000 levs cannot be appealed (Art. 53, Par. (1) of the Disciplinary
Regulation).

2.	Institutional framework
In accordance with the broader scope of the present study, the review of
the institutional framework for countering, monitoring and preventing (violent)
radicalisation and related trends in Bulgaria covers a wide range of authorities,
both in the administrative and in the judicial sector. This section provides an
overview of the relevant bodies and the powers given by law for tackling all
hypotheses of radicalisation covered by this study, namely right and left wing
radicalisation, Islamist radicalisation and sports hooliganism.
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Law enforcement
Police has various functions regarding the prevention and investigation of
radicalisation, as well as specialised powers regarding sports hooliganism.
Investigation of radicalisation-related criminal offences falls within the mandate
of specially appointed police officers (Art. 52, Criminal Procedure Code, hereinafter
CPC689).690 Further, police deals with threats to national security and public order
within the framework of its operational work (Art. 8 and following, Law on the
Ministry of Interior, hereinafter LMI691), which aims at discovering and preventing
crimes and other violations of national security and public order, establishing the
identity of and tracking related persons and objects. For this, the law prescribes
various methods, including undercover operations, controlled deliveries, control
over communications, voluntary collaborators, etc.
The Directorate General for Combatting Organised Crime is tasked with dealing
with organised criminal activity of domestic and transnational criminal structures
related to terrorism, incitement of terror, kidnapping and taking of hostages (LMI
Art. 39, Par. (2)). The repression of terrorist activity is within the powers of the
Counter-Terrorism Special Unit (LMI Art. 44). The monitoring of internet sites and
countering content related to racism, xenophobia and hate speech and related
cybercrimes is within the portfolio of a specialised cybercrime unit within the
Directorate General for Combatting Organised Crime. One of its main lines of
work is related to countering dissemination of terrorist, Islamist, extremist and
xenophobic propaganda via the internet.
Police has substantial powers in managing migration flows through the MoI’s
Directorate General of Border Police (LMI Art. 39, Par. (3)) and Migration
Directorate (LMI Art. 43a).
Regarding sports hooliganism, LPPOSE assigns the Ministry of Interior the main
structural tasks in countering this phenomenon.
A specialised Sector “Hooliganism, extremism and sports events” was established
at the Criminal Police Department of the Directorate General of National Police,
Ministry of Interior, which however was dismantled in 2013 and is expected to
be reorganised and re-established. The regional police directorates also have
specialised groups for countering football hooliganism under the criminal police
units. At the Sofia Police Directorate such a specialised unit for football hooliganism
was established in 2008 due to the growing trends of linkages between football
hooligans and right-wing extremist groups and organisations.
689
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The MoI has a National Information Centre for sports events, which assists
organisers of sports events, drafts and provides information, analytical and forecast
reports to interested parties, and co-operates with foreign and international
authorities (LPPOSE Art. 3-4). The Centre co-ordinates international police cooperation in relation to international sports events and delivers information on
persons who pose a threat to public order during sports events and on the
logistics of fan groups travelling abroad (LPPOSE Art. 5). Until 2013, this Centre
was located at aforementioned Sector “Hooliganism, extremism and sports events”
within the Directorate General of National Police, but as of the end of 2015
this unit is undergoing restructuring and the tasks of the information centre are
performed by individual officers scattered across different departments of the
national police (see the section on football hooliganism).
The MoI should also create and maintain a Unified Automated Register, where
data on physical and legal persons sanctioned under the Law, persons under
prosecution or having been sentenced for intentional crimes committed during
sports events, as well as data on anti-social acts committed during sports events
abroad is kept (LPPOSE Art. 6). According to MoI experts such a register is
not functioning yet, although plans for its establishment were announced back
in 2004.
Police is also involved in the establishment and penalisation of anti-social acts,
related to sports events. Police authorities issue decrees for establishing anti-social
acts under the legislation on administrative violations (LPPOSE Art. 26, Par. (1))
and enter them into a special register they keep (LPPOSE Art. 28). In case of
an anti-social act committed abroad, the respective decree is issued by police
officers from the National Information Centre. (LPPOSE Art. 31a, Par. (1)). One of
the penalties that can be imposed is detention in a territorial unit of the Ministry
of Interior (LPPOSE Art. 22, Par. (1), item 1).
Prosecution of radicalisation-related offences
Courts and prosecutor’s offices in Bulgaria are part of the judiciary and are
involved in criminal proceedings against radicalisation- and terrorism-related
offences, regulated in the CPC, as well as in using special investigative means in
accordance with the CPC and the Law on Special Investigative Means (LSIM). The use
of special investigative means has a particular significance for criminal proceedings,
since radicalisation-related crimes are most often part of those for which such
means are permitted as part of the criminal process.
Most crimes related to radicalisation because of their seriousness are under the
jurisdiction of district courts and their respective Prosecutor’s Offices. Organised
crime cases are tackled by the Specialised Criminal Court and the Appellate
Specialised Criminal Court, and their respective Prosecutor’s Offices recently
created for those specific types of cases.
National security and intelligence bodies
Countering radicalisation and related trends is a significant part of the activity
of specialised state services – the State Agency for National Security (SANS), as
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regulated in the Law on the State Agency for National Security (LSANS),692 the National
Intelligence Service, the National Protection Service, which is responsible for the
protection of the persons and facilities determined by law,693 and the Defence
Information Service.
SANS has so far been the main agency gathering intelligence, monitoring and
investigating radicalisation-related processes and trends in Bulgaria, in cooperation
with the police and the prosecution. It is a specialised body with the Council of
Ministers tasked to protect national security from violations related to, inter alia,
intelligence for the benefit of foreign powers, dangers to the country’s sovereignty,
territorial integrity and unity of the nation, anti-constitutional activity, international
terrorism and extremism, as well as their financing, activities of persons and
groups, supporting foreign services, terrorist or extremist organisations. It has a
specialised International Terrorism, Extremism and Migration Directorate tasked
with monitoring, analysis and investigation of radicalisation-related phenomena.
Within this Directorate, there are specialised units dealing with religiously-inspired
extremism, right and left-wing extremism, ethnic/nationalist extremism and related
phenomena. The analyses and situational risk assessments conducted by the
Directorate are not public.
In addition, on its own or with other authorities SANS performs counter-intelligence
to monitor, uncover, counter and prevent planned or actual violations of national
security (LSANS Art. 4). As with the police, countering crimes and other violations
related to national security is part of the Agency’s functions (LSANS Art. 18
and following). Methods include vetting persons who pose a threat to national
security, marking objects and facilities, monitoring, control over correspondence
and telephone calls, undercover operations, operational experiments, control over
the radio frequencies, etc. (LSANS Art. 20). The Agency may also use voluntary
collaborators (LSANS Art. 23).
SANS has a special unit called the National Counter-terrorism Centre (NCTC),
created by a decree of the Council of Ministers in 2014694 and re-regulated by
a new decree in 2015. 695 The NCTC is a unified national platform for collection
and processing of information in view of identifying persons and organisations,
related to terrorism, which provides 24-hour access for all security and public order
structures to information needed to prevent and curb terrorist threats. The Centre
uses the expertise of SANS officers, as well as seconded experts from the Ministry
692
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of Interior, the Ministry of Defence and the National Intelligence service (Art. 3,
NCTC Decree). The NCTC, inter alia, prepares situational reports, periodic bulletins
and prognoses on the security environment, determines the level of terrorism threat
and sends reports on terrorism threats to the President, the Chair of Parliament and
the Prime Minister. In order to identify potential terrorists, the Centre, inter alia, was
initially supposed to process PNR (Passenger Names Records) and API (Advanced
Passenger Information) data. However, the 2015 decree contains no regulation on
PNR processing, which is supposed to be regulated by LSANS amendments in
process of preparation. In the July 2015 decree the mandate and organisation of
NCTC were optimised and further specified, as well as the exchange of information
procedures with other institutions. The changes include an extended mandate
as regards the scope of the information gathered and processed by the NCTC,
namely not only related to terrorism-related trends, but also to preceding processes
and phenomena such as violent extremism and radicalisation that might lead
to terrorism. Information coordination and exchange between NCTC and other
security structures and ministries was further strengthened.
SANS exercises control over the stay of foreigners in Bulgaria by giving opinions on
providing international protection, on giving stay permits and visas and obtaining
and losing Bulgarian citizenship (LSANS Art. 41).
Some specialised directorates, as well as territorial directorates and units of the
SANS may request from the court the use of special investigative means (LSIM
Art. 13). SANS also applies such means itself (LSIM Art. 16).
The National Intelligence Service was created by a special decree in 1990 and
was for a long time regulated in the Law on Defence and Armed Forces (LDAF),696
until a special law was adopted in October 2015 – the Law on the State
Intelligence Agency (LSIA).697 Previously under the President, the service is now
directly subordinate to the Council of Ministers. The Service’s functions are
related to gathering intelligence and it is not to be tasked with domestic politics
(LSIA Art. 3-5). The Agency is responsible for protecting national security and for
informational and analytical work for preventing, detecting and countering threats
to national security, foreign policy, economy and constitutionally established order
(LSIA Art. 7). The Agency uses special intelligence means within and outside
the country and various undercover operations (LSIA Art. 10). The new formal
structure and functions of the Agency are yet to be established, but the Strategy
for National Security of the Republic of Bulgaria of 2011698 looks at an ‘intelligence
community’, consisting of state bodies, performing information and analytical
activity to assess the risks and threats for national security and their sources and
planning and executing counteraction (Par. 165).
696
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The Defence Information Service, performing military intelligence, is regulated in
the LDAF as a structure directly subordinate to the Minister of Defence (LDAF
Art. 78). It is tasked with gathering, processing, analysing, keeping and providing
information in the interest of national security and the state’s defence (LDAF
Art. 101). A new Law on Military Intelligence was adopted by parliament in October
2015, but was vetoed by the President.
Strategic aspects
Radicalisation-related threats are among the core activities of strategic bodies in
the area of national security.
The National Security Consultative Council (NSCC) is regulated in its special,
although short, law.699 The NSCC is headed by the President of the Republic and
includes the Chair of the National Assembly, the Prime Minister, the Minister of
Defence, the Minister of Interior, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister
of Finance, the Chair of SANS, the chair of the State Intelligence Agency, the
Chief of Defence, the secretary of the Security Council and one representative of
each parliamentary group (LNSCC Art. 2).
The Council deliberates on the internal and foreign policy of the country, related
to national security, the guaranteeing of peace, public order, the rights and
interests of Bulgarian citizens, as well as curbing and preventing dangers for
national security (LNSCC Art. 3). It can draft opinions and proposals (LNSCC
Art. 4) and sits regularly at least once every three months or extraordinarily, if
need be (LNSCC Art. 5).
The Security Council with the Council of Ministers (SCCM), working for a long
time only under a special Regulation,700 is now part of a law of larger, conceptual
scope – the Law on the Management and Functioning of the National Security Protection
System (LMFNSPS).701 It defines (LMFNSPS Art. 2) national security as “dynamic
position of society and state, where the territorial integrity, sovereignty and
constitutionally established order of the country are protected, the democratic
functioning of institutions and citizens’ fundamental rights and freedoms are
protected, as a result of which the nation keeps and enhances its well-being
and is developing, and the country successfully defends its national interests and
realizes its national priorities.” It also outlines the system of protection of national
security (LMFNSPS Art. 3, par. 1) as consisting of state bodies and structures,
performing diplomatic, defence, intelligence, counter-intelligence, operations and
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surveillance, law enforcement and protection activities and which are represented
in the Security Council with the Council of Ministers. It defines the main tasks of
national security protection as (LMFNSPS Art. 3, par. 2):
• analysis of specifics and dependencies in the security environment and early
warning for risks; not allowing, reduction and prevention of risks; countering
of threats and violations;
• management and overcoming crises;
•	еstablishment, marking and protection of critical infrastructure.
The Law also proclaims the main principles of managing and functioning of the
national security protection system (LMFNSPS Art. 4), among which are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

abiding by the Constitution, laws and relevant international treaties;
political neutrality;
respect for and guaranteeing of fundamental rights and freedoms;
objectivity and impartiality;
co-operation with citizens and their organisations;
openness and transparency of policies;
centralised management and control of intelligence.

The Law outlines the functions of the National Assembly, President and Council
of Ministers in the area (Art. 5 and following) and re-regulates the Security
Council with the Council of Ministers (Art. 8 and following) as a consultative and
co-ordinating body, chaired by the Prime Minister and including the ministers of
the interior, defence, foreign affairs, finance, the Chief of Defence, the Secretary
General of the MoI, the chairs of SANS and the National Intelligence Agency,
the Director of the Military Information Service, the Head of the National
Protection Service, the Secretary of the Security Council and two representatives
of the President. The Security Council analyses the state of the national security
system, gives assessments and proposes decisions and action on the system’s
ability to counter threats, the compatibility and integration of state bodies among
themselves and with their EU and NATO counterparts, the protection of information
security. It also co-ordinates the implementation of national security policies. The
previously known concept of ‘intelligence community’ is now regulated (LMFNSPS
Art. 15) as a group with the Security Council, consisting of the secretary of the
Security Council, the MoI Secretary General and the heads of SANS, the National
Intelligence Agency and the Military Information Service. The Law also has a
special section on the system of crisis management (Art. 17 and following). It also
regulates the parliamentary, administrative, judicial and civic oversight over the
national security system (Art. 21 and following).

CONCLUSIONS

The current analysis of the main forms that radicalisation takes in Bulgaria in
the context of internationally growing radicalisation challenges has allowed the
assessment of the main threats, the main actors and their repertoires of action,
the main groups at risk as well as the present policy responses. Against this
background, gaps are identified and recommendations are made for improving
the overall policy, legal and institutional approach with regard to the phenomena
of radicalisation in Bulgaria.
Islamist radicalisation
To date, Bulgaria has remained relatively unaffected by international radical
Islamist activities. This can be explained by the absence from the Bulgarian
context of important factors, considered contributory to Islamist radicalisation in
Western Europe, such as colonial history and significant post-conflict immigration.702
In addition, Bulgaria hosts a considerable historical Muslim minority and long
established mechanisms of inter-religious and inter-community relations, which
serve to divert and sustain potential negative influences that might be related to
internationally observed phenomena of Islamist radicalisation.
In terms of external threats Bulgaria’s engagement in the international anti-terrorist
coalition and the involvement of Bulgarian military regiments in different crisis
zones exposes the country to potential external terrorist acts. This has been
demonstrated by the first terrorist attack perpetrated on Bulgarian territory in July
2012. According to the assessment of intelligence and law enforcement agencies,
the security risks for the country have become higher after this attack.703 In the
context of the escalating militant Islamist threat with the conflict in Syria and
the establishment of IS and in the context of Bulgaria’s geographical proximity to
countries exporting Islamist radicalism, the country is becoming more prone to
risks associated with transiting transnational fighters and the potential for operation
of related logistical infrastructures. This is demonstrated in the Europol TE-STAT
report for 2014 where Bulgaria is mentioned among the European states (together
with Austria, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Croatia, Slovenia,
Serbia, Macedonia) that serve as land routes for transnational fighters to Syria and
Iraq, with frequent arrests having taken place at the Bulgarian-Turkish border.704
According to the latest analysis by the Bulgarian intelligence services reflected in
the Draft Strategy to Counteract Radicalization and Terrorism (2015 – 2020), the internal
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security risks related to Islamist radicalisation are associated with the accessibility
of radical Islamist propaganda on the internet, the stark poverty and social
marginalisation of some communities in the country, the risks of provocation and
spread of anti-Islamic and xenophobic waves and the ethno-religious confrontations
that may stem from them.705 Home grown risks of Islamist radicalisation are
presently discussed in the context of two trends. One involves processes of
proselytism of Salafi interpretations of Islam and heightened religiosity based on
Salafism among some Bulgarian-speaking Muslims. The other is associated with
expressions of symbolic approval for international Islamist organisations, based
on Salafi interpretations of Islam among some Muslim Roma. The representatives
of the first group are to be rather associated with the purist branch of Salafism
putting focus on non-violent, non-political methods of propagation and education.
The representatives of the second group seem to associate themselves with more
radical aspects of the Salafi interpretations of Islam which is demonstrated in acts
of sympathy with IS and logistical support to transnational fighters. It needs to be
pointed that according to experts these acts are not accompanied by a profound
internalisation of the Salafi doctrine. Further research should be conducted to
trace the root causes and the interplay of social and individual level mechanisms
that contribute to this process.
Certain groups may be considered at risk of home-grown Islamist radicalisation in
Bulgaria and they include some Muslim converts in the Roma community.706 With
the imprisonment of some of the leaders and main actors from this community
there is a risk that they may influence inmates in the prison.
It needs to be stressed that the prevailing assessment of experts in Islam and
Muslim minorities is that neither Salafi interpretations of Islam nor any militant
versions of these interpretations can find root among the Muslim communities in
Bulgaria.707 This is the outcome of a long Islamic tradition in the country based
in Hannafi Sunnism, developed in the course of centuries and in co-existence
with Orthodox Christianity.708 The resilience of Bulgaria’s Muslim communities
to militant ideas associated with the Salafi interpretation of Islam is strongly
demonstrated by the fact that no fighters from the country have been recruited
by IS. This is especially impressive given that most EU member states as well
as the Balkan countries have had a worrying number of their citizens join IS as
transnational fighters.
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Right and left wing radicalisation
Bulgaria’s right-wing scene is rather diverse comprising political parties and nonparliamentary actors, including organisations and informal groups. Both parliamentary
and non-parliamentary political parties and the informal right wing groups espouse
strong nationalist sentiments that are built on anti-minority, anti-foreigners and
anti-immigrant rhetoric. A strong emphasis is put on the Bulgarian nation, which
is often discussed in exclusionist strictly ethnic terms. Right-wing actors share ideas
of extreme cultural conservatism, racism, anti-Semitism as well as homophobia.
They identify with the idea of order imposed by a “strong hand” and espouse a
form of populism based on the opposition between the (corrupt) elite and the
people. Vocal anti-Europeanism and anti-immigrant and pro-security rhetoric are
also strong components of the ideology of right-wing actors. It is important to
note that some right wing actors and more particularly the political party Ataka,
appropriate aspects of left-wing rhetoric, including proposals to re-nationalise
state-owned companies sold to foreign investors or to re-examine privatisation.709
Ataka’s hybrid agenda is the outcome of complex financial and political loyalties,
including Slavophile identification with Russia’s interests in Bulgaria and in Europe.
The right-left ideological mix propagated by Ataka appears possible through
supporters from the far-right and the far-left who share common nostalgia for the
strong authoritarian governance and egalitarianism of the former totalitarian regime
and perpetuate anti-Western nationalism. However, Ataka’s ideological hybridity
and opportunism contribute to the isolation of the party from the rest of the
right-wing players in the country.
Right-wing groups not in parliament are smaller. While they do not take part in
the national and local elections they are very active among certain youth circles
and football fans. The less ideological skinhead gangs, often merging with football
fan factions, are the youngest and most aggressive part of the radical right.
Additional ideological actors can be found in mysticism associations with active
publishing activity. They fill the radical right ideological gap by producing alternative
history sources, translating foreign occult, Nazi and conspiracy theory literature,
or developing their own religious sects worshiping pagan Bulgarian deities. A third
type of non-parliamentary actors includes quasi-military groups with relatively
consistent ideology. These three types of extra-parliamentary groups often share
common membership and both influence and fight one another. Importantly,
right-wing radical groups, although fragmented and impermanent, enjoy significant
latent support by inactive people. This silent support can be activated by events
which have the potential to grow into riot-type violent acts. Presently, right-wing
activists’ leaders do not have the capacity to rally large number of supporters, as
they count predominantly on populist rhetoric and are preoccupied by personal
conflicts, which result in further fragmentation of the right-wing political space.
The repertoire of actions of right wing actors is diverse ranging from publishing
texts and dissemination of nationalist literature, propaganda through their own
TV channels, to mass protests and marches as well as educational activities or
concerts. It is important to note that right-wing actors are engaged in acts of
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violence varying from hate speech, desecration of Muslim or Jewish temples or
cemeteries, to reprisal raids (or violent attacks) against Roma, immigrants, persons
of different colour or against those perceived as gay.
Despite the high levels of support for radical left ideas in Bulgarian society,
radical left parties in the country enjoy very weak voter support. The main
non-parliamentary actors involved in radical left-wing groups in the country are
the communist left, the anarchist left, the new left and the greens. Unlike the
latter two groups, the communist and the anarchist left have a revolutionary
ideology and rhetoric that does not envision social change through the process
of representative liberal democracy, but just like the new left and the greens
they believe that real social change can only be achieved when society is ready.
Thus, there are no significant differences in the four groups’ repertoire of actions,
which are almost exclusively non-violent and focused on the popularisation and
discussion of left-wing ideas, and struggles for social justice particularly concerning
the rights of migrants, minorities, and workers. It can safely be claimed that there
is no immediate threat of left-wing violence, although according to non-official
sources, radical left-wing ideas are growing in popularity.
A particular group at risk of far right radicalisation involves youngsters in the
age group 14 – 18. The influence of radical ideologies over juveniles in Bulgaria
has been insufficiently explored. It is important to design and conduct studies
to explore root causes and triggers that push young persons to engagement and
activity within the right-wing scene.
Football hooliganism
Football hooliganism in Bulgaria is connected to factors such as the levels of
football game spectators’ attendance and the participation of entrepreneurs from
the grey and criminal sector in the ownership of football clubs. In addition, two
trends related to political instability and inter-ethnic tensions seem to provoke
risks of radicalisation of football fans.
The decrease in the number of spectators of football games since the 2000s
has affected a decrease in the number of hooligan incidents. This is the case as
smaller audiences reduce the risks of radicalisation of the football fans. This trend,
however, is offset by a countertrend whereas reduced audiences have led to a
growing influence of the well-organised core of fan groups, which pose a higher
risk of violent conduct.
Following series of bankrupted and restored football clubs previously owned by
entrepreneurs from the grey and criminal sector, the ownership of the big football
teams is now considerably more transparent and legalised. This development leads
to a decrease of criminal influences over the football factions.
Following a period of political instability in 2013 – 2014, a number of new risks
of radicalisation of football fans became visible. The most serious of these is
related to the use of football fans as participants in political demonstrations.
There have been a number of instances of remunerated participation in protests,
counter-protests, provocations and bodyguard services to politicians. On certain
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occasions, fans recruited by political parties for participating in otherwise genuine
protests engage in violence, even against the police. Further analysis needs to be
carried out to understand: 1) what are the factors and conditions leading to such
phenomena; 2) whether the radicalisation of the ultras and the football fans takes
place only in situations of political and economic instability; 3) what is the extent
to which the participation of football fans in political protests is the outcome of
authentic political affiliations or is only motivated by financial stimuli; 4) what is
the volume of finance needed to mobilise several thousand ultras.
A serious long term risk of radicalisation of football fans is posed by the ethnic
tensions between Roma and Bulgarian communities at the local level or in some of
the big cities. A critical factor in this regard might also be the frequent institutional
changes in the Ministry of the Interior following changes in government and
leading to loss of expertise and resources.
Intelligence and law enforcement experts should be aware that the trend of using
football fans in political protests or in ethnic conflicts at the local level bears the
risk of radicalisation of not only football fans but of the conflicts in which they
are called to participate. Therefore, it is very important to monitor such processes
and accumulate expert knowledge of the operational mechanisms involved, as
well as to design well informed policies to counteract them.
Institutional response
Although the Bulgarian government has formulated a national strategic policy
approach to the complex issues of radicalisation that might lead to violence,
relevant authorities are in the very early stages of developing working methods for
identifying, preventing and countering processes and manifestations of radicalisation.
Radicalisation is not sufficiently understood at the level of government institutions,
including the pull and push factors involved, pathways and vulnerabilities of
individuals or groups of people; consequently there is not enough knowledge on
how to prevent and address such issues.
While law enforcement and intelligence bodies have been active in applying
monitoring, repressive and deterrence actions towards radicalisation, there is a
lack of any systematic and organised institutional effort towards early recognition
and prevention of such trends. Furthermore, the involvement of other key public
actors such as the educational and social systems in these efforts is limited. Law
enforcement and security agencies play an important role in countering violent
radicalisation, but their intervention should be the last resort of government
response.
A multitude of government institutions in the national law enforcement and security
sector and the judiciary are tasked with preventing and countering radicalisation.
Other authorities are also involved in countering radicalisation, including courts,
registering religious denominations and political parties, as well as private actors,
having tasks with regard to sports hooliganism. A more pro-active approach by all
institutions concerned is required, which starts with the proper recognition and
prioritisation of radicalisation-related issues in their strategic planning and day-today activities.
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Insofar as the national security and law enforcement agencies are concerned, the
challenges in countering radicalisation stem largely from the overall challenges to
the Bulgarian security sector and law enforcement. Frequent restructuring within
SANS and the MoI pose risks for the effective work of the police and security
personnel, especially in complex cases like radicalisation-related acts. The effect
of recently adopted laws regulating security services remains to be seen. At the
same time, high turnover of staff within the security agencies endangers the
accumulation of sustainable expertise, knowledge and know-how in understanding
and countering radicalisation.
As for the judiciary – prosecutor’s offices and criminal courts – they are faced with
the growing complexity of left and right wing, as well as Islamist radicalisation,
and with the necessity to further build their expertise to prosecute and administer
justice in such cases.
Countering specific radicalisation challenges and trends
The issue of potential Islamist radicalisation in Bulgaria needs to be approached
first from a prevention perspective with serious attention to be paid to the design
of soft measures for developing of dialogue with groups and individuals at risk,
combined with attendant integration alternatives. Such an approach should involve
a range of civil institutions at the central and local levels with law enforcement
actors to come into play as the last resort of institutional response. The design
of soft policies needs to be based on studies of the factors and social dynamics
that put certain local groups and individuals at risk of radicalisation. Respectively,
policies for preventing and countering potential risks need to be directed at
the specific social, economic and cultural realities at local level. It is telling that
the close monitoring, the arrests, the three consecutive court trials and the
two convictions of Ahmed Musa of Pazardjik since 2003, have not effectively
restrained his activity. On the contrary, his influence is growing, the community
that considers him a leader is expanding and the acts that they commit go beyond
manifestations of religious purism and piety. Against this background, it could
safely be claimed that the case of Ahmed Musa demonstrates that measures that
are solely repressive are not sufficient to prevent or counteract processes that
have complex social roots.
Potential home-grown Islamist radicalisation cannot be addressed and counteracted
without the involvement of Muslims themselves. Therefore, any policy approach
that relies solely on repressive prevention or reactive repression without the
engagement of the Muslim leadership will be ineffective and if applied without
caution it may serve to jeopardise the inter-ethnic and inter-religious relations in
the country. Prevention policies need to be designed in such a way as to reinforce
the mechanisms within the Muslims communities which prove to make them
resilient to external influences associated with non-traditional interpretations of
Islam. The role of the Chief Muftiate in such a process needs to be acknowledged
and policies developed to facilitate the dialogue between Muslim religious
leadership, policy makers as well as relevant institutions. Given the main reasons
for the penetration of Salafi interpretations of Islam among some segments of
the Muslim community in the country identified in this report, it is advisable to
consider supporting the autonomy of the Chief Muftiate from powerful external
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Islamic centres. Such an approach may involve – but not be limited to – the
development of strategies by the Directorate of Religious Denominations at the
Council of Ministers for communication and regular dialogue with the Muslim
religious leadership; developing strategies for ensuring better financial self-reliance
of the Islamic denomination; support for securing the financial independence
and improvement of the quality of education in Islamic educational institutions
throughout the country. Last but not least, the role of the Chief Muftiate could be
more proactive in the context of the global radicalisation challenges, for example
by way of taking official positions on key issues related to the Islamic profession
and by tightening the control over the Islamic denomination and education
throughout the country.
The Roma quarters where some symbolic demonstrations of approval with
Islamists jihadism have taken place, will benefit from strong social and educational
programmes to help local communities disentangle from such influences.
Effective law enforcement measures and prosecution of acts associated with
potentially violent Islamist radicalisation need to be based on legal measures
updated to the dynamics of developments in Europe and in Bulgaria. One good
step in this direction is the amendment of the Criminal Code of 25 June 2015
with provisions incriminating acts of transiting and assistance thereof through the
territory of Bulgaria for terrorist aims.710
With regard to right-wing radicalisation the legal and institutional structures in
the country appear well-prepared to monitor and prosecute related acts. However,
there is no evidence of any preventive measures currently being employed by
the relevant authorities. Law enforcement institutions seem well acquainted with
the processes underway in the most radical groups and appear to have sufficient
capacity to react to acts of violence. However, some forms in which right-wing
radicalisation is manifested, such as crimes with racist and xenophobic motives
and other hate crimes remain insufficiently prioritised by the government and its
agencies. For example, hate crimes are not prosecuted as such but as acts of
hooliganism. Without recognition of the actual scope, nature and potential harm
of such trends by a wide range of institutional actors, the issues of radicalisation
and violent extremism cannot be tackled at their roots. If remaining unaddressed,
they could further advance division and polarisation and trigger reactionary and
extremist attitudes in other parts of society. Both government institutions and
families neglect the role of preventive measures among schoolchildren who are
most vulnerable to radicalisation. Indeed, the need for political and multi-cultural
education and the overall role of education in preventing radicalisation both in
the family and at school has not yet been addressed in public debate.
With regard to football hooliganism, Bulgarian authorities have undertaken a
number of measures aimed to monitor and curtail the changing face of this
phenomenon. In 2000, a working group at the MoI General Directorate of National
Police was established to exercise systematic monitoring over football hooliganism.
Given the growing seriousness of the phenomenon the group was extended to
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include employees from other MoI departments. Respectively, the Bulgarian police
and the BFU started conducting risk evaluation of football matches in accordance
with established international practices in order to deploy the necessary measures
for maintaining public order before, during and after matches. A respective legal
framework was also established with the introduction in 2004 of the Law on the
Protection of Public Order during Sport Events (LPPOSE) which includes provisions
aimed at ensuring better security and safety at football matches, as well as stricter
sanctions for acts of football hooliganism.
However, there are a number of problems associated with the law enforcement
response to football hooliganism. The centralised automated register on football
hooliganism that is prescribed in the LPPOSE has not yet been established. As
the register is an instrument to aid both monitoring and prosecution of acts of
football hooliganism efforts need to be invested in its establishment.
There is a lack of Criminal Code provisions which differentiate football hooliganism
from other violations of public order, which hinders the systematic monitoring
and statistical measuring of the phenomenon. Acts of football hooliganism are
presently recorder by police and courts under the heading of “general” or
“serious” hooliganism, which does not allow the authorities to take stock of the
actual scope of the problem. Despite legal developments and the specialisation
of law enforcement in tackling football hooliganism, there are still no systematic
public police statistics and analysis of the phenomenon.
the monitoring and systematisation of information relating to football hooliganism
as well as the enforcement of well informed and timely preventive and repressive
measures is weakened by frequent institutional restructuring at the MoI and high
turnover of staff. Such factors disrupt the accumulation of skills and expertise for
tackling football hooliganism.
It should be pointed out that the police have so far avoided working on prevention
or disruption of high-risk relationships between political parties and fan factions.
The approach is “asymmetrical” and includes measures to caution the football
fans, but not the political intermediaries. Given the high risk presented by the
use of football fans in political protests or in local ethnic tensions, measures need
to be enforced to effectively discourage and curtail the financially motivated and
disruptive cooperation between political parties and fan factions. The phenomenon
should be curtailed not only by agencies responsible with football hooliganism but
also by those dealing with political radicalisation and extremism (such as SANS).
Over the past few years, and especially since the terrorist attacks on European
soil have intensified, the Bulgarian government has undertaken several steps
towards the gradual development of a much needed holistic policy approach that
combines early identification and prevention of radicalisation with strengthened
controls and repressive measures against violent extremist and terrorist activity.
At the same time, developing institutional preparedness to monitor, counter and
prevent violent radicalisation and related risks in a systematic manner is facing
multiple challenges. Inter-agency cooperation, information exchange and joint
interventions are key prerequisites for the success for the planned measures, as
well as the development of analytical capacity, expert knowledge and know-how
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within the government administration and other key stakeholders, especially as
frontline practitioners are concerned. In this context, efforts should be invested
in the development of well-established channels for multi-agency collaboration
and community engagement at the local level. The experience in designing and
enforcing preventive and repressive approaches to radicalisation accumulated in
other EU member states should be consulted. Their application – and, if need be
modification – in Bulgaria should proceed from a careful analysis of the features
and needs of the Bulgarian context.

Appendix.	Electoral results of nationalist parties
2005 – 2014

Year

Type of elections

2005

Parliamentary elections

Ataka

2006

Elections for President

Ataka: Volen Siderov, Pavel Shopov

24.10%*

2007

Elections to the European
Parliament

Ataka

14.20%

2009

Elections to the European
Parliament

Ataka

11.96%

2009

Elections to the European
Parliament

Union of the Patriotic Forces “Defence”**

0.46%

2009

Elections to the European
Parliament

“Napred IMRO”***

2.25%

2009

Parliamentary elections

Union of the Patriotic Forces “Defence”

0.15%

2009

Parliamentary elections

Ataka

9.36%

2009

Parliamentary elections

For the Homeland – DCI-NL

0.27%

2011

Elections for President

IMRO: Krasimir Karakachanov
and Daniela Simidchieva

0.99%

2011

Elections for President

Ataka: Volen Siderov, Pavel Shopov

3.64%

2013

Parliamentary elections

Ataka

7.30%

2013

Parliamentary elections

NFSB

3.70%

2013

Parliamentary elections

IMRO – BND

1.88%

2014

Elections to the European
Parliament

Ataka

2.96%

2014

Elections to the European
Parliament

NFSB

3.05%

2014

Elections to the European
Parliament

Coalition “Nationalist Parties of Bulgaria”

0.11%

2014

Parliamentary elections

Bulgarian National Union – ND

0.17%

2014

Parliamentary elections

Ataka

4.52%

2014

Parliamentary elections

Patriotic Front: NFSB and IMRO

7.28%

Source:
*
**
***

Party

Central Elections Commission.
At runoff.
An Ataka spin-off.
A coalition between IMRO, Party Lider and Agrarian People’s Union.

Results
8.14%
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